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Editorial
Freddie whitelaw

AiCC
The editor was in Wengen in early March. 
Our visit coincided with the AICC (Amateur 
Inter Club Championships) which the DHO 
had been asked to run. A championship 
created 4 years ago by the Kandahar Ski 
Club, our friends and rivals from across the 
valley, the intention was to try to continue 
the sporting  amateur ethos of skiing that 
existed in the 20s and 30s. 

As a non-involved spectator (until the 
official photographer pulled out and thus 
we found ourselves given the job). It was 
extremely pleasing to see just how 
fantastically well it was all organised, and 
seemed to be running. Whoever organised 
the weather needs a vote of thanks from 
every single member of the DHO. A full 
report is included in this Journal, but it is 
appropriate that we officially state that all 
those organising and working for months 
beforehand have done us proud and were a 
great credit to the club.

Committee structure
The committee structure of the club has 
changed. Instead of one enormous and 
unwieldy single committee, where it was
proving difficult to discuss matters and take 
decisions, there are now 5 separate 

sub-committees who do all the work and 
take most of the decisions which they then 
push up to the General Committee for “rubber 
stamping”. Changes to the committee 
membership rules and the club rules are due 
to be voted upon at the forthcoming AGM. 

Journal Archive
Every  page of every past Journal has now 
been scanned and is available for viewing 
and/or downloading on our website. 
This archive will always run two years 
in arrears, so members get 24 months 
exclusivity to read their Journal. The website 
itself is completely updated and revised. 
The original Journals which were scanned 
are now laminated and “wiro” bound and are 
to be securely kept in the Club Room. They 
are available for personal inspection, but 
only on the premises. In addition, we have 
been given the British Ski Year Books  from 
the 50s and 60s that our late ex-President, 
Sheila Hensman had collected. The BSYB 
was created in 1920 and the last one 
appeared in 1971. Arnold Lunn edited every 
one, including those published during the 
war years. The editor was able to indulge his 
passion for surfing the web pages of world 
wide antiquarian book shops and we have
managed to supplement those from Sheila 
back to 1927 (with only 1928 missing). 

We are keeping our eyes open for earlier 
ones, particularly 1924, 25, 26 and 28 since 
we will then have a complete collection back 
to just before the birth of the DHO, these are 
intended to be kept securely in the 
Club Room. 

Difficult atmosphere
We received an email this summer from 
a longstanding member that contained an 
aside, bemoaning  a situation regarding 
certain attitudes towards some club 
officials amongst a small proportion of the 
DHO membership. Much as we like a good 
argument and are tempted to bring it to the 
forefront, the Journal is not, perhaps, the 
most appropriate vehicle to use. 

Our correspondent said, amongst other 
items,  “It is a sad situation, and one that is 
in danger of tainting our view of Wengen - 
somewhere that has always been ‘home’”. 
Let us hope the DHO can resolve matters 
and put this situation behind us.

New Appearance 
This Journal is the first of a revamped 
design, it is meant to be easier to read and 
slightly less staid. It also takes on board the 
new DHO branding.
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DisconnectedJottings

It was our old friend  Nigel Cornelius who 
introduced your editor to Wengen in 1972. 
So he has much to apologise for! He has a 
long family connection with Wengen where, 
indeed, his parents first met.

Looking through his family album recently, 
we came across a photo dated around 1935

Five Generations of Cornelius at wengen
of his father Richard  pictured with Nigel’s 
grandfather  Noel, together  in Wengen. 

Over Christmas last year (2010), Nigel and 
his wife, Ronnie, their two sons. Mark and 
James, with wives and their respective sons 
Ben and Max were all staying at the Park 
Hotel. Taken by Ronnie, this photo adds

If you look at the DHO website, you will 
find in the section on the Coggins the words: 
“The origins of the name are lost in the mists 
of time, but it is thought to refer to the little 
cogs on the railway.” Again the exact timing 
of when the Coggins created is uncertain, but 
it is usually thought to be in the late 50s or 
early 60s some several years after the Race 
Trainees commenced in 1953.

The  editor was recently glancing through an 
old copy of the British Ski Year Book, a peri-
odical that appeared each autumn and edited 
by Arnold Lunn from its first issue in 1920 to 
its final issue in 1971. They represent Arnie’s 
view of the skiing world for the previous 12 
months and are quite often in excess of 200 
pages.  In 1939, unlike many other annual 
publications, they continued to be produced 
more or less single handedly by Arnold Lunn 
right through the second world war.  They 
were produced on behalf of the Ski Club of 
Great Britain and the Alpine Ski Club. Much

Coggins – Ancient & Modern
of interest can be gleaned from the section of 
race results. In 1927 there is a report on the 
Hewitt Challenge Cup which was first held 
that year. Presented by Mr Halford Hewitt, 
a gregarious old Carthusian (who is perhaps 
better known for the golf competition he 
started between the public schools), it was 
open to teams of boys and girls under 18 
years old, with 5 persons per team, and only 
the first 4 of each team to count. The first 
such competition, reported in the BSYB of 
1927, was described  thus: “The Hewitt Cup, 
held at Wengen, was awarded on the 
combined result of a slalom and a downhill 
race. Five Teams of 5 entered.” 
The Kandahar Ski Club of Mürren entered 
two teams, the Coggins Club (the junior 
branch of the DHO) entered two teams and 
the Thirty Club of Grindelwald  entered one 
team. In the results Kandahar 1 and 2 were 
significantly the best teams, finishing first 
and second, Coggins 1 was third, tied with 
Thirty Club and Coggins 2 was 5th. 

From this we may conclude that the name 
Coggins is almost as old as the DHO. 
And perhaps we may also conclude that 
since you needed to have passed your 
second class SCGB test in order to be even  
considered eligible to join the DHO, it would 
have been improbable for an under 18 year 
old to qualify to join,  but  a “junior” 
category of skier could join the Coggins 
instead since it was likely to be much easier 
to gain membership.

So the Coggins section of the DHO 
commenced at least as early as 1927 (and 
perhaps earlier). Thus Coggins will celebrate 
its 85th anniversary this coming season.  
At the start, it may certainly have been 
somewhat different from today’s Coggins, 
but it is little wonder that if it is that old, the 
origins of the name are understandably “lost 
in the mists of time”.

another 3 generations to the Cornelius family 
association with Wengen.

Any other family able to claim a greater 
number of generations?
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Purchased for £5 by the editor at a craft 
show, this postcard shows the Graf Zeppelin 
(LZ  127) over the Lauterbrunnen valley 
and probably photographed from about 
Wilderswil. Although not easily seen in this 
reproduction, both the name Graf Zeppelin 
and its number LZ 127 can be read when the 
original postcard is strongly magnified under 
bright light.

Obviously it was created as a postcard 
and sold for several years to tourists. This 
example was sent by a schoolboy called 
Paul to his local vicar, Rev D H Opperman 
in Devizes.  “Dear Guv” he starts, written 
in pencil. The Graf Zeppelin only landed 3 
times in Switzerland, all in 1930, once at
Geneve-Cointrin (where Geneva airport is

Zeppelin over wengen
today), once at Basel and once at Bern (in 
October 1930). It seems most  likely that this 
photograph was taken during its trip to Bern. 
The Graf Zeppelin was the most successful 
Zeppelin built, amassing a total mileage 
flown of over 1 million miles. 

Because some stamp collector has rather 
crudely removed the stamp and half the 
postmark, we cannot know exactly when it 
was sent, but we do know that the Graf 
Zeppelin’s bigger brother airship, the 
Hindenburg (LZ 129) crashed in May 1937 
and that our young correspondent, Paul, 
has incorrectly identified this photo as the 
“Hindenberg” (sic) “the zeppelin that bust” 
so it was obviously sent later than May 1937. 
Thus it is probable that this was sent about

August 1937 during the school holidays 
when Paul was perhaps on a visit to 
Wilderswil or nearby Interlaken. 

After the Hindenburg disaster, the Graf 
Zeppelin was withdrawn from service and 
was used as a static display model, but in 
1940, along with all other German airships, 
it was re-cycled on Field-Marshall Hermann 
Goering’s orders and the duralumin from 
which the frame was made converted into 
other, more aggressive, flying machines.
Incidentally, Photo Fritz Lauener has some 
old and large historic photos (probably taken 
by his predecessor Photo Gabi) including 
two or three of the Graf Zeppelin as it passed 
over Wengen.

The Independent Schools Show last 
November offered us a small space. Kieran 
Stevens designed and produced a display. 
At the two day show, Sarah Robinson 
visited every school’s stand and gave them 
information on the R &T side of our club.

Several dozen independent schools are 
now aware that we can offer R & T 
facilities for any schools thinking of 
visiting the alps. Our display was good 
looking and professional.

independent 
Schools Show

Discount 
Abonnements
The website www.swisspasses.com offers 
Jungfrau Region abonnements at a discount 
of 10%. It also sells Swiss rail tickets and 
baggage labels, these luggage labels are for 
baggage you intend sending directly from 
a UK airport to Wengen, so that you do not 
need to transfer the baggage yourself when 
you change train in Switzerland. You should 
note that not all airports in the UK and not 
all airlines participate in this scheme, so you 
should check before purchase. Although 
abonnements are discounted, no discount is 
available for either rail or baggage tickets.



In among the bustling jostling crowd at the 
base of the cable car in Kitzbuhel, an old 
man in his 70’s waited. You could have 
missed him, or easily mistaken him for a 
grandfather waiting to meet his grandchild 
for a cup of chocolate, but this man with his 
razor sharp Atomics was a ski racing legend 
waiting to take some not quite race-fit ex 
DHO trainees for a super fast tour of the 
area.

Hias Leitner, born and bred in Kitzbuhel is 
not only a local legend but an international 
one, known in ski racing circles as being part 
of the Austrian Magic Ski Team during the 
1950’s and 60’s (also known as the “Dream
Team”). Together the team won 4 gold, 3 
silver, 3 bronze medals at the Olympics, 

The old Master - hias leitner Still Produces Magic
and 15 medals at the World Championships. 
Between the 6 magic team members they 
won the Hahnenkamm race 9 times. Hias 
won the silver medal at the Squaw Valley 
Winter Olympics for slalom in 1960, came 
first in the Lauberhorn slalom in Wengen 
and competed and completed the world’s 
most famous downhill the Hahnenkamm in 
Kitzbuhel ten times. 

As luck would have it, Hias was free that 
January day for some free skiing with a few 
of us ex-DHO trainees: Michael and Sam 
Shnaps, Adam Nicol  and James Cowan. 

Not a competitive streak left in each ex-
racer, we were stunned to see how at the base 
of a run, Hias was barely affected by

the thundering speed he’d just displayed on 
the mountain.  We were exhausted but not 
Hias. He never stopped for a minute. Many 
interesting stories were told on the gondolas 
and his presence was certainly acknowledged 
by the locals. We were thrilled to ski the 
Hahnenkamm downhill piste with Hias and 
were happy to have had the chance to have a 
few beers with him as well. He enjoyed his 
day skiing with us. 

All agreed that it was one of the most 
memorable days on the mountain and we 
thank Sandown Park Ski Racing Club 
where we all met but most of all Ingie 
Christophersen and Manfred for organizing 
the racing and Training camps. Contributed 
by Sam Shnaps.
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Older members will perhaps remember back 
about 50 years ago when one of our most 
lively and charismatic race trainees was 
Virginia (Ginny) Cox. She married Charlie 
Edington-Brown whom she met in Scotland 
whilst she was working as a ski instructor 
in Aviemore. They were frequent visitors to 
Wengen and dedicated racers, Charlie 
actually competing in the Inferno twice on 
the same day, once as himself and then, 
secondly, filling in for a DHO no-show 
competitor. Sadly Ginny died rather 
suddenly about two and a half years ago.

Charlie and Sylvia brown
This year in early March, Charlie Brown 
turned up in Wengen again, this time 
accompanied by his new wife Sylvia. 
The photo shows the couple in the club 
room just after they had sheepishly 
announced that they were actually on their 
honeymoon. We thought that our members 
would like to share their joy and to join us 
in wishing them every happiness.
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BRECHIN MANAGEMENT LIMITED
6 Brechin Place, London SW7 4QA  

Tel 020 7370 1256/7/8 Fax No 020 7370 2251

Max Davies and the staff at 
Brechin Management Limited wish 

the DHO and Wengen 
an Excellent Season in 2012

THE HISTORY 
OF SKI JUMPING
Tim Ashburner

‘It’s a beautiful volume, and I am very impressed. The pictures are most 
interesting – several are new to me. I did not know it was possible to 
find photographs of so many of the early European skiers…And you 
certainly have a sharp pen – I was laughing out loud several times into 
the book. Again, thanks for the copy. I am honoured to be mentioned.’
Rune Flaten, Archivist, Foreningen til Ski Idrettens, Fremme, Oslo

‘I can only say: Fantastic, fantastic, fantastic again! It seems to me 
unbelievable that someone can research so far back about a sport 
nobody has written much about before. There is so much about skiing 
and ski jumping that I did not know…Tim you are a champion!’
Karl Molitor, Wengen

‘I might as well be honest with you. I did not think you could produce 
a book anything like as good. It is excellent.’
Inge Christophersen 

‘I believe he is in that long and very great tradition of English and 
Scottish writers who, beginning with Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and 
continuing with Somerville, Richardson and Arnold Lunn, have left for 
future generations enduring histories of the beginnings of skiing.’
David Parnell

TIM ASHBURNER, 12 REDCLIFFE CLOSE,
OLD BROMPTON ROAD, LONDON SW5 9HX
Email: timashburner228@hotmail.co.uk
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wengen Manager’s Report
winter 2010/11

It was a very different journey to Wengen 
this winter.  

The plan was to leave early morning on 
Wednesday 1 December.  An amazing 
amount of snow had fallen across the UK; 
no one really believed it would last or that 
we would have so much snow.  During the 
day on Tuesday the snow disappeared from 
our driveway and the surrounding roads, so 
we were feeling confident about leaving as 
planned. However, it started snowing again 
later in the day and just kept on snowing, 
getting deeper and deeper.  Sean and I 
decided to leave in the middle of the night as 
we were in danger of being snowed in!!  We 
drove very slowly along the snow covered 
roads; the bit we were dreading the most was 
going up Reigate Hill to get onto the M25.  
Luck was on our side, a gritting lorry was 
in front of us as we were driving through 
Reigate and it was heading for Reigate Hill.  
As we followed the gritting lorry up the 
hill we couldn’t believe how many people 
were walking down the hill or how many 
abandoned cars there were at the sides of the 
road.  When we got to the roundabout at the 
top of the hill it looked like a car park with 
even more abandoned cars and was almost 
gridlocked.  Our hearts sank as we feared 
that we would not get past the roundabout.  
Patience paid off and we finally got onto the

M25. Not long after we joined the motorway, 
a car skidded in front of us and spun on the 
icy road.  We just managed to avoid it and 
continued on our journey to the Eurotunnel 
terminal.  It took us over three hours to get 
there for a journey that usually takes just 
over an hour.  Luckily we had booked the 
Eurotunnel as the ferries were not operating.

When we got to France the roads were better 
although still pretty bad for driving.  
The whole of the way to Wengen was snow 
covered.  After a very nice stop in the heart 
of France and a delicious meal we arrived 
in Wengen as planned on Thursday 2 
December.  Wengen was all covered in snow. 
This didn’t last as it warmed up and rained 
for a couple of days. It did eventually turn 
to snow on 8 December and we woke to a 
beautiful snow covered Wengen once again 
on 9 December.

There were many changes in Wengen that 
had happened in the summer.  The most 
significant was the new entrance to the Eiger 
and the Raiffeisen bank moving in next 
door to us.  New signage was also put up on 
the front of the building really putting the 
DHO on the map.  Other changes in Wengen 
included the refurbishment of the Pickel 
bar, Silberhorn public restaurant and the 
Pharmacy, the new Tourist office home by

the Männlichen cable car.  The additional 
double track up the Allmend was not 
completed for this season but will be finished 
this summer.  This will have a big impact as 
it will save 10 minutes off the journey time 
from Wengen to Kleine Scheidegg.  The 
timetable will change dramatically too. It is 
proposed to run two trains an hour to Kleine 
Scheidegg not three.

New in the Club Room were curtains, chair 
covers, champagne flutes and a large fridge 
freezer.  All of which came in very handy 
for the Champagne wedding reception, the 
Curling Club’s drinks party, the Amateur 
Interclub team captains meeting and buffet 
supper and our President’s party as well as 
our own office hour and drinks parties.  
I have to say the Club Room looks really 
wonderful and is a super room to hire for 
special events and parties. Which we have 
already started to do.

On Tuesday 21 December the Club Room 
was hired to host a Champagne wedding 
reception for some friends. It looked lovely 
and all Christmassy.  The wedding party 
were staying in the Sunstar hotel and had 
been praying that there was snow on the 
ground to allow the bride and groom to be 
taken to St Bernard’s, the English Church, 
by a horse drawn sleigh.  The snow angels

Champagne wedding reception
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played their part and there was plenty of 
snow in Wengen.  It was the first winter 
wedding that the Sunstar had hosted and 
was a great success.  Sean and I thoroughly 
enjoyed ourselves.  After the Champagne 
reception all the guests had a short rest 
before having a delicious meal in the Sunstar 
and dancing in the bar afterwards.
 
There was the usual build up to the 
Lauberhorn races, lots of headaches 
worrying if there would be enough snow 
and that it wasn’t going to be too warm and 
so on.  However it all worked out fine in the 
end and three excellent races were held.  
The atmosphere in the village was brilliant. 

During the Lauberhorn a few DHO members 
and I met Ivica Kostelic and his sister on 
the train going up from Wengen to Kleine 
Scheidegg.  He was on his way to do some 
training for the Slalom race and he went on 
to win the combination.  DHO member Jane 
Peterson asked him for an interview as she 
was writing an article for an American 
newspaper.  He very kindly agreed and was 
happy to have his photo taken with some of 
us too.  DHO member Ryan Regez was one 
of the four forerunners for the Lauberhorn 
downhill race this season.  We are very 
proud of him. What an exciting thing to be 
involved in.

A great thanks goes to all the staff involved 
with looking after the pistes, they did an 
excellent job with the limited snow that fell, 
it seems that Canada had it all!.  We enjoyed 
some good skiing every day.  It certainly has 
paid off all the investment Wengen has made 
in the snow making machines.  More pipes 
will be laid in the summer up on Männlichen 
to provide snow making on the link runs to 
Kleine Scheidegg.  

New this season, the DHO in conjunction 
with the Wengen Ski School laid on a day 
behind the scenes for DHO members.  
This included a visit to the SOS station and 
pisters office at Männlichen, with slide show 
presentation all about the work that is carried 
out  and how they prepare the pistes for the 
following day and what equipment they 
have.  We even got to experience driving 
a piste basher!  We hope to lay on more of 
these days next season.

In March the DHO hosted the Amateur Inter 
Club Championships.  This was an excellent 
weekend.  A big thanks to Liz Moore and all 
who were involved helping to put it on and 
to all the racers representing the DHO.  
A more detailed account is in a separate 
report elsewhere in the journal.

The weather got very warm towards the 
end of the season, it was like someone had 
turned on a hairdryer.  We still had some 
great skiing and racing.  The Railway Cup 
race was held on 7 April on a glorious sunny 
day, although conditions on the course were 
soft.  This did not deter anyone’s competitive 
spirit. The fastest time on the Giant Slalom 
course was by Markus Zumbühl, owner of 
Alpia Sports; his time was 36.56 seconds.  
The overall winner was Alan Norris, 
owner of the Caprice Hotel.  It was not just 
a straight forward Giant Slalom race, we all 
had to answer some questions set by the race 
organises Urs Kessler and Christoph Egger 
from the Jungfraubahn.  For each correct 
answer, you got 10 seconds knocked off 
your time.  Prize giving was held in the 
Champions bar at Kleine Scheidegg after a 
delicious lunch hosted by the Jungfraubahn.

We had a brilliant turn out from the village 
for the President’s party, a great way to finish 
off the season, and to thanks the locals for all 
that they do for the DHO.  Wishing everyone 
a great summer and looking forward to 
skiing with you all again next season.  

Sheridan
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Race Results
winter 2010/11

HEINZ CUP TREASURE HUNT

RACE hEinZ CuP
DATE   31 December 2010
TIME  09.00 – 10.00 Registration
PISTE  whole Area
CONDITIONS  Varied, hard and icy base.  Glorious sunny day

TEAMS
1st  Prize overall winners best result

OVERALL RESULTS
1 Team long lasting leisurely lunches - 
 lara, Giles, Sarah hirst-Malin 36
2 lizzie Davis, Katie wells, Dermot Gilvary 36 
3 Edward, william & Rebecca Myles  34
4 Team Tinker bird - Arabella Clare & henrietta wells 33
5 Jo & Simon williamson & Gwen & Robert brignall 33
6 nicholas, Christina & Theodore Taylor & Patrick Callaghan 29
7 Paul Kaju, Jane, Sarah & Clare Peterson 26
8 nic & nikki Spence, Annie, Polly & lucy and a few mates 21

best poem Team Tinker bird

DHO ANDY CAPP QUIZ RACE

RACE AnDy CAPP
DATE   27 January 2011
TIME  13.00
PISTE  whole Area
CONDITIONS  Sunny, hard packed pistes

1st  Prize overall winners Mike Austin and Jon bumbaugh

RESULTS
1st Mike Austin and Jon bumbaugh 31 points
2nd John Schrader and helen lodge 29 points
Joint 3rd Anne Freund and Andy Seaman 27 points
Joint 3rd Carolyn and Michael Robinson 27 points
5th Michael woodhall and nick Tracey 26 points
6th Donna Deakin and Jeff Temple 25 points
7th Adrian Pink and Joyce Moore 20 points

DHO McMILLAN CUP

RACE McMillan Cup
DATE   3 February 2011
TIME  12.00
PISTE  ladies downhill course (Tschuggen)
CONDITIONS  Sunny, hard packed pistes

RESULTS
1. ueli Stahli 02.12 McMillan Cup and novice cup
2. Edward Perrott 02.13 big John and Stretcher
3. Jean Daniel Gluck 02.14  
4. Mary Day  02.15 Falken ladies trophy
5. Kevin blackshaw 02.16 bathchair
6. Maureen Fanshawe 02.20 half Ton Plate
7. Sean McCarthy 02.21 Jarvis Cup
8. Martin west 02.22  
9. Anne Freund 02.43 Security Cup
10. Michael oliver 02.49 open Cup
11. olivia Gordon 02.50 Angel Plate
12. Roger Scoones 02.52  
13. helen whittett 03.05 Granny Cup
14. David Verdun Anderson 03.06 heavenly bowl
15. lisa biscan 03.14 lockhart Trophy
16. Andy Gilchrist 03.15
17. Peter nicholson 03.19
18. John Polatch 03.22
19. Chris Marsh 03.24
20. Sara woolstencroft 03.25
21. Julia Johnson 03.35
22. Simon williamson 03.37
23. Peter hensman 03.38
24. Roger hones 03.40
25. Myles bessborough 03.42
26. Don McCutchen 03.46
27. Gillian Davies 03.50
28. Merrill Knoph 03.53
29. Max Davies 04.12
30. Deborah Flindall 04.24
31. Quentin Davis 04.26 Fountain Crystal
32. Trevor wood 04.35 Ashes Trophy
33. John Fisher 04.55 
34. Michael woodhall 04.58
35. norman Freund 05.27  



LUCY DICKER RACE

RACE luCy DiCKER
DATE   1 FEbRuARy
TIME  18.00
PISTE  Figler nursery slope
CONDITIONS  hard packed snow

1st  Prize overall winner Kevin blackshaw
2nd  Mary Day
40 entrants
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POLYTECHNIC CUP

RACE PolyTEChniC CuP
DATE   17 February 2011
TIME  12.45
PISTE  bumps
CONDITIONS  Varied, hard and icy base.  Glorious sunny day

RESULTS
1. Alastair Drew  34.38
2. Susie Davies  37.13
3. nic Taylor   37.48
4. Christina Taylor  39.00
5. Andrew woodcock  40.97
6. Rob walduck  41.22
7. nigel Pitt   41.50
8. Richard Prest  41.58
9. Cynthia Perkins  43.03
10. ian Perkins  46.50
11. John Smith  49.27

KURVEREIN CRYSTAL PAIRS HANDICAP RACE

RACE KuRVEREin CRySTAl
DATE   17 March 2011
TIME  12.00
PISTE  Falboden
CONDITIONS  Snowing, poor visibility, heavy snow on piste

1st  Prize overall winners Shirley and Merrill Knopf

RESULTS
1st Shirley and Merrill Knopf  4.45
2nd Mike Austin and Derek white 3.51
3rd Martin ommanney and Mandy harrison-Allen 3.26
4th Jonathan and Gill walker  2.16

Four pairs of non starters on the day
Aim was to be the closest time to 5.00 minutes

RAILWAY CUP

RACE RAilwAy CuP – Giant Slalom plus quiz
DATE   7 April 2011
TIME  11.00
PISTE  lauberhorn race course
CONDITIONS  Soft.  Glorious sunny day

winner of the Railway cup - Alan norris

RESULTS Giant Slalom race

1. Markus Zumbühl  36.56 
2. urs Kessler  40.44  
3. Rolf wegmuller  41.70 
4. Jean Daniel Gluck  42.60
5. walter Steuri  43.41
6. Sean McCarthy  46.67 
7. Sheridan Killwick  48.26 
8. Sina Cova  50.09 
9. Sally ireland  53.77 
10. Giles hirst Malin               fastest holiday skier aged 11 years  54.41
11. Richard Jones  54.47 
12. Ralph newbold  54.92 
13. becca Gallagher  fastest female holiday skier 55.87
14. nigel ley   56.52 
15. Tony Davis  58.47 
16. Elliot norris  59.98 
17. Simon newbold  60.41 
18. barney Davies  60.64 
19. Richard Malin  63.91 
20. Genevieve norris  65.41 
21. Mike Easley  66.01 
22. Jake Davies  66.61 
23. bill Mills   70.19 
24. bob Davies  70.52 
25. Max Davies  70.92 
26. Edward Reed  71.72 
27. Alan norris  72.29 
28. Jutta Van Eegan  74.59
29. Clare Davies  75.47 
30. Juliet Quartermain  77.25 
31. Val Easley  95.52 

COGGINS - FUN DUAL SLALOM HALF TERM RACE 

RACE Fun DuAl SlAloM hAlF TERM RACE
DATE   23 FEbRuARy
TIME  18.00
PISTE  Figler nursery slope
CONDITIONS  hard packed snow

RESULTS
1st  Prize overall winner  Elizabeth Gay
2nd     Zak hopkins
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COGGINS

COGGINS CHRISTMAS CHAMPIONSHIP 

RACE Coggins Christmas Championship
DATE 30.12.10 
PISTE bumps Piste 
SNOW Powder 
WEATHER Sunshine 
 
Vorlaufer  oskar Smith  38.17
 
Michael nolan   37.18
Alex Rogerson   38.67
Syrie nason   38.83
Catherine Gay   40.04
Catarina Prichard  40.21
Caroline Gay   41.05
isabel Egger   41.29
Angus Gallagher  42.04
Cecilia Corder   43.24
Alicia horcajo   43.26
Gemima Myles   44.18
hannah Curry   44.32
honor Tennant   46.75
Elena horcajo   47.03
Charlie Spicer   47.35
william harris   48.48
honor Farrant   55.00
 
extra racer  
Fast Eddie Myles (4yrs)  59.63

COGGINS HALF TERM 1 

RACE Coggins half term 1 
PISTE bumps 
SNOW hard 
WEATHER Sun 
 
1 Michael nolan  32.37
2 william Mucklow  32.49
3 Catherine Gay  34.78
4 Caroline Gay  35.01
5 Zak Coxon  37.58
6 Angus o’Gallagher  38.01
7 Mathew nolan  38.54
8 Saskia walton  39.54
9 Sam waller  40.02

COGGINS MID TERM CHAMPIONSHIP 

RACE Coggins mid term championship 
DATE 24 .02.11 
PISTE bumps
SNOW Powder 
WEATHER Snowing 
 
Vorlaufer Elizabeth Gay     Dho 27.57 
Vorlaufer Freddie Gay       Dho 28.85 
   
RESULTS    
1 lol hopkins    1st boy 30.01
2 Freddy Allinson  31.96 
3 Jamie Chilvers-Stainer  32.12 
4 oliver Drew  32.57 
5 Alex Gibson   32.60 
6 Anthony Stanley  33.46 
7 Anna Gibson   1st girl 33.56
8 Tom booth  34.31 
9 isabel Egger  34.54 
10 Mathew booth  34.72 
11 Kathryn norris  35.06 
12 Kitty Allinson  35.22 
13 Toby Francis  35.22 
14 henry Drew  36.19 
 15 Pascale Egger  36.28 
16 Katrina Johnstone  36.62 
17 Thomas D’Arcy  36.72 
18 Georgia barr   40.19 
19 olivia barr  45.75

COGGINS EASTER CHAMPIONSHIP 2011 

RACE Coggins Easter Championship 2011 
DATE 07-Apr-11 
PISTE lauberhorn
SNOW Soft 
WEATHER hot and Sunny 
   
GIANT SLALOM   
1 ben waller  28.43
2 bea ley   29.61
3 Alice buchannan  30.75
4 Saskia walton  31.75
5 Sam waller  32.76
6 imogen waller  33.01
7 harriet Garthwaite  33.67
8 Alfie ley   33.89
9 Alexander Garthwaite  35.53
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President’s Report 2011
Max Davies

Moving into the new Club Room, 
previously the lounge of the Eiger Hotel, 
and one of the most prestigious 
positions in Wengen, is obviously the most 
significant development and one that has 
brought with it a lot of pleasure but also a 
degree of pain.  

Whilst we can indulge in the luxury of a 
daily cocktail party we have also to cope 
with the extra load on officers and committee 
members, how we look after our premises, 
and the nature of our relationships both 
within the club and with others, and what 
is our main purpose as a club. We have to 
consider the extra expense of running the 
Club Room, what should be on offer to an 
expanding membership and at what times.

At the end of the day we are still an 
organisation with the sole aim of promoting 
skiing.  I say this every year.  We all have 
different views on how to go about this and 
we can’t please everyone all of the time, 
but it is the job of your committee to try to 
please most people most of the time.  We are 
here because we are interested in skiing and 
like to do it in this particularly beautiful part 
of the world. When I get off the train in 
Wengen it’s like coming home, and I know 
that most of you will share that feeling. This 
has been the home of the DHO since its  

formation 86 years ago.  

The President’s Party is held at the end of 
the season every year.  It is the occasion 
when we thank the people who have looked 
after us all season in the shops, hotels and 
restaurants, on the trains and ski lifts and 
on the slopes.  All aspects of Wengen life is 
represented at that party.  Perhaps the thing 
which gives me most pleasure about our 
new Club Room is that we are now able to 
entertain these people in some style, and the 
President’s Party is better and better attended 
each year. To me this is one of the most 
important and enjoyable events in our 
calendar and I hope it will continue to 
strengthen the bonds between the Club and 
the village.  

Inevitably I have always to mention that until 
we have repaid the loans raised to purchase 
our premises we have to keep an eye on our 
spending, and, of course, raising cash in 
this ongoing world recession is not an easy 
task.  We still have about 20 spaces to fill in 
our 100 Club. Donations of £1,000 or more 
- spread over a number of years if you wish 
- will put your name (or that of someone you
nominate) on our 100 Club board in the Club 
Room.  I would hope to complete it by the 
end of next season. Do be part of it if you 
can. 

We have historically shared our Club Room 
both here and in the old Curling Club hut, 
with the Ski Club of Great Britain.  As from 
next season this will no longer be the case.  
Our Club Room is exclusively ours.  Of 
course members of the Ski Club who are 
also members of the DHO will be with us, 
and there are very many of them including 
myself who are members of both clubs. 
We have not parted company but we have 
amicably changed the arrangement. I must 
also add that Caroline Stuart Taylor and 
her party would be most welcome as guests 
should they come to Wengen.

Last season it was our turn to run the 
Amateur Inter Club Championships (AICC).  
The DHO Committee chaired by Liz Moore 
and helped by her group of DHO skiers did 
a fantastic job.  It was good for us and good 
for Wengen, and after all this is what we 
are about – ski racing. On behalf of all who 
enjoyed the racing I would like to thank Liz 
Moore and her helpers and also Vice 
President Mike Woodhall who stood in for 
me as I was in Canada at that time. A full 
report on this event is in this journal.

A number of members have asked me to put 
in writing a mission statement of how 
I would like to see the DHO develop from 
this point.  There are many different views

As i approach the last year of my tenure 
as President of the Dho it is a natural 
time to reflect on the development of 

the Club during the past six years



on this and many people have differing 
priorities but it is clear to me that we first 
of all look after the needs of Racing and 
Training, Coggins, and Eagles; we also give 
priority to looking after those members who 
just want to put on a pair of skis and wander 
about the mountains, stop at a restaurant 
or bar, sit in the sun, go off piste or stay on 
piste.  When that has been done we are also 
a social group who are now able to enjoy a 
social hour in a warm club room to arrange 
the following day’s programme.

What has changed this recently are 
increasing concerns of Insurance, Health 
and Safety, Qualifications, Governance and 
Negligence.  In the old days and l go back 
to the days of Piers Benson-Browning, we 
would ski into gullies, through the Arven 
trees,  down White Hare or off the top of the 
Männlichen, climb the Tschuggen and even 
do the Lötschenlücke – all of this and much 
more without a guide was quite common 
practice.  Today the DHO Manager is not 
allowed to take groups to many of these  
places. What individual members do on their 
own is, of course, their own affair, but as a

Club we are increasingly preoccupied and 
have to give a lot of time to these issues 
which are restrictive, but necessary. 

So skiing with the Wengen Manager or 
assistant ski leaders has to stay within 
defined rules.  There is still  fun in “bird’s 
nesting” in the permitted areas, we can still 
ski spring snow, breakable crust  and black 
runs, but we have to take more care that 
everyone in the group is aware of what we 
are doing and can do it safely.  The old days 
of “crash and dash” are over and the railway 
company itself stepped in to put an end to 
toboganning from Mürren to Lauterbrunnen 
in the dark!  But even within all the rules in 
operation today there is still room for a lot of 
very pleasurable skiing in which all members 
of the group are looked after. 

Sheridan Killwick, our resident Wengen 
Manager, had a busy season and at times 
snow conditions were not that easy.  She 
and her assistant helpers did an excellent job 
with help both on the snow and in the Club
Room from Sean McCarthy.  Her report  for 
the season is in this journal. 

Finally my sincere thanks to all of you for 
your friendship on and off the slopes during 
the past six years: to Bob Eastwood and 
Rachel Anderton for all they do for 
Coggins, Eagle and Adult Coggins; to Ingie 
Christophersen MBE, Sarah Robinson  and 
the Racing & Training Committee who do 
an enormous amount for the DHO in very 
difficult economic circumstances; to 
Norman Freund and his sub-committee in 
the Marketing Department; Richard Prest 
and the Alpine Committee; Tony Davis and 
the House Committee; plus of course all the 
members of the Main Committee, the 
Treasurer Duncan Lonie, Editor Freddie 
Whitelaw, Edward Perrott for all his help and 
detailed attention to our legal requirements, 
and Christian Wells for his attention to issues 
of insurance. Please forgive me if I have 
missed anyone out. Lastly I must add that 
I could not have got through the year without 
the help of our Secretary Sarah Hoyle who 
has always been most helpful when I haven’t 
known the correct answers.
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Coggins, Eagles 

& Adult Courses

ADULT DEVELOPMENT COURSES(also known as Coggins for Grownups) 
A return of the popular adult courses to improve your technique. Good intermediate skiers skiingwith Bob Eastwood; nice lunch stops. There are many other weeks when Bob could run somethingsimilar---minimum 6 people per group. PLEASE BOOK WELL IN ADVANCE!Dates for Adult Development Courses:29th January to 31st January 20121st February to 3rd February 201227th February to 29th February 2012

Cost:  CHF210 for three days

Please contact Bob as soon as possible to book 

places for any Coggins, Eagles, Adult or 

Coggins’ Mums course.
Pre-season: Tel: 07811 414269 or 

e-mail:  eastwoodbob@hotmail.com

Or in season: Call DHO Office +41 33 855 1375 or 

e-mail: coggins@downhillonly.com

COGGINS & EAGLES

COGGINS  Fast skiing for 7-13 year-olds who can 

ski red Runs confidently. Professional leaders from 

the Swiss Ski School---but definitely not ski school! 

PLEASE BOOK WELL IN ADVANCE!

EAGLES  For 13yrs.+; adventurous and sociable 

skiing with a qualified leader for good, confident 

skiers. Will include off-piste skiing and possibly 

excursions into the terrain park. Ski all day, 

optional evening partying.
BOOKING ESSENTIAL!

Dates for Coggins and Eagles:
19th December to 6th January 2012

12th February to 17th February 2012

25th March to 6th April 2012

Cost:   COGGINS: CHF70 per day plus 

 lunch money
            EAGLES: CHF320 for up to 

 6 consecutive days

By Popular Request
Coggins’ Mums with Rachel:
12th February to 17th February 2012

COST:
4 whole days, 6 places only at CH280 per person
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DHO MERCHANDISE

DHO Hoodies for Trainees
DHO Hoodies for Coggins
DHO Hoodies for Eagles                              

All at £25 each, including postage
Sizes: Children's age 9-10, 11-12; adults XS S M L XL

DHO T-shirts
£12.50, including postage

Sizes: Children's L XL; adult ladies' S M L; adult men's S M L XL

DHO Ski Tuning and Waxing DVD
£10, including postage

A range of these items, as well as ties and shirts, 
are available for sale in the DHO Clubroom in the winter. 

Hoodies are £20 without postage; T-shirts £10.

Order items in the UK from:
Mrs. Sarah Hoyle

4 The Chines, Delamere Park, Cuddington, Cheshire CW8 2XA

E-mail: sarahhoyle5@hotmail.co.uk      Tel: 01606 889599

D.H.O T-Shirts

D.H.O Hoodies
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Coggins Report 2011
bob Eastwood

Elsewhere in this journal our editor refers 
to the age of the DHO Coggins having 
found a reference way back in 1927.  
Perhaps, I wonder, the Coggins actually 
predates the DHO and the latter is 
actually an off-shoot of the former rather 
like the current Eagles.

Such idle thoughts are what summer is for 
whilst training for the coming winter. It is 
interesting to know that the Coggins have 
such a long and interesting history.

Wengen had a warm, dry and sunny season 
with only about one metre of natural 
snowfall but unlike many resorts Wengen 
was open and ready for the Christmas 
Coggins.  This is mostly thanks to the 
extensive snowmaking that is now in place 
in the resort. There will be even more next 
season as the new reservoir helps fill in the 
gaps. The piste gradually wore down through 
the snow pack creating half-meter walls, 
which were great fun to jump off!   
We didn’t have quite as many kids as the 
previous, record, season but numbers were 
still very healthy.

The season got off to a slow start at 
Christmas with only a small group of 
Coggins in the first week who enjoyed great 
skiing with Scots lass Rachel Pirie.  

However, we really got going for Christmas 
week with Bob and Rachel taking groups and 
we welcomed Kiwi legend Rob Hall to the 
team to look after Eagles. There was an entry 
of 16 in the New Year race which was hotly 
contested and was won by Michael Nolan 
with Syrie Nason taking the girl’s prize

Again at half term most British schools were 
on holiday for the same week though we did 
manage to run two small groups the week 
before so nobody was disappointed.  
In that first week we had a small field of 9 
for the race but it was an exciting contest 
over our course on Bumps with the winner 
being Michael Nolan and first girl Catherine 
Gay.

With over 20 Kids attending each day in 
the second week we were again able to run 
three groups of Coggins and we welcomed 
young George Banks to the training team 
who proved very popular with the fast group 
especially when showing off!  

19 Coggins enjoyed a great afternoons racing 
in the sunshine on Bumps.  We had the slope 
for the afternoon and were able to practice as 
well as have two racing runs. The race was 
won by Lol Hopkins, with Freddie Allinson 
in second place. Anna Gibson won the cup 
for first girl.

The Eagles group were hardly to be seen 
during the week as they explored the 
mountain with Freddie. Everytime I saw 
them they were smiling but why “mad” 
Freddie, the mind boggles.

Easter Coggins ran right up until  April 12th  
in near tropical conditions.  The kids were 
enthusiastic as ever but melting snow forced 
us to limit our activities to mornings only, 
and still two weeks to go to Easter! We were 
fortunate to be able to return to the top of the 
Lauberhorn World Cup track for our Easter 
race and we must thank Heinz Von Allmen 
for his permission and and kind help with the 
course. Ben Waller won the Race in some 
style ahead of 1st girl Bea Lea. 

Whilst not formal ski school, our carefully 
thought out training programme is effective 
at producing confident, versatile and 
technically skilled young skiers, many of 
whom go on to DHO racing and training and 
several are to be seen working as ski teachers 
in Wengen and around the world.  

The team of instructors also continue to 
train, with Rachel Anderton completing the 
training for her Level 3 Coaches award and 
both Rachel and Bob completing the Sports 
Vision diploma.  I am immensely proud of 
the standards of skiing achieved by the 

Amie Spence



Coggins as well as by their humour and 
behaviour. The standard of their skiing and 
behaviour as a group on the mountain and in 
the restaurants often attracts favourable 
comments and they are a credit to themselves 
and the club.  
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Elizabeth Gay

Coggins waiting for snow

HIGH FASHION SPORTSWEAR
Specialists for skis and skiboots
Most modern Ski-hire and Ski-tuning department

Telefon:	 033 855 2131
Telefax:	 033 855 4631
E-mail:	 info@molitor.ch
Website:	 www.molitor.ch
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Coggins & 
Race Training
DHO racing and Training run a race 
camp in Wengen every Christmas. They 
take their training seriously and are a 
thoroughly dedicated lot.  

This Christmas we were very proud that 
many of the trainees were recently Coggins 
showing the training they get in Coggins 
provides a solid foundation for their future 
potential.   If you are interested in seeing 
what they do and finding out about the youth 
training scene then go and see them during 
your stay and you’ll find them very 
welcoming.  It is a possibility that we 
could organise a Coggins section for the 
summer training Camp with ski training in 
the mornings and sports in the afternoons at 
a European glacier. Please get in touch if this 
would interest you.

Thanks
I especially want to thank Ercole 
Famiglietti of Wengen Ski School for 
managing to accommodate all our requests 
for instructors and for lending us race 
courses and equipment.

Also Heinz Von Allmen and his team for 
help with race courses and for making all 
those wonderful pistes. 

Thanks are due to Rachel, George, Rachael, 
Rob and Freddie for their excellent coaching.

With thanks also to all the parents who gave 
their time to help with races and of course 
to the people of Wengen who make it such a 
great place to ski. 

booking
Please, please, tell us you which Coggins 
or Eagles session you would like to attend.  
It makes it possible to get the right leaders 
to ensure an exciting weeks skiing.  The 
first bookings have already been made for 
next half term and booking is now almost 
essential.

If you are between 7 and 13 and have not 
been a Coggin yet - come and join us. Our 
qualified instructors and coaches will hone 
your skills so that you learn to ski fast, have 
fun and be safe on the most beautiful 
mountains in the world (and learn their 
names as well). We welcome all 7 to 13 year 
olds who can happily ski red runs and enjoy 
skiing all day with other English speaking 
kids. 

Eagles should be 13 years plus with a good 
standard of skiing and a mature standard of 
behaviour. 

It’s easy, just drop an email to:   
coggins@downhillonly.com
Or eagles@downhillonly.com

Call Bob on 078 11 414 269 before 
December.  During the winter call the Club 
Room between 17.00 and 18.00 GMT.  
0041 33 8 55 13 75

So make sure of your place for the next 
season and we’ll do the rest to give the 
Coggins a fantastic holiday they’ll 
remember forever. 
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british Schoolboys
international Ski Races 2011

This year the Swiss resort of Meiringen 
was once again host to The British 
Schoolboys’ International Ski Races. 

We (Hampton School) arrived on Friday 
28th January and checked in to the Hotel 
Viktoria, a comfortable, well appointed hotel 
in Hasliberg/Reuti, the headquarters for the 
race committee and where many of the 
competitors stay.  The hotel staff and the 
staff at the ski hire shop next door (Glatthard 
Sport) were all superb – looking after our 
every need.  The ski shop even stayed open 
until midnight to fit the boys from the last 
schools to arrive.

There were many familiar faces from past 
years and in the evening we attended a 
drinks reception (adults only) where we had 
a chance to chat with teachers and parents 
from other schools.

On Saturday the sun shone and the snow 
sparkled.  Training gates were set and many 
of the competitors were able to complete a 
good day’s training.

On Sunday we woke to bad visibility from 
the hotel’s breakfast room and were 
concerned that the weather for the parallel 
slalom would not be as we would have 
wished.  Once on the first lift, however, 

we rose above the clouds and on 
disembarking we were welcomed by the 
sight of a blue, cloudless sky and perfect 
conditions.

The parallel slalom, a fun, knock-out team 
race, was hotly contested.  Reed’s Team 1 
eventually emerging victorious, beating 
Millfield 3 in the final.

Competitors were free in the afternoon to do 
more training on the practice pistes.  
However, some training was cut short due to 
high winds and chair lifts being shut down.

Due to deteriorating snow conditions on 
some of the runs, the race piste this year was 
moved to the only black run in the resort 
which gets very little sun.

With around 170 racers competing it was an 
early start on Monday morning for the first 
run of the GS.  Parents and teachers volun-
teered for various supporting roles.  Those 
on gate judging duties rose to the challenge 
of keeping their concentration on the skiers 
speeding past in quick succession.  
Wonderful coffee was provided by the 
SnOasis sponsor, Maurice Shnaps, as well 
as the Chief of Gate Judges Glan Williams.  
Those that slipped the course between skiers 
did a grand job although they sometimes got

a little carried away – zooming through the 
finish instead of cutting off to the side.

Despite the hill being steep and icy, nearly 
all competitors finished their runs.  Roy 
Steudle from Reed’s School setting the pace 
with a terrific first run, closely followed by 
Richard Goldsworthy from Millfield and 
James Petrie from Box Hill.  The second run 
of the GS again went without a hitch and 
Roy kept his lead with another great run.

On Tuesday morning the first slalom course 
was set and again, nearly 170 competitors 
gathered for an early course inspection.  
Again, we saw some great skiing. In the 
Juniors Roy Steudle, Sam Stephens (both 
Reed’s) and Richard Goldsworthy (Millfield) 
put down some great times.  James Seiber 
(Reed’s), James Petrie (Box Hill) and George 
Logut (Kingswood) finished with the top 
three times in the first run of the Children’s 
race.

The second run followed after a short break 
for course re-setting and inspection.  Once 
again, Roy’s time was unbeatable, followed 
closely by those of Richard and Sam.  In the 
Children’s race James Petrie’s time was fastest, 
very closely followed by those of James 
Sieber and George Logut.  In fact the top five 
all finished within a second of each other.

Cilla harries, 
Jane willis, 
Richard berry and 
ingie Christophersen
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After the last race there was time for some 
well deserved free-skiing then it was back to 
the hotel to get ready for prize-giving.

Prize-giving was a very impressive affair - 
a vast array of trophies and medals laid out 
and ready to be awarded to the well-
deserving winners.  The audience, including 
grandparents, parents, teachers and fellow 
team members all cheered wholeheartedly as 
the cups were awarded.

Reed’s School 1 won gold medals for the 
Best British Based School with silver going 
to Glanalmond 1 and bronze to Christleton 
High School.  Kingswood won gold for Best 
British Based School – Children with silver 
going to Hampton 1 and bronze to Ludgrove 
1.  Reed’s School 2 won gold for Best British 
Based School Team – Unregistered racers.

Many other medals and cups were awarded 
to individual racers in different categories 
and congratulations should go to them all.

On behalf of all the schools that competed 
in the races we would like to thank the 
organisers, without whose superb 
organisation, commitment and time, there 
would be no races.

(Hampton School)
Cilla Harries and Jane Willis 

From the race 
team Chairman 
Richard berry
The Schoolboys races were held for a third 
year running in Meiringen which is a kind of 
milestone since in the past we have moved 
to a new resort after three years.  Meiringen 
is particularly suitable for this event because 
the Hotel Viktoria provides us with exactly 
what we require.  A schools race needs 
certain attributes to be a success and most of 
these centre around the main hotel.  
Here we have the opportunity for the 
organisers and the main teams to stay in 
the same hotel which provides us with race 
office, team captains meeting room and wax 
room all in the same complex.  The hotel has 
a capacity of 140 beds which were all taken 
and the multi-choice self-service restaurant 
works very well and the food is excellent.  
I am delighted to say that some schools have 
been with us every year we have held the 
race and the number of school teams taking 
part is gradually increasing.  We reached the 
capacity limit some years ago and this year 
probably holds the record as we accepted all 
180 entries (which included 11 minis) that 
we received.

This race is usually described as an entry 
level event to Alpine ski racing and there are 
few of those in the race calendar.  Despite 
this we hold strictly to the rules and do our 
best to initiate those parents and racers new 
to Alpine competitions as gently as possible.  
I am glad to say that we have had the TD’s 
recommendation for inclusion in the British 
Alpine Seeding System (BASS) every year 
we have run the race.  I should record our 
thanks to this year’s Technical Delegate
Derek Metters who has been with us several

times before so he will probably be asked to 
take on a different event next year.  During 
this recessionary period it is good to see so 
many schools taking part but unfortunately 
we have not had the same success with our 
sponsors.  However the continuation of 
the event to a great extent is due to the 
sponsorship of SnOasis.  Maurice has 
stuck with us for five years now as other 
sponsors have fallen by the wayside and 
I look forward to being able hold a 
Schoolboys event in the winter sports resort 
of SnOasis in a year or two. 

To end I must say thank you to the OK team, 
as the hotel calls us, and I hope to see you all 
again next year!

From ingie 
Christophersen
The first Schoolboys races were held in 
Veysonnaz in the Valais in 1999 – there were 
32 boys and a relaxed atmosphere.  (The 
Schoolgirls have been going since man 
first strapped wooden planks to his feet and 
started sliding around and found  the 
experience quite enjoyable.  I remember go-
ing into the woods with Soss Roe and cutting 
twigs to stick in the ground as 
markers – some turns were more up the hill 
than down). 

The Meiringen Schoolboys of 2011 was state 
of the art – catsuits, two pairs of skis to the 
start, trainers and managers, self-addressing 
poles, drills, walkie-talkies and all the 
paraphernalia without which a modern race 
cannot be run. And 160 competitors ranging 
from Minis to Children to Juniors. Plus 
anxious parents (for anxious read 
enthusiastic and for enthusiastic read pushy). 
We have come a long way.
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It was wonderful to see passionate and eager 
boys, a busy ski-tuning room and a very 
high standard of skiing.  Equally good to 
see dedicated and long-suffering officials 
who stand out in the cold for hours on end 
time-keeping, gate-keeping and generally 
keeping, whatever it is they need to keep, in 
order that the race goes on.  The chief gate-
keeper,Glan Williams,has now been doing 
the job ever since the Schoolboys started and 
was awarded with a beautiful picture book of 
Kitzbuhel, full of awesome pictures of the 

Hahnenkamm, and signed personally by 
Hias Leitner, one of the golden boys of 
Austrian skiing during the 1960s. Thank you 
for your great efforts Glan. 

There was a tangible competitive spirit in 
the air and gentle banter between the various 
trainers, teachers and coaches. It was all 
light-hearted but deadly serious. The 
competition pistes were quite excellent and 
a real test of alpine skiing. The whole piste 
was visible from top and bottom – but the

sun never saw it – the very reason for the 
excellent conditions.

Quo vadis?  Now what?  Capacity entry, high 
standards and super organisation.  The future 
might necessitate knock-out events – the best 
go forward to the Schoolboys proper.  
En verra.
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Sophie Stammers and Katy Peace (inset)
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british Schoolgirls’ Races
Anne Taylor and Sarah Robinson

The Club des Sports set up very good 
courses and Monday and Tuesday were 
both lovely sunny days, although very 
cold. Many schools arrived early and so 
were able to manage a few extra days 
training before the event began. 

The DHO had a team, comprising Katy 
Peace, Helen Todd-Saunders and Elizabeth 
Gay. Also there with their schools were 
Ella & Poppy Hartley (Bryanston), 
Lucy Maynard & Harriet Smith (Wycombe 
Abbey), Hollie, Milla & Tara Bell (King’s 
College, Taunton), Daisy Miller (Queen 
Margaret’s York) and Sophie Stammers 
(Millfield).

Monday started early with the lift opening 
at 8am. Due to the lack of snow the longer 
poma lift was not running so the Giant 
Slalom started slightly lower than normal. 
Emily Evans (Kandahar) won, ahead of 
Charlotte Guest (Strathallan) and Elena 
Pocock (Reeds). Honor Clissold (Richmond) 
was the best of the older Children 2 (13/14 
year olds) in front of Letitia Hawkins-
Hooker (LEH) and Darcie Mead (Surbiton 
High). Anna Henderson (Kandahar) won the 
younger Children 1 girls (11/12 year olds) 
with our own Helen 2nd and Sophie 3rd. 
Ella was the best of the DHO girls overall, 
finishing 11th and won the prize for the best

unregistered junior. Daisy finished 19th 
and Poppy, who won the best unregistered 
child prize, was just behind her in 21st 
place. Helen was the best of the DHO team. 
Strathallan won the team prize with Daisy’s 
Queen Margaret’s in 4th. The DHO team 
finished 14th.

The parallel slalom was quickly set up on the 
same slope and proved to be as exciting as 
ever with lots of shouting and cheering 
in every round. Bryanston got to the 
quarter-finals, as did the Wycombe Abbey 
team. The Bells girls’ King’s Taunton and 
Daisy’s Queen Margaret’s were beaten in 
the earlier round. The event was won by the 
Kandahar.

On Tuesday the Slalom course was set on the 
same piste with the lifts again opening early. 
Emily Evans was 1st, followed by Charlotte 
Guest and Darcie Mead. This was a great 
result for Darcie as she is in the children 
category. Letitia Hawkins-Hooker was 2nd 
in Children 2, with Florence Bell (King 
Edwards VI) 3rd. Letitia and Florence 
finished 4th & 5th overall, a good result for 
them too. Anna Henderson had a storming 
run to win Children 1 with Helen again 2nd 
and Sophie 3rd. Daisy was the best of the 
DHO girls in 18th place overall, with Ella 
20th and Katy (the best of the DHO team) 

22nd. Strathallan again won the team prize 
with Daisy’s team in 5th place. The DHO 
team finished 11th.

There had been a worry about the lack of snow, but 
luckily Flaine maintained its good snow record and 

due to new snow making machines and cold 
temperatures, the racing pistes were excellent

Poppy Hartley
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Not surprisingly, Emily won the combined 
with Charlotte 2nd and Darcie 3rd. Darcie 
won Children 2 from Letitia and Honor 
while Anna won Children 1 ahead of our 
own Helen and Sophie. Bryanston won the 
trophy for the best team with no registered 
racers and Ella won the cup for the best 
unregistered junior. The DHO training prize 
went to Holly Lavelle (Woldingham). There 
were over 50 teams and 150 competitors so 
all should be congratulated on their efforts.

The races are run by the Ladies’ Ski Club 
and, in addition to the DHO, were 
sponsored by the Kandahar, MPI-MTGY, 
Quest, Meritz of Chichester, Base Camp 
Group, Snow+Rock, Filarinskis, BASI, 
Leiths and  SCGB.

The 2012 races will take place on Monday 
30th and Tuesday 31st January.

Helen Todd-Saunders

Lucy Maynard and Daisy Miller (inset)
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Racing & Training
ingrid Christophersen

Smashing hotel, excellent ski room, 
abundant snow – so abundant that we had 
to spend a day in the spa in Bad Gastein, 
surrounded by high  snow-banks and 
throwing snowballs at each other in a 27 
degree pool, while they cleared the excess 
snow off the glacier.  (Frightfully serious 
that spa – patients from all over Europe 
come to nurse their various ailments, 
entre nous, what mostly looks like cases 
of permanent over-indulgence, and they 
looked askance at 25 hollering trainees 
and staff having a whale of a time on the 
switchback - we were thrown off in the 
end and 4 trainees were made to sit on the 
side line for 20 minutes)!  

Christmas was small in numbers but there 
was always enough snow and, although we 
missed our customary Männlichen training 
slope –which we will get back next year 
– this was good and routine and miles of 
snow under the skis. The Bernerhof dished 
up two gourmet marathon meals at 
Christmas and New Year underscoring that 
this is really the best value in town. Matthew 
Cavanagh fell on his ski pole the very second 
day and was helicoptered off to the 
children’s hospital in Berne where John 
France and I went to visit him a few days 
later. Acres of silent corridors, empty spaces,
foyers and white expanses with not a soul in

sight; a GPS would have been helpful and 
saved us half a day trying to find him.
Matthew is now, according to his mother, 
back to being a naughty teenager and we 
hope very much he will join us again this 
season. 

With small numbers there was no Rothwells 
Super Travel bus and we all, trainees and 
luggage, staff and parents, crowded into 
a mini bus for the four hour drive to Les 
Houches for the Anglo Scottish Champion-
ships, excellent preparation for the BARSC 
races. 

Another shoehorn into the mini bus, this 
time for the short trip to Champoluc, situated 
high above the Aosta valley and over the 
mountain from its more famous neighbour 
Cervinia.  Here the BARSC races took place, 
alas yet again not enough snow for a super-g 
but Sam Todd Saunders sparkled with 
a second in the slalom and a third best time 
in the giant-slalom (with the small proviso 
that he was disqualified in the second run, 
alas!). Jake Lismore was 6th in the slalom. 
John-Dean Mooney, rookie racer but wow, 
the sky is the limit and if he can shine like 
this with less than a year’s experience 
under his belt, what will he do in a couple 
of years?  

With the appearance of the Schoolboys and 
Schoolgirls championships, suddenly we are 
halfway through the season. 

February: Bormio in Italy, 30 trainees and 4 
trainers, one of the nicest resorts but also the 
most difficult to get to, it really is helicopter 
or nothing.  Hotel Derby is on the piste, – 
we are locals, habitués, and it is like coming 
home.  The family gave Sarah and me 
6 bottles of Fizz each when we left – as 
one does - (which goes a long way towards 
mitigating for the pasta and meat at lunch).  
Super pistes, excellently run races for all 
categories, bulls in the lift queue, collapsing 
inflatable finish installations and Italian 
waiters who are dotty about the British 
Royal family. We had bad luck in the super-g 
when 3 trainees, Josh Deru, James Saunders 
and Nicholas France all came out of their 
bindings. Frustrating!   Nothing hurt but 
pride. 

The British in Méribel were not an 
unmitigated success – we ski on snow and 
there was little of it – although the ESF 
worked heroically, what is the point if there 
is nothing to work with? It reminded me of 
the Lecht in Scotland, when the owner, Tosh, 
used to move all available snow into one 
gully with his tractor – there was ever only 
enough to fill one gully.

The season started with october training – serious, 
cold, hard work, but fun, exhilarating and satisfying
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Sam has made the English Team and 
Benjamin Stammers is nearly there. Jake 
Lismore is in the Children’s Team, Sophie 
Stammers had a podium place in the 
Schoolgirls along with Helen Todd-Saunders, 
and Sophie Lismore is in the Valais training 
squad. The gentle, but serious, rivalry 
between James Storer and Nicholas France 
can only do good, and the Bingham brothers, 
Jonathan and Nicholas, go from strength to 
strength. John-Dean, Josh, James Saunders 

and Freddie Crane Robinson , rookies all, 
will get there. 

How can they not with so much talent and 
dedication? Toby x 2, Tapson and Storer, 
carry the mini torch together and our two 
loyal Americans, Andrew & Richard Sherras, 
who clearly still think the USA is part of the 
Mother Country, are shining examples of 
good manners and good skiing – a winning 
combination.  Alex Ashman and Judd Rabey 

will hit the Children age group running and 
we won’t see them for the white-out. The 
future is bright; the future is blue and white. 
(Which, by the way, are the DHO colours in 
case you did not know).

The endless summer is not as endless as it 
seemed in April and my thoughts are already 
buried in snow and ice. Watch this space.

Your Base in the Pacific Northwest

50 miles

90 miles

VANCOUVER

SUDDEN VALLEY

SEATTLE

Special rates for 
DHO members

3-bedroom town house in private community 
Sudden Valley, between Vancouver and Seattle, 
both under 90 minutes away

• bathroom, shower room, separate wC, patio overlooking golf course    
 with views to lake whatcom
• Surrounded by hills with lakes, 18 hole golf course, tennis courts, 
 swimming pools within the community
• Extensive hiking trails of all standards in surrounding countryside
 Mount baker (10,000 feet) skiing and hiking 80 minutes away
• university town of bellingham (8 miles) has theatres, restaurants, market   
 and extensive shopping. lively cultural and night life.
• boats to San Juan islands and whale watching go from bellingham port    
 (summer only)

Contact Norman Freund 
(+44 (0) 1327 353166, 
www.normfreund@aol.com) 
for details
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Four Score years and Ten
Freddie whitelaw

Just before last year’s Journal went to 
press, the club received a communication 
from  Dr David Coldrey asking us if we 
were interested in some old photos he had 
uncovered of a visit his grandmother paid 
to Wengen in 1921, which he believed 
from captions in the album coincided 
with some British Ski Championships. 
Naturally enough we rapidly snatched his 
hand off!

Granny Coldrey visited Wengen at the time 
of the very first British ski championships.  
Included in the albums were one or two 
photos of competitors ski jumping. Arnold 
Lunn had been charged with organising the 
ski championships by the SCGB. The event 
comprised three separate competitions,  
1. Ski jumping. 2. A slalom event. 
3. A Downhill race.

The winner was to be the person with the 
best aggregate result. However, it was never 
going to be simple. First of all, it was a year 
of virtually no snow. Luckily, of all places, 
they had opted to hold the championships at 
Kleine Scheidegg, so at a time when no lift 
existed anywhere in the world, there was a 
train to take the competitors to Scheidegg  
and to the snow. Next, there was no one good 
enough to jump as far as 15 metres, so the 
ski jumping competition, whilst completed,

was deemed not good enough to be included 
in the results. Then the Slalom was the last 
time in a British championships (indeed the 
only time) that the results included points 
both for speed and for style. This resulted in 
arguments, discussions and appeals. 
The following year in Mürren, Arnold Lunn 
adopted a new style slalom that was decided 
solely on time, this occasion being the 
invention of the modern style slalom. 
There was little to complain about on the 
downhill race, the 15 competitors climbed 
from Scheidegg to within a few hundred 
feet of the top of the Lauberhorn. There they 
set off from a position a bit lower than the 
present path that runs from the top of the 
Lauberhorn lift towards the Wixi. They ran 
parallel to that path for a very short while, 
before turning down the slope in a gentle 
horse shoe shape and eventually going past 
Scheidegg and skiing towards Salzegg where 
the race finished at Bus Bridge near the 
bottom of today’s Arven lift.  

Most of these photographs are of family 
members skating, toboganning and skiing. 
At this time skating was much more popular 
than skiing and we may deduce that the 
family were staying at the Palace Hotel 
which had its own large, superior and private 
skating rink, now sadly built upon. Pictures 
show them skating on the Palace rink. Whilst The Pop-up display

The station at Wengernalp 1921 and again (pictured right) in 2011
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central Wengen has changed significantly in 
90 years, Wengernalp and Scheidegg look 
very much the same.

This year we held the AICC races in 
Wengen, exactly 90 years on from the 
original British Championships. How 
appropriate that on both occasions the 
alpine events took place on the slopes of the 
Lauberhorn. Taking these photos of Granny 
Coldrey, coupled with 2 well known photos 
taken of the start of the 1921 downhill race 

by Max Joseph Amstutz, we were able, with 
design input from Kieran Stevens, to create 
a “pop-up” display for use at the AICC race 
reception and which now resides in the Club 
Room. And how equally appropriate that our 
guest of honour and principal speaker at the 
AICC Gala dinner was none other than Max 
D Amstutz, the son of the photographer who 
took those two photographs of the downhill 
race.  He is also, of course, the author of the 
recently published book “The Golden Age of 
Alpine Skiing”.

Between Granny Coldrey and her family on 
the one side and Max Joseph Amstutz on 
the other, with information gleaned from the 
1921 British Ski Year Book, we were able to 
tell the story of the start of Alpine Ski 
Racing and the part that the Scheidegg area 
took in the creation of our sport.

To those to whom the name Coldrey may 
seem familiar, yes, David Coldrey is related 
to our DHO member Bill Coldrey. David’s 
grandfather was Bill’s uncle.

Wengen from the road to Mary’s café 1921 and again (pictured right) in 2011

The run from Scheidegg to Middle Ridge 1921 and again (pictured right) in 2011

Scheidegg from the railway line to Jungfrau 1921 and again (pictured right) in 2011
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Wengen main street from outside the Pickel bar 1921 and again (pictured right) in 2011

Scheidegg looking towards the Lauberhorn, just by the Tepee 1921 and again (pictured right) in 2011. (Inset; Granny Coldrey)

Bottom of Brunner slope from back of Sunstar or thereabouts 1921 and again (pictured right) in 2011
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Grindelwald and Wetterhorn from balcony of sports shop at Scheidegg 1921 and again (pictured right) in 2011

APARTMENT TO RENT

3 Bedrooms, Sleeps 6
south facing terrace

lovely views
www.bookaswisschalet.com

or call Deborah Flindall 

01622 873172

Tel:  033 855 12 46
Fax: 033 855 28 46
apo.wengen@bluewin.ch

• Drugs/Medications
• Alternative Medicine
• Health Foods
• Perfumery/Cosmetics

The Specialist Shop 

for your Wellbeing
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Amateur inter Club 
Championship Races 2011

A buffet was organised in the dining room 
and drinks prepared in the club room. 
In the evening the competitors, helpers 
and assistants gathered for “The 
Captain’s meeting”, and after a short 
introduction from Liz Moore,  once people 
knew where and when to congregate the 
following day, the party began. 

On the Saturday, everyone congregated at 
the Lauberhorn race track start hut at about 
9.00 am. This was the GS and eventually 
close to 130 skiers went down the 
Lauberhorn course to the finish some way 
short of the Hundschopf.  By 12 noon it was 
over and most repaired to the restaurant at 
the top for food or a drink (or both) before 
then progressing to the race track side of the 
Bumps where a non-serious parallel slalom 
was organised. Some racers didn’t 
participate because no points were awarded 
in the championship for this competition, but 
it was enormous fun and various volunteers 
came from the DHO to fill the gaps created

by the “no-shows”. These included 5 
members of the Mackintosh family who 
were out in Wengen to celebrate the 80th 
birthday of Douglas Mackintosh, eldest son 
of our ex-President Chris Mackintosh and 
himself an ex-Olympic skier in 1956. 
Douglas participated and his Mac team 
progressed to the 2nd round, but no further. 

That evening, everyone took the train up 
to Kleine Scheidegg and the entire station 
buffet was filled to bursting. As dusk fell, the 
view from the restaurant of the Eiger, Monch 
and Jungfrau was quite magnificent. It was a 
truly magical occasion.

How the staff coped with everyone 
expecting their food at the same time we will 
never know, but  one extremely successful 
weapon in their armoury was to keep the 
drink flowing continuously (which it did).

Various speeches were made, some a trifle 
inaudible and the final speech was made by 
Max D Amstutz, the author of the recently 
published book “The Golden Age of Alpine 
Skiing”. He drew particular attention to the 
fact that Alpine skiing had started here and 
special mention was made of that greatest of 
early British racers, Chris Mackintosh. 
Eventually the party came to an end and 
about 30% of the participants skied down to

Wengen with instructors from the Swiss 
Ski School acting as guides and keeping 
everyone under control. Others decided that 
the train offered a less energetic and warmer 
return to Wengen.

The following day the magnificent weather 
continued and a Super G was set  to start at 
the Lauberhorn race start hut and continued 
down to finish rather lower than the GS of 
the previous day, but still just above the 
Hundschopf.

Once the results were tabulated and protests 
heard, we all went down to the open air bar 
outside the Brunner Hotel where the 
presentation of the prizes took place. After 
all had been presented, the competitors rather 
reluctantly started on their way home. 

It had been the most fantastic weekend. 
The team of volunteers led by Liz Moore had 
performed so well and delivered such a well 
oiled performance that we could not help but 
feel that it was close to perfection. It might 
have been  a little bit like a Swan, serene 
on the surface but paddling like hell 
underneath, but if so, we could see no 
evidence of frantic paddling. What her team 
did was an enormous credit to the DHO, and 
reflected well not only on our club, but the 
village of Wengen as well. 

on the Friday, the club room was tidied of 
unnecessary clutter and the old Eiger dining room 

next door was cleared  and decorated by an 
indomitable force of mostly female Dho volunteers 

Mostly liz Moore with 
contributions from 
ingie Christophersen, 
lizzie Davies, Cleeves Palmer 
and Freddie whitelaw
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AiCC Races 
introduction by
Cleeves Palmer  
4th Amateur Inter-Club Championship
The DHO and their Wengen friends ensured 
a happy 4th edition of this championship, 
blessed by new snow and beautiful sunshine, 
the organisers, helpers and of course the 
racers could not have been luckier. Racing 
on the Lauberhorn piste was a tremendous 
privilege and I know that it was much 
enjoyed by the racers that I spoke to, even 
though the finish gate of the GS was rather 
interesting…

As Beat Hodler said at the 2nd 
Championship “What we have in common 
is a love for skiing and the mountains and an 
inextinguishable passion for ski-racing. 
But in the coming together for a team 
championship there is something additional. 
It is the sharing of such an adventure, the 
sharing of our passion with old and new 
friends – one says in German ‘shared sorrow 
is a half sorrow and shared fun is double 
fun’…” wonderful words that epitomise our 
coming together every year.

There is no doubt that the annual coming 
together of our clubs, all of whom have very

individual histories and traditions, will allow 
us not only to strengthen the bonds that exist, 
but also we can learn from each other with 
the gaining of new ideas that will enrich 
amateur ski racing in the years ahead.

I look forward to our journey to Gstaad in 
2012 and I very much hope that they pass on 
the baton to SAS (Schweizerischer 
Akademischer Skiclub) for the 2013 
championship.

ingie, 
Chief of Race    
Following the successful races in Mürren 
and Cortina over the last three years, it was 
the turn of the DHO to host the AICC races.  

A mixture of racing, socialising and 
reminiscing, young racers hot off the FIS 
circuit, middle aged house-wives who 
always hankered after a bib on their bosom, 
and old fogies who were still itching to feel, 
and look, like Bode Miller or Herman 
Maier.  This must be the happiest and most 
exhilarating way to fulfil all those dreams, 
amongst like-minded wanna-be racers, in the 
perfect setting which is the Lauberhorn piste, 
against the backdrop of the Eiger, the Mönch 
and the Jungfrau.   

The week-end kicked off with the Team 
Captains Meeting in the DHO Club room, 
accompanied by generous amounts of 
Prosecco followed by a buffet supper in 
the old Eiger dining room. The Ladies who 
lunch (and ski) did us proud –they might 
not have made the food but they certainly 
bought it and displayed it with their own 
hands, DHO hospitality at its best and most 
generous.

Cleeves Palmer,  Chairman of Kandahar 
Ski Club (Cleeves is the inventor and 

“father” of the AiCC races, we were 
delighted to have him as both a guest 

and a competitor)

Ingie Christophersen
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At the Lauberhorn start hut, Sarah Hoyle, Maureen Fanshawe and Ingie Christophersen

The Giant Slalom. The crowd gathered at the 
bottom of the start hut ramp and the clicking 
of cameras was audible – you would have 
thought that Bode Miller and Herman Maier 
really were there.  

When you’re ready darling, was the order 
to start. Not quite World Cup procedure but 
then nor were the shapes of the competitors 
World Cup shapes. Bibs rode up over shiny 
cat-suited convex tummies and must have 
been difficult for the gate-keepers to see.  
There was a lot of huffing and puffing and 
rubbing of thighs and posing and posturing 
and in general behaving as if one had done 
this before and was only resuming where one 
had left off  40 years earlier.

The giant slalom was followed by the 
parallel slalom – and team spirit and 
competitiveness was rife. Holding racers 
back before the start signal was abandoned 
– most of them were half way to the first gate 
even before the starter had reached 2.  

We caught the last train up to Scheidegg and 
the Alpen glühnen was just magnificent and 
magical.  Scheidegg buffet, whose culinary 
prowess I thought reached no further than

Käseschnitte mit Ei und Rösti did us proud 
– posh food, beautifully served. We had 
speeches and hurrahs and the young skied 
down with torches accompanied by Wengen 
ski teachers and the oldies went back down 
on the train.

Super-g. The word instils fear and butterfly 
tummies.  The atmosphere was depressed 
and quiet – no posing, no bravado, just 
nervous twitches and heavy breathing.  
The photo crowd was absent, nursing its 
own nerves.

But oh what fun once they were down and 
drowning a glass of Prosecco and telling 
every one how they had exceeded the 
sound barrier.  

Prize-giving, more hurrahs and the DHO 
is the best and our local Wengeners the most 
wonderful and how could anything 
be improved upon even one nano-iota.

Roll on Gstaad

lizzie Davis 
was one of the 
backroom girls 
who made it all 
happen  
Last year in Cortina SC 18 Club treated us 
to a superb Gala Dinner in their magnificent 
Club House. This year we wanted to do 
something different but equally impressive, 
warm and convivial.

We showed off our lovely new DHO Club-
room on the Friday night but we eventually 
had bookings for 180 people at the Gala 
Dinner so a larger venue was required. Liz 
Moore came up with the idea of the event to 
be held at Kleine Scheidegg in the Station 
Buffet Restaurant, with the option of skiing 
down after dinner by moonlight.

On the night, we all made it to the last 
scheduled train up to Kleine Scheidegg for 
the start of the dinner at about 7.00pm. 
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The restaurant looked lovely in the early 
evening light. The glasses sparkled and the 
blue and white DHO colour scheme was 
picked up in the napkins and candles.

Through the window the magnificent and 
mighty Eiger North Face was seen in the 
pink setting glow of the sun. Certainly no 
Old Master oil painting could have made a 
better back drop.

The restaurant did us proud and came up 
with a delicious menu of Salad, Pork in a 
Mushroom Cream Sauce with Rosti and a Trio 
of puddings all washed down with local wines.

Karl Näpflin started the speeches by 
welcoming everyone to Wengen. He was 
followed by our Vice President, 
Mike Woodhall, who thanked all the 
volunteer organisers and introduced our 
guest speaker Max D.Amstutz who talked 
about the development of skiing in the Alps. 
Max also signed copies of his book, 
The Golden Age of Alpine Skiing.

Time to ski down. About a third of the 
revellers had opted to ski down by the light 
of a tiny crescent moon. So off they set with 
their local ski instructor guides and glow 
sticks on their helmets for the return journey. 
A few people had had to cover their dinner 
jackets with ski clothes; others had been 
more circumspect and had not worn such 
finery!

Max Davies, our President, had negotiated 
with the Jungfraubahn and they had laid on a 
special train to take down those not opting to 
ski. For quite a lot of the ride down we were 
able to wave to the skiers from the warmth 
of our comfy seats.

Everyone arrived back safely and early 
enough to enjoy a bit of Wengen village 
night life before a still early night prior to 
Sunday’s Super G race.

liz Moore’s 
Contribution  
The AICC originated with the Kandahar 
Club in Mürren. The first event was therefore 
hosted and held by them in March 2008. 
It was already decided 4 years ago that DHO 
would host the event in Wengen in March 
2011. Of course at that time it seemed years 
away, with plenty of time to organise it!

In March 2010 we started planning and 
organising, setting up the programme of 
races and social events. Suddenly 2011 was 
upon us and it was a reality! 

Wengen is an ideal place to run such an 
event and with the enthusiasm and 
enormously hard work of so many 
wonderful members and locals the DHO 
hosted an excellent weekend.

We  had 34 teams from 11 different clubs 
coming from France, Switzerland, 
England, Italy and Austria. They all arrived 
in Wengen on Friday 4th March. The team 
Captain’s meeting was held in the DHO Club 
Room followed by a buffet supper for all the 
teams. The Fuchs family kindly let us use the 
room behind our Club Room, which made it 
possible to host approximately 140 people! 
With the help yet again  of DHO volunteers, 
who must be the best in the world!, the 
evening was a great success.

Saturday 5th March was a beautiful day with 
glorious sunshine and excellent snow. The 
Giant Slalom was run on the Lauberhorn 
race piste in the morning and the fun parallelDHO men (46-60)

Liz Moore celebrating and refuelling 
when it was all over

was held on the Bumps piste in the after-
noon. The DHO had great success overall 
with the fastest female time of the day  as 
well as many other excellent results. In the 
fun parallel the men‘s team from Arlberg 
won, which was wonderful as they were new 
to the event.

After the fun parallel everyone had to rush 
back to their hotels to get ready to catch the 
last train up to Kleine Scheidegg  for the 
Gala dinner which was held at the Bahn-
hof Buffet.  There were 180 in total for the 
dinner that was beautifully presented by the 
restaurant.  Michael Woodhall gave a speech  
(in the absence of Max Davies our President) 
welcoming everyone to Wengen . 

Karl Näpflin from Wengen Tourismus also 
welcomed the teams on behalf of Wengen. 
Our guest speaker was Max Amstutz, author 
of The Golden Age of Alpine Skiing, who 
spent a great deal of his childhood in 
Mürren. Having returned to the Berner 
Oberland he told me that he found Wengen 
and the DHO totally charming!

After dinner, the majority of the diners took 
a special train, very kindly sponsored by 
the Jungfrau Railways, back  to Wengen. 
However 60 racers skied down from Kleine 
Scheidegg to the village, guided by Ski 
teachers from Wengen Ski School. Sadly 
there was no moonlight, but with the expert 
help of the ski leaders and a few torches 
everyone returned safely to Wengen! It was 
a wonderful thing to do and it was made so 
much easier for us on the organising 
committee to have the help of the piste 
preparers and the Ski School.

On Sunday 6th March, we held a Super G 
and again it was on the Lauberhorn Race 
piste with the finish just before the 
Hundschopf! Another gloriously sunny day 
with all racers at the finish given a 
congratulatory glass of prosecco! 

This time the DHO had the fastest female 
and male time of the day! There were also 
many other excellent finishes.  All results can 
be found on the AICC  and DHO website.



Prize giving was held outside the Brunner 
Hotel with the DHO gaining many  podium 
places. The winning overall teams (GS & SG 
Combined results) were:

Female 18/45 GOLD; 
Alexandra Moore, Vroni Famiglietti, 
Claudia Gassmann, Grace McCutchan
Male 18/45 SILVER: 
Karl Ungar, Mark Gassmann, 
Kari Näpflin, Ryan Regez
Female 46/59 SILVER:
Sheridan Killwick, Maureen Fanshawe,
Tessa Lawrance, Helen Whittet
Female 60+ GOLD: 
Sina Cova, Sally Ireland, 
Liz Moore, Linda Fairbrother
Male 60+ BRONZE: 
Jean Daniel Gluck, Richard Hackett, 
Robert Goodwin, Martin West

GIANT SLALOM RESULTS (GS)
GOLD:
Alexandra Moore 18/45; 
SILVER: 
Vroni Famiglietti 18/45; 
Sina Cova 60+
BRONZE: 
Sheridan Killwick 45/59

SUPER G
GOLD: Vroni Famglietti 18/45; 
Ryan Regez 18/45; 
Sina Cova 60+ Jean Daniel Gluck 60+
SILVER: Alexandra Moore 18/45 
Maureen Fanshawe 45/59 
Sally Ireland 60+
BRONZE: Liz Moore 60+

The weekend was a wonderful combination 
of great sporting spirit, enthusiasm, harmony 
and sunshine!

The racers who participated and contributed 
to DHO’s success put up  a wonderful 
performance. We are honoured now to have 
quite a number of Wengen residents taking 
up DHO membership and as a result racing 
for us. Thanks also to the older ones who 
came out before the event to train as well 
as the younger generation who took time 
off work or University to make the AICC in 
Wengen  such a terrific event.

Next year, Eagle Ski Club from Gstaad 
will be hosting the event on 9/11 March. At 
present it is limited to 4 teams per club but
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we are always interested in new volunteer 
amateur racers!

In the light of the DHO racing success at 
this event we are now trying to organise 
some amateur racing days during the next 
winter season. The first occasion will be 
Wed 28/Thurs 29th December when the 
young DHO race trainees will also be in the 
village, so they can show us amateurs how 
it should be done! We will try to repeat this 
during the week before the McMillan Cup 
i.e. week beginning 23rd January as well as 
the few days before the AICC. We are also 
trying to organise an evening of drinks and 
snacks in London at the end of November 
at a venue still to be confirmed. This will be 
aimed mainly at members who would like to 
participate in the Amateur Racing!

Please do not hesitate to contact me with any 
queries on the above

Liz Moore 0041 794213194
liblabmoore@yahoo.co.uk

Sponsors, 
helpers and 
supporters – our 
grateful thanks  
Our main sponsors were Highland Spring, 
Raiffeissen Bank in Wengen, Wengen 
Tourismus, Brechin Management, Ingie 
Christophersen, Jungfrau Railways, Wengen 
Ski School and Chalet Traumli.

Thanks must go to Christoph Egger, Heinz 
von Allmen and their team of course setters, 
timers  and piste preparation. They worked 
tirelessly throughout the whole weekend to 
make sure everything on the mountain ran 
smoothly and safely.

David and Debbie Manns came out from 
England to do the race calculations. This  is 
a thankless task and heaven help them if the 
results are wrong! Thanks too to Mike Lowe, 
our headgatekeeper and all the volunteer 
DHO gatekeepers including Sarah and Cara 
Robinson who came our especially for this 
event.  Cara is now a confirmed new racer 
as we suddenly had to fill a spot in our 
2nd18/45 female group and having bravely 

stepped in she seems to have caught the 
racing bug! As Ingie says put a start number 
on any keen skier, place them in the start 
gate and the thrill of hurtling down the hill 
between gates  will do the rest and make 
them come back for more!!

We would particularly like to thank Ingie 
Christophersen, Sarah Hoyle and Lizzie 
Davis for all their hard work and 
organisation. Along with Susie Davies, 
Cynthia and Ian Perkins, Tony Davis, 
Diane and Robin Paterson, Gilda Prest, 
Christina and Brian Phillips, Phillip and 
Wendy Hill they were a great team!

Thanks must also go to Kieran Stevens for 
being so patient and producing  an excellent 
AICC brochure as well as a life sized pop up 
display that arrived in Wengen in time for 
the races!

Max D Amstutz

Max D Amstutz’ 
speech 
Ladies and Gentlemen, Dear Friends,

It is not only a great honour for me to speak 
to you on the occasion of tonight’s Gala 
Dinner here at the Kleine Scheidegg, but also 
a great personal pleasure. It gives me the 
opportunity to recall the glorious times of the 
emerging art of alpine skiing a century ago, 
when British and Swiss alpine ski pioneers 
joined forces and, against great odds, aimed 
to make downhill racing and slalom accepted 
by the FIS and the Olympic Committee.

It also gives me the opportunity to recall my 
early childhood in Mürren, when as a small 
boy of five in 1934 I started my career as a 
skier, alternatively sobbing and having fits of 
rage because my skis obstinately refused to
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obey my wishes. I have to admit that I never 
made the grade. I left Mürren too soon, 
built my career far away from the Alps 
and became a so-called citizen skier, never 
achieving more than average skills. But I still 
remember Sir Arnold Lunn and Christopher 
Macintosh from my early days in Mürren. 
They were heroes that I admired greatly. 
I wanted to become a famous sportsman like 
they were, but alas, that remained a dream.

To properly highlight today’s celebration, 
I would like to plunge into the history of 
skiing and recall two races that took place 
during the Golden Age of Alpine Skiing in 
the first quarter of the last century, races 
which were fundamental for the immense 
success of this sport later on, and which bear 
a resemblance to this year’s Inter-Club races: 
the birth of the classic downhill race in 1911 
in Crans Montana and the 1st British Ski 
Championship on the Lauberhorn ten years 
later, in 1921. Both are milestones in alpine 
ski racing history and marked the start of 
the fight to break down the monopoly of the 
Scandinavians who dominated ski 
competition with their cross-country and 
ski jumping disciplines, considered at that 
time the only true form of skiing. Although 
these disciplines are great sport, they were 
not adequate for mastering the steep and 
snowy slopes of the Alps. It was the British, 
together with the Swiss, who first introduced 
the way to do this, a quite unexpected 
miracle when you consider that Great Britain 
is a lowland country. 

The first of these two events occurred almost 
to the day one hundred years ago. Arnold 
Lunn, then a young lad of 23 years, and his 
father Sir Henry organised in Crans 
Montana, above Sierre in the Rhone Valley, 
what can be justly considered the birth of 
alpine downhill racing. It took place on 
7 January, 1911. Although the course 
contained some short flat and uphill 
stretches, it was clearly downhill almost in a 
straight line and therefore ground-breaking 
for the future. The winner among the ten 
participants was Cecil Hopkinson, who ran 
the course in 61 minutes. In my opinion, this 
historic competition has a symbolic 
significance for the DHO Club, which was 
dedicated by its founders on 7 February, 
1925, to specifically promote the art of 
downhill racing. Let me add that the 
Montana downhill run was also the first of

the famous Kandahar races, since the Robert 
of Kandahar Challenge Cup was awarded 
there for the first time. By the way, on 3 
April this year, a historic memorial race will 
take place in Crans Montana to celebrate the 
pioneering event of 1911 organised by the 
local World Cup Committee.

DHO prize winners (18-45 men)

A DHO clean sweepEd Perrott

Ladies Ski Club Team

DHO Ladies (46-60) and (inset) celebrations at the Gala Dinner



The second historic racing event which we 
should also recall at this year’s Inter-Club 
Championship is the 1st British National 
Alpine Skiing Competition, which took place 
in 1921, 90 years ago, right here on 
the Lauberhorn above Kleine Scheidegg. 
It was the very first time a national 
championship skiing award was given for 
a downhill race. It was a splendid 
experiment, a precedent again pioneered 
by the British. Only ten years later, other 
countries began to include downhill racing 
in their national skiing championships. That 
early British feat made an impact on the 
FIS and the IOC – they began to wonder if 
perhaps something else worthwhile existed 
in the skiing world beyond cross-country 
and jumping. Freddie Whitelaw has aptly 
documented the importance of that 
1st British Ski Championship in the photo 
display he created for this year’s Inter-Club 
Event. The British Championship of 1921 is 
another important milestone in the history of 
alpine ski racing. Let us also remember the 
winner among the 15 participants of the race: 
Leonard Dobbs.  
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Some final reflexions now on the Inter-Club 
Championship as a novel institution: 
I understand that the initiative to create this 
kind of multi-club racing event stems from 
the Kandahar Ski Club, and that the 
inspiration behind it was Cleeves Palmer, 
Chairman of the Club. The idea was 
immediately embraced by the other Arlberg 
Clubs, the DHO, the SAS and the Ski Club 
18, as well as by the local clubs of Wengen, 
Mürren and Lauterbrunnen. All these clubs 
date back to the years of the Golden Age of 
Alpine Skiing, when all-weather racing in 
any snow conditions was the rule.

In my opinion, there are three characteristics 
which identify the Inter-Club 
Championships as typically Golden Age 
Competitions, bringing new life to old 
traditions:

In the first place, they are pure amateur 
racing events, just like in the 20’s, when 
professional skiing did not yet exist. The 
motto was and still is: to participate is more 
important than to win, true to the original 
Olympic spirit.

Secondly, they are team events. Beat Hodler, 
the Kandahar President, once said, 
“We don’t race for our honour, but for the 
honour of our team”. Team spirit, a 
classic British quality, is what counts in 
these competitions.

And thirdly, they strive to promote fun and 
making friends, building new networks that 
might last a lifetime and thus enrich our 
short stay as human beings on this 
sometimes nasty world. When he won the 
Inferno in 1929, Jimmy Riddell, born in 
1900 and later a British skiing champion, 
said, “To ski, however well or poorly, is a 
reminder that one is alive, and that life is 
tremendous fun”.

To finish, let me congratulate you on this 
splendid idea of Inter-Club Championship, 
which shows that the creative spirit of 
British skiing is still alive and kicking, just 
as it was when alpine skiing began.

I wish you a very good evening.

DHO ladies celebrations in full swing on the podium

(Below) Parallel Slalom

(Bottom) Sally Ireland & 
daughter Alessandra at 
prize giving
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EIGER RESIDENCE
(Top Floor)

Lovely, modern apartment with
wonderful views

2 double bedrooms 
and 2 bathrooms - sleeps 4/6

Open fireplace, washing machine,
tumble drier, TV, DVD, Video

One minute from trains, cable cars
and shops

AVAILABLE ALL YEAR
Very convenient for the new club room 

on ground floor

Phone/fax: 01797 270042 or
0041 (0) 33 855 4507 

E-mail: patersonhome@googlemail.com

das sport - und modegeschäft
mit ski - und snowboardvermietung

The Sport and Fashion Shop
with Ski and Snow Board Rental

Barbara & Markus Zumbühl
Dorfstrasse, 3823 Wengen

Tel: 033 / 855 26 26

www.alpiasport.ch

Come and visit our large
range of sports goods!
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Mürren Poster 
A brief history - Freddie whitelaw

In the  2010 DHO Journal, we published 
a biography of Chris Mackintosh. 
In it was reproduced a photograph 
discovered in the 1930 Lonsdale Library’s 
book  “Winter Sports”, which shows Mac 
competing in the Slalom at the Arlberg 
Kandahar competition. 

Unable to establish precisely from which 
year this photograph dated, we guessed that 
it was 1928, the first AK competition. 
We were, inevitably, wrong. Subsequent 
research (and assistance from Elisabeth 
Hussey, the eminent ski historian) has in 
fact established it was taken at the 1930 AK 
competition. We were struck by the strong 
similarity between this photograph and the 
well-known poster advertising the 4th AK 
competition which took place in March 1931 
in Murren, the first time the AK was held 
away from St Anton. This iconic poster is 
reproduced as a postcard available at shops 
throughout Switzerland, including our very 
own Photo Fritz.  

Detailed inspection of one superimposed 
over the other indicated that the poster was 
definitely based on the photograph of Chris 
Mackintosh.

The poster was produced by a well known 
graphic poster designer and producer called

Alex Walter Diggelmann (1902 – 1987) 
whose work throughout the alps was well 
known. Many of the posters of this era are 
very collectable, of the one reproduced here, 
a single example was sold at Christie’s for 
a little under £3,000 only 18 months ago.  
Another somewhat rarer poster featuring
Wengen and the Jungfrau, achieved £12,500 
in the same auction!

The Mürren poster is quite large (just over 
4ft x 3ft). We were given access to one to 
photograph, which is reproduced here.
(with thanks to Tim Ashburner for 
information on Christie’s sale records)

The poster was produced by a well known 
graphic poster designer and producer called 

Alex walter Diggelmann (1902 – 1987) whose 
work throughout the alps was well known
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Mackintosh 
Presentation 
The elder son of Chris Mackintosh, Douglas, 
celebrated his 80th birthday on 7th March 
2010, the Monday following the AICC races. 
He had come from his home in Canada 
to celebrate that milestone with about 25 
friends and relatives. Of his siblings, elder  
sister Sheena was there, next sister Vora had 
died some years ago, and younger brother 
Charlach had torn an Achilles tendon playing 
tennis a few weeks earlier and was forced to 
cancel his visit (also from Canada). Other 
friends and relatives came from the UK, 
USA, New Zealand. All 4 of Mac’s children 
by his first marriage raced for the UK and all 
were Olympic skiers.

The DHO felt it appropriate to make a small 
presentation to Douglas on his birthday. 
It was a framed print of the photograph and 
the poster side by side (see page 47). None 
of the family knew, prior to the presentation, 
that  Mac was the model for the poster.

On the birthday evening, Michael 
Woodhall, DHO vice president accompanied 
by Sheridan Killwick, DHO Wengen 
Manager came down to the Alpenrose to 
make the presentation.

Mac presentation

Mac’s Leap with Mac’s grandson 
Alasdair Hilleary
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3 Cs and a Z 
by Dr urs Allenspach and introduced by Guy Clayton

Consideration, Care and Competence; 
your reporter and many other DHO 
members have experienced these 
and more if we have to visit 
Dr Urs Allenspach’s medical centre at 
Haus Arba next to Wengen Primary 
School. 

We have also been surprised and delighted 
at the range of medical treatments available 
from X-rays, instant blood tests, to limb 
setting and shoulder relocations. Everything 
is undertaken with quiet authority and 
efficiency of the whole staff.  The calm 
masks a swiftness of action and decision 
making which I have experienced twice en 
route for life saving heart interventions by 
the cardiologist at Bern University Hospital. 
All of this contributes to the great 
confidence felt by the permanent and 
temporary members  of the Wengen 
Community in Dr Allenspach’s service.

There are many reasons why DHO members 
love Wengen and to these I would 
personally add the existence of a first class 
medical centre.

So what of the “Z”? Dr Allenspach himself 
takes up the story...

what has wengen 
and Zimbabwe in 
common?
Since 1992, I have worked as the village 
doctor in Wengen. Hardly anybody would 
expect any connection between Wengen 
and Zimbabwe.  From 1988 to 1990 I lived 
together with my family in rural Zimbabwe 
and during these years I was in charge 
of Musiso Hospital. Since 1994, being a 
member of the board in the Swiss NGO 
SolidarMed, I sign responsibly for several 
projects strengthening the Zimbabwean 
health system. Every year, during my 
holidays, I travel south and support our work 
by doing project planning, monitoring, 
evaluating and in between I work in the 
hospital.

Musiso Hospital serves about 250,000 
people in Zaka District, 320 km away from 
the capital Harare. There are 220 beds in 
the general ward (surgery and internal 
medicine), paediatric ward, female ward 
(gynaecology and obstetrics), neonatal ward 
and isolation ward. The hospital is always 
fully occupied and in the ambulatory we 
treat daily about 300 patients. There are 
special outpatients’ services like antenatal 
clinic, mother and child clinic, HIV clinic 
and eye clinic. Every week, a team with one 
of the three doctors drives to the out-clinics 
and so takes care of patients in more remote 
areas.  

This is quite a heavy workload for the three 
doctors, because they are the only available 
physicians in the district. Most important is 
the obstetric service with 2,800 deliveries 
a year. All these mothers give birth after 
risk-pregnancies. This implies deliveries by 
forceps, vacuum or caesarean section in case 
normal delivery proves impossible. Because 
of the high HIV-prevalence, we started 
special schemes for HIV-positive pregnant 
women to prevent mother-to-child 
transmission. 

About 22% of all Zimbabweans are 
HIV-positive (due to the fact that half of the 
population are children or teenagers, adults

Guy Clayton pictured at the 85th 
Anniversary dinner, on crutches after 

yet another brush with the medics!

General ward
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only show a prevalence of around 40%). 
Since 2004, we introduced an AIDS
 treatment program and include more and 
more patients in a full anti-retroviral 
treatment scheme. This program is combined 
with prevention, treatment of opportunistic 
infections and a home based care program 
for those who cannot be reached and will 
be bedridden and dying at home. Due to the 
AIDS epidemic, life expectancy in 
Zimbabwe has fallen to 34 years. Care for so 
many fatally ill young women and men was 
a great burden and challenge, but after 2004 
it became less stressful to care for dying 
patients because we knew that in future the 
number of those lost lives would decrease. 
Nevertheless, it is not easy to see all those 
terminally ill young people with severe 
tuberculosis, encephalitis and peritonitis due 
to serious immune deficiency.

From September to November 2008 was the 
last time I worked at Musiso Hospital. 
As you know Zimbabwe is going through 
rather hard times. Last autumn things 
had been even worse than ever. The local 
economic crisis and lack of good leadership 
through political impasse had led to 
hyper-inflation of millions of percent, an 
unemployment rate of over 85% and a 
general shortage of many essential goods. 
With so many parts of supply missing, we 
entered a vicious circle which is difficult to 
break. Lack of fuel leads to breakdown of 
transport, coal is not within reach of 
electricity power plants, followed by power 
cuts and crippling the industry through the 
lack of reliable electricity. Water shortage is 
due to the fact that the pumps cannot work 
long enough, or insufficient chemicals are 
available for water purification. Therefore 
people start taking water from unprotected 
sources and getting waterborne diseases. 
This is indeed a potentially explosive 
situation as we, for instance, witnessed a 
drastic cholera outbreak from August 08 
until April 09 with about 100,000 affected 
people and more than 4,000 killed by this 
preventable disease.

Food

Operation in progress. Example of inflation (inset)

Women’s ward

Urs Allenspach
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Obviously hospital work was quite 
difficult under such conditions. Electricity 
was usually available from 11pm to 2 am 
and patients and staff had to be dragged out 
of bed during night time to take x-rays, 
perform ultrasound scanning and do 
laboratory examinations. In the dark hours 
operations had sometimes to be performed 
by torchlight or candles. There was no water 
in the hospital for days on end, which 
seriously affected the area of hygiene. But 
the patient and brave members of the staff 
kept on with their work and the output was 
still remarkable.  

It seems my work in Wengen as a village 
doctor is quite different from medical work 
in rural Zimbabwe. But eventually I have to 
take the same type of decisions in both jobs. 
The work conditions are certainly better in 
Switzerland.  Though the patients demand 
for the best available treatment is much 
higher here than it is in Zimbabwe, where 
the patients in rural areas are used to an 
unreliable health system affected drastically 
by lack of resources.  

As an independent estate agent we are able to offer a personal and tailored service to all our clients. A combination of 
extensive local knowledge, efficient, friendly staff and high quality marketing campaigns means that Richmonds can 
put your property in reach of potential buyers and tenants around the world whilst also functioning as a free relocation 
service for clients looking to move to the area. 

Whether you are intending to sell or let your property for professional, confidential and free no obligation advice and 
information please contact Richmonds.

ARLA Accredited   Specialists in Buy to Let Property
Sales and Lettings Expertise  Property Management and Maintenance
Relocation Services   International Contacts and Corporate Contracts

T: 01932 353 066    F: 01932 353 067
www.richmonds.org.uk  info@richmonds.org.uk

97 High Road Byfleet Surrey KT14 7QX

Coming back to the question at the top of 
this story: has Wengen something in 
common with a part of rural Zimbabwe? 
Admittedly my answer is brief but I dare say 
it is fairly accurate – due to the same doctor.         

Pediatric ward with Urs Allenspach (inset)
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FALKEN HOTEL
WENGEN - JUNGFRAU

Familie S. Cova

SPECIAL OFFER FOR McMILLAN CUP 
WEEK (JANUARY 29-FEBRUARY 5)

7 nights in one of the charming historical 
rooms of the Falken • 7 buffet breakfasts

7 four-course evening meals • 6 day Jungfrau ski pass 

Price: Chf1180.00 per person

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
14 nights in one of the charming historical 
rooms of the Falken •14 buffet breakfasts

14 four-course evening meals • 13 day Jungfrau ski pass

Price: Chf2240.00 per person

RESTAURANT • PIANO BAR • BEAUTIFUL GARDEN WITH VIEW

Family Friendly with 
Style & Atmosphere

Tel: 0041 (0)33 8565121
Fax: 0041 (0)33 8553339
E-mail: info@hotelfalken.com
Internet: www.hotelfalken.com

CONTACT US FOR SPECIAL 
5 OR 10 DAY PACKAGES
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Ski Touring Report 2011 
John wright

Meiringen and 
Engstlenalp
A group of nine of us joined our guide 
Adolf Schlunegger and assistant René 
Seiler at Meiringen on Saturday 19th 
March for a week’s touring. 

This year we were in the Berner Oberland 
area east of Lake Brienz and northeast of 
Grosse Scheidegg. Our team comprised 
Ian and Jane McCormick, Phil Gepfert and 
Vanda Joss, Trisha Dale, Sue Jacoby, Simon 
Hollington, John Rigby and John Wright. We 
were pleased to welcome back John Rigby 
on excellent form, after medical exigencies 
kept him away last year. We were also 
delighted to see Paddy Hollington again, 
who had come out with Simon, visiting 
friends in the area.

Our base for the first three nights was 
the very comfortable Hotel Rebstock in 
Meiringen. We then moved to the even more 
comfortable Hotel Engstlenalp, at the end of 
a remote road which leads up the Gental. In 
summer this is a busy hotel with a staff of 
fifteen when the road is open, but with access 
now blocked by winter snow the resident 
proprietors were happy to accommodate us 
as their sole guests. 

A whole hotel to ourselves, with en suite 
rooms, running water, showers and under-
floor heating. How we do suffer in the name 
of our sport! Even hairdryers were available, 
apparently.

The week was remarkable for its 
uninterrupted blue skies and sunshine every 
day. This created its own problems in finding 
skiable snow conditions, but made for very 
pleasant touring, with stunning views of the 
mountains and most importantly, dry clothes.

Sunday 
20th March   
No gentle introductions on the piste this 
year! After taking the cars up the curly 
mountain road to the Rosenlaui inn car park, 
we had a four hour climb on skins to the 
Bandspitz (2402m), offering dramatic views 
of the Wetterhorn and the jagged spike of 
the Schwarzhorn, with distant glimpses of 
Grosse Scheidegg and the Grindelwald ski 
area. We met a group of young Swiss 
coming down on snow shoes. They had spent 
the night in igloos they had built at our rest 
stop near Schwarzwaldalp, where the track 
continues to Grosse Scheidegg.

As we peeled the skins off our skis, the

knotty problem was addressed as to who 
should pen the Journal article. Normal 
procedure is for touring novices to be 
“volunteered” but, as we were all hardened 
veterans, clearly another solution was 
needed. Simon Hollington was a possible 
candidate, on the grounds that he had not 
toured with us for some time. He declined 
firmly, on the grounds that RAC Cirencester 
had done nothing to encourage or develop 
his creative skills (except when applying for 
EU grants and subsidies-Ed.) So our 
“Commodore” McCormick announced 
decisively that the first person to fall would 
write the article. Apparently this is the 
traditional method used to select DHO 
officials since the dawn of time, and has 
proved as effective as any. Phil Gepfert and 
I looked at each other, as in the absence of 
Ian Carmichael it would obviously be one of 
us, as the others are all exceptionally good 
skiers. All I will say is that my first few 
turns in good powdery snow were models of 
controlled fluidity. Then the slope steepened, 
the powder turned harder, the music stopped 
and....Phil helped me to my feet with a 
wolfish grin. An unworthy thought that 
he had pushed me was not confirmed by 
the photographic evidence (unnecessarily 
detailed, in my view). With the editorial 
question settled, the sense of relief among 
my fellow tourers was palpable.

The long climb
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High level touring 

The route down did not get any easier, as 
the snow was turning to breakable crust, and 
obstacles in the shape of tree roots, bushes, 
streams and gullies slowed us down. Our 
spirits lifted when we reached the cars, and 
Adolf stopped on the way home to show us 
the spectacular Reichenbach Falls, scene 
of Sherlock Holmes’s final encounter with 
Moriarty. That evening Adolf was presented 
with an engraved silver dish marking his 
twenty-five years of DHO guiding.

Monday 
21st March   
We parked the cars at the Chaltenbrunnen 
alp, where the road became impassable in 
a valley to the northwest of yesterday’s ski 
area. Today we were looking for a north-
facing slope, sheltered from the melting 
effects of the sun. Unfortunately snow 
conditions on the Grindelgrat, our intended 
objective, did not look stable so the 
Wandelhorn area further north became the 
new target. A steady three hour climb took 
us to a closed hut at Oberwandel (1,840m), 
where some of us rested, nursing yesterday’s 
blisters, while a “summit party” continued 
for another half hour to the Oberwandel 
ridge, then rejoined us for a slightly easier 
descent than yesterday’s. To the resting party 
below, Trisha’s normal whoops of delight 

After a traverse of the Tannensee plateau 
we descended steeply to the Gental valley, 
joining the snow-covered summer road at 
about 1,550m. A climb on skins for about 
45 minutes took us to our destination, the 
Engstlenalp hotel, at 1,834m our base for the 
rest of the week. Through binoculars 
I watched chamois grazing at the foot of the 
cliffs behind the hotel before we assembled 
for a fondue dinner.

wednesday 
23rd March         
A 6.45am start took us up the shaded 
Schaftal slope behind the hotel to the 
Schafberg at 2,552m, a nearly three hour 
climb. On the way up we watched ibex 
cavorting on the sunny crags to our left. At 
the top a precipitous drop down the other 
side offered stupendous views of the 
Engelberg and Trübsee area to the north. 
Adolf insisted we crawl to the viewpoint, 
approaching the final ledge on our stomachs 
before cautiously peering over. Not a good 
place for vertigo! As it was still early in 
the day, our descent was now through nice 
spring snow back to the hotel in time for a 
late breakfast, or an early cocktail. The latter 
proved too much of a temptation for Phil, 
Sue and me so we three took an extended 
lunch break while the others did a short 
climb to Hiri (2,079m) on the south side of 
our valley, encountering (they said) proper 
powder snow for the first time.

when completing tricky passages were 
audible from afar, only on this occasion it 
seems she had slipped while climbing on a 
difficult corner, and was struggling to get up.

Adolf spotted wolf tracks on the way up, in 
my opinion made by the badger we met on 
the way down, but Adolf stuck to his original 
story. We imagined ourselves huddling closer 
together, women in the centre, McCormick 
in the lead.

Paddy Hollington joined us for drinks at an 
inn in the valley. “You look cold Paddy,” 
said Adolf solicitously. “Can I get you some 
hot bouillon?”  Quick as a flash, Paddy 
retorted “I’d rather have some vin chaud, if 
you would be so kind.”

Tuesday 
22nd March      
Check-out and transfer day. Cars were 
loaded and driven north over the Brünig 
Pass to Kerns, then up the minor road of 
the Melchtal to Stöckalp, where we parked, 
took rucksacks with clothes for three days, 
and rode the cable car up to the panoramic 
Melchsee-Frutt ski area. From there we 
crossed the frozen Melchsee lake and took a 
chairlift to Erzegg (2,100m).

Ibex among the rocks
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The view from Engstlenalp            

Thursday 
24th March            
At 6.15am an even earlier start with skins 
and harscheisen (ski crampons, to prevent 
slipping in frozen snow) took us to the 
Graustock summit (2,543m) in just under 
three hours of steady climbing. René is 
dismissive of our slow pace (“We are like 
sleepwalkers, we are hardly moving at all!”) 
At the top Adolf used probes to mark out 
safe areas to sit, avoiding overhangs. Again 
we found good spring snow all the way back 
to the hotel. The customary “summit party” 
went for another one hour climb to repeat the 
last part of the descent, while the less 
energetic Phil and I checked out the 
neighbouring Rossbodenhütte restaurant, 
where we all eventually met up for lunch. 
In contrast to the quiet exclusivity of our 
own hotel, the little restaurant was heaving 
with skiers who had come over from 
Engelberg, the southern edge of whose lift 
system was visible in the distance. An hour’s 
climb on skins, or a short shuttle on the 
snowmobile, would return them to the 
bottom of their lifts.

Adolf then gave us some practice with our 
avalanche transceivers, probes and shovels 
around the hotel, the main message of which 
was that transceivers (“bleepers”) have 
become confusing and complex, and that 
new basic models are to be introduced, at 
prices designed to be affordable by all 
recreational skiers, not just mountaineers. 
So wait until next year before buying one 
(most of us hire them from Adolf anyway).

As well as the chamois, I watched from 
my window a big red fox going about his 
business in the evening sunlight among the 
rocks.

Friday 
25th March               
Sue sadly had to leave us at this point: 
fighting a chest infection, she accepted the 
offer of a lift on the snowmobile down to 
Meiringen and medical assistance. Checkout 
and packing had been done the night before, 
so it was an early start with full packs that 
took the rest of us up the slope behind the 
hotel for the last time, now heading back to 
the cars. After an initial climb and ski down, 
we left the rucksacks under Phil’s capable 
supervision, while I was finally persuaded to
join the others for a last climb and descent. 
Then an easy skin up and traverse took us

back across the Tannensee and Melchsee 
plateaux, and after a brief stop for 
refreshment at Melchsee-Frutt we found the 
piste to the car park was open, and scorched 
down in Adolf’s smoke trail to the cars for 
lunch, tearful farewells and eventually 
departure for home.

Many thanks to Adolf and René for a most 
enjoyable week, to Ian for his efficient and 
patient organisation, and to everyone for 
their thoroughly enjoyable company. 

Powder snow and (inset) Adolf’s silver plate (25 years of DHO guiding)    
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Avalanche Awareness 
harriet Prest

“Statistically, roughly half the snowsport accidents 
in Europe occur as a result of avalanche”...
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It all happened so quickly. From the 
moment we spotted the people waving 
at us, to arriving at the scene of the 
avalanche. All we knew was that three 
people had skied into the area just before 
the slide, and that they hadn’t been seen 
skiing out. 

Our group leader organises us straight away: 
choosing three people to search and three 
people to support, armed with shovels and 
probes. I’m left at the top of the hill to call 
the emergency services, to brief anyone 
else who arrives at the scene and to calm a 
woman who is now sobbing uncontrollably. 

Within eight and a half minutes our team 
has located, dug for and recovered two 
avalanche transceivers, wrapped in plastic 
bags to protect them from the snow. But it 
takes another ten minutes to search the area 
with our probes and recover the third bag. 

If this were a real situation, if the bags were 
real people, two of them would be alive. 
The third would almost certainly be dead 
- because he or she hadn’t been wearing a 
transceiver. 

Growing up skiing in Wengen, I have no real 
avalanche stories to tell. We take the area for 
granted for it’s relative safety record. But 
this year, with my fiancé and fellow DHO 
member Matt Hadfield, we had decided we 
wanted take our skiing to a new level, and do 
more backcountry and ski-touring. To do this 
safely, it seemed essential that we do some 
formal avalanche training. 

Image Captions:

1.  Francis showing how to assess terrain  
    
2.  All the gear, rucksack, transceiver,  
 shovel & probe

3.  True to life exercise, trying to find 
 3 bodies   

4.  Author, ready to dig or probe

5.  Matt leading the group uphill   
 
6.  Our guide and trainer, Francis   

7.  Signal suggests something buried 
 14 metres away, straight ahead
  
8.  Fine tuning search area whilst probing      

So, we signed up for a weekend course in 
January in Chamonix, run by British ski 
company Mountain Tracks. The training 
started on the Friday night when we were 
introduced to our guide Francis and the 
rest of the group. This was followed by a 
two-hour theory session running us through 
scenarios, situations and some statistics. 

First we learnt about different types of 
avalanche: slab; powder; wet and 
combinations of the three. We looked at 
things that might influence the likelihood of 
a slide: the slope’s aspect, north or south-
facing; the wind, which can create slabs; the 
snowpack; the slope angle and, vitally for us 
– what we do, where we choose to ski. 

We also watched a stack of films, freely 
available on youtube.com, showing different 
instances of avalanche, including one filmed 
from a skier’s headcam, that lasted from 
the moment he caused the slide, for the full 
horror of his seven minutes buried before he 
was found. 

I left that evening completely terrified, and 
determined to spend the weekend learning as 
much as possible about how to avoid these 
deadly snow-slides.

Statistically, roughly half the snowsport 
accidents in Europe occur as a result of 
avalanche. Chamonix is in the Haute Savoie 
region of France, which is notoriously 
dangerous. Here, the mountain rescue 
services work flat out, responding to 
thousands of call-outs in a season. There’s 
also pretty sophisticated avalanche bulletin 
information available in English, which can 
help assess the conditions using a scale of 
risk. There are five levels – with one being 
minimal risk and five indicating extreme 
danger. 

Then there are the obvious considerations: 
has there been a lot of snow? Will we be 
skiing on very steep terrain? And also the 
less obvious: which way has the wind been 
blowing? Which way does the slope face? 
Has it been very warm or very cold? As we 
skied that first morning, we stopped at 
various points to discuss the terrain and 
analyse which routes to pick, which ridgeline 
to choose and which bowls and terrain traps 
to avoid. The great thing about training with 

Francis, who has 15 years experience in 
the Chamonix area, was that he has seen so 
many different scenarios. 

Being avalanche-ready means carrying a 
lot of kit. In my backpack now at all times 
you will find: a shovel (metal not plastic); 
an extendable probe, a mobile phone (with 
emergency numbers on speed dial) and a first 
aid kit. In addition, my transceiver or beeper 
is strapped around my waist and shoulder, 
and worn at least two layers down to avoid 
it being ripped off my body in the event of 
a forceful avalanche. I used to think skiing 
with a backpack would drive me mad, but 
I seem to have got completely used to it. And 
now I feel quite odd without it!

Getting to grips with our transceivers was, 
of course, a vital aspect of the training. 
Mountain guides and trainers now mostly 
recommend that normal people (like us) use 
digital ones. The old analogue beepers are 
much harder to use and the new technology 
makes digital a good way to go. There are 
loads of options on the market – in our group 
alone, there were five different models. It is 
the most expensive bit of avalanche kit you 
will need to buy, so do some good research 
into which model is the most popular and 
why. 

Tricks to using a transceiver to accurately 
pinpoint a position include keeping it as low 
as possible to the snow, otherwise the height 
you hold it at will add that distance to the 
reading. Also, understanding that the signal 
from a buried beeper will be transmitted in 
concentric semi-circles – meaning you could 
find yourself walking in a big arc towards 
where it is buried. The most complex part of 
searching is ‘making a grid’ to get as close 
as possible to the target – this is not 
something I can explain here, and is one of 
the many reasons I would recommend doing 
a course like this one to learn and practice 
these skills.  

Shovelling and probing, both come with 
their own particular techniques, that can 
make searching more efficient, and crucially 
save time. Again another good reason to go 
and learn the most effective methods from 
the experts. 
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And we certainly had a lot of practice that 
weekend. Working scenario after scenario, 
taking it in turns to be group leader, searcher, 
prober, digger or crowd-controller. 
It’s something we now plan to practice every 
season, to make sure our new-found skills 
aren’t getting rusty. 

Ultimately, one message was clear from the 
course: you, the skier, can be the greatest 
hazard to the group. Group discipline is 
essential – if you are in a large group, having 
everyone searching is not the best use of 
resources – instead some should hold back, 
ready with probes and shovels. One of the 
most common mistakes apparently in a real 
life situation is that members of the group, 
or new people entering the scene, do not 
turn off their transceivers or put them onto 
‘search’ mode – so there are multiple signals 
which slow down and confuse the searchers. 

Twelve minutes can be the cut-off point 
for someone who has been completely and 
helplessly submerged in the snow following 
an avalanche. That means you have to think: 
“I have just 12 minutes to find this person 
before they die.” So, your actions from the 
point of seeing an avalanche or arriving on 
the scene of one are crucial. It really is no 
cliché to say, this is a life or death situation. 
These are the facts – everything else is just 
risk-management. 

Two weekends after our course, we were 
back in Wengen, determined to tackle 
‘White Hare’ on our own for the first time. 
We collected an avalanche bulletin from the 
tourist office, gathered some local thoughts 
and advice on the conditions, strapped on our 
transceivers and entered the traverse from 
the top of the Eigernordwand chairlift, 
keeping at least 10 metres apart from each 
other. We chose a ridgeline for the 20-minute 
hike up and avoided traversing across the 
great bowl that is White Hare. The powder 
was amazing.

We had learnt that you can never be 100 per 
cent sure that you are safe, but you can 
dramatically reduce the risk by knowing 
what you are doing. And I certainly felt 
much more confident that we both knew 
how to find, dig out and ultimately save each 
other, should the unthinkable happen at the 
foot of the Eiger’s north face. 

Harriet and Matt did the Avalanche Training 
Foundation Course with Mountain Tracks 
www.mountaintracks.co.uk 

Group briefing

You can see clearly where a slab has gone on White Hare 
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Day Touring from wengen 
huw Alban Davies

“one exposure to touring will capture you forever”

My first experience of ski touring was with 
a DHO party in the 1970’s.  It was a fairly 
difficult route down the Fiescher glacier to 
Fiesch near Brig but at the end of the day 
I realised that I would go again; it seems 
that if you are susceptible, one exposure to 
touring will capture you forever.  

The essential magic is to travel in a small 
group in the high mountains with only your 
own resources to rely on; no infrastructure 
and no comforts apart from the ones you 
have brought with you.   The views are 
stunning and after the climb on skins your 
lunch tastes delicious and the water in 
the flask is nectar.  Then, after you have 
transformed your skis from the climbing to 
the sliding function you can anticipate the 
thrills of the downhill run.  If the conditions 
are favourable and your guide is skilful there 
will be fields of powder to enjoy, otherwise 
you have to pit your skills against crud and 
intractable porridge.  The one condition you 
should not encounter on the way down is 
breakable crust because touring takes place

later in the season when you should have 
spring conditions.

The day tours illustrated below took place 
in late March 2011.  The group consisted 
of 3–6 tourers and the guide was Hano 
Tschabold, who is well known to DHO 
members.  The group members were Huw 
and Jenny Alban Davies, Bill and Marcus 
Garvey, Marie Jessel, Bob Eastwood and Jo 
Williamson.

Day 1  
To the top of the Schiltgrat lift above 
Mürren, then climb up to Wassenegg.  Ski 
down and find more off-piste on north facing 
slopes of Gimmeln.

Day 2
We skied into the Satelegg area from the top 
of the First lift system in Grindelwald and 
climbed a minor peak below Spitzen.

Day 3
By minibus to Habkern beyond Interlaken

1

2

3

4

and then up a single track road to the Bodmi 
forest.  We climbed through the forest to 
snowfields leading to Horetegg, above 
Brienzersee.

Day 4
By minibus to Isenfluh from where we took 
the four man cable car to Iseltwald.  
We climbed through Iseltwald forest to 
Schaerihubel where half the party rested in 
the sun.  The remainder climbed 400m to the 
top of Sulegg.

Image Captions:

1:  On Horetegg.  It is a courtesy to those  
 who come afterwards to take up as  
 little space on the hill as possible. 
  
2:  A steep turn on Sulegg in soft snow.  
 Only Marcus (pictured) and Jo 
 followed the guide to the summit.

3:  Touring is not always reminiscent  
 of eating paté de foie gras to the  
 sound of trumpets!  The group 
 scrambles up the Sulwald forest   
 across muddy patches.

4:  Champagne powder on Sattelegg



Image Captions:

5:  The inn at Habkern was a wonderful place to rehydrate after  
 a day spent climbing through Bodmi forest and skiing down
 from Horetegg.    

6:  Jo and Marcus at the top of Sulegg with the five knuckles of  
 the Lobhorn over Marcus’ shoulder.

7:  Chamois grazing in the high pastures above the 
 Brienzersee.    

8:  A rest after the climb; the grin says it all.  Meanwhile the  
 mountain guide is watchful; Hano never stops reading the  
 signs and noting what they tell him.   

5
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Jenny at the top of Horetegg with the Brienzersee below.

9: We could not resist a second go at these perfect north 
 facing powder fields below Sattelegg.  Our first tracks are  
 on the right.

10:  The secret of climbing on skins is to get into a mesmeric  
 state and plod away while absorbing the high mountain  
 environment.

11: Jenny and Hano enjoy a beer at Isentwald after a hard 
 day’s touring.

The ski down Sulegg.
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The Aletsch Glacier
nigel ley

A two-day hike 
across Europe’s 
longest glacier
Over a drink in the DHO Hut in April this 
year, myself, Don McCutchan and 
Richard Malin talked about the famous 
climbs of the north face of Eiger. 
Richard suggested that there was a 
relatively easy route to the summit of 
the Eiger via the Mittelegi Ridge, which 
he was keen to try in the summer with 
a guide. Don expressed some doubt that 
there was any easy route to the top of the 
Eiger other than by helicopter. Having 
just read The White Spider (Heinrich 
Harrer’s account of the first successful 
ascent of the North Face) I was thrilled 
with the idea that I might actually be able 
to climb the Eiger myself. It was left that 
we would do some research on the subject 
once back in the UK. 

There are many guiding companies in the 
Jungfrau region offering a whole range of 
guided climbs and tours, including to the top 
of the Eiger via the Mittelegi ridge. 
Unfortunately it soon became apparent that 
my complete lack of mountaineering 
experience was an insurmountable bar to 

climbing the Mittelegi Ridge – unless I could 
find a guide willing to carry me. I shared 
this with Richard and Don, and the Mittelegi 
Ridge idea was quietly abandoned. After 
a number of alternatives were discussed, 
Don suggested a hike from the Jungfraujoch 
along the Aletsch Glacier. Having looked 
at photographs of the amazing and unusual 
scenery, I was sold. 

At Don’s suggestion we got in touch with 
Hano at Swiss Alpine Guides in Interlaken 
(www.swissalpineguides.ch). Hano will be 
known to many members of the DHO having 
led a number of ski tours for the club. He 
agreed to guide us across the glacier (with an 
overnight stay at the Konkordia Hut) in July.

The final party consisted of Don, his 
daughters Grace and Mary, Richard, his 
wife Sarah and son Giles (aged 11), myself 
and my daughter Beatrice (aged 14). Hano 
expressed some doubt about an 11-year-old’s 
ability to undertake the tour having never 
previously taken someone so young across 
the glacier. But he hadn’t met Giles, who is 
taller than most 15-year-olds.

The first team meeting took place in the 
Sunstar Hotel in Wengen on Saturday 23rd 
July. Hano joined us for a beer.  We were 
surprised when he began distributing 

harnesses and crampons. He explained that 
the main danger on the glacier was falling 
into a crevasse - a constant risk as the tops 
are often covered with a thin layer of snow. 
We would therefore be roped for the walk, 
and would have to wear crampons on the 
lower icy part of the glacier.

My main concern in the days leading up 
to the hike was the weather. It had been 
snowing heavily on the Jungfraujoch and the 
daytime temperatures had rarely risen above 
0°C.  The wind speeds were up to 50km 
per hour. A tour of the glacier would not be 
much fun if all we could see was cloud and 
we had to struggle to stand up. I need not 
have worried. In the event the conditions 
could not have been better and we enjoyed 
a fabulous trip - one that we would highly 
recommend.  Below is a diary that sets out 
what we did.

Day 1: Monday 
25th July 
Beatrice and I set off from Wengen on the 
first train (7.15am) to Kleine Scheidegg. 
The weather in Wengen was ok - cloudy but 
no wind and not cold. We broke our journey 
to the Jungfraujoch with an enormous 
breakfast of bacon and eggs in the Bahnhof

The team at the Jungfraujoch: 
from left to right: Richard Malin, 

Sarah Hirst-Malin, 
Giles Hirst-Malin, Beatrice Ley, 

Nigel Ley, Grace McCutchan, 
Mary McCutchan and 

Don McCutchan.



at Scheidegg.  We met Richard Sarah and 
Giles on the 8.30am train. By 10.15am we 
were standing on the observation deck at the 
Sphinx at 3454m. The altitude made me feel 
quite light-headed - but the sun was shining. 
The thermometer claimed that it was -9°C, 
but it felt much warmer in the sun.

We teamed up with Don Mary & Grace and 
Hano joined us at 11.00am. We then spent 
a good hour messing around with our ropes 
and harnesses.

We set off in perfect weather: sunshine with 
a little cloud. Walking roped together is a 
little strange. Every now and then someone 
steps on the wrong bit of snow and suddenly 
sinks down to their knees. Fortunately, 
I was at the back and could usually avoid 
the holes. 

We finally arrived at the steps at base of 
Konkordia Hut at 4.00pm. We had all been 
warned about the metal steps bolted to the 
face of rock which leads up to the hut. But 
the real thing was far worse: tiring and scary. 
It took us nearly an hour to climb the 434 
steps (I am sure there were more than this). 
Exhausted we peeled off our boots, changed 
into the mandatory hut crocs and had a drink.

We are sharing a private dormitory 
consisting of a giant bunk bed with 6 berths 
below and 6 above.
 
After a brief session with Hano adjusting our 
crampons, we had a delicious dinner: carrot 
soup, sausages with rice, and what we think 
was prune bread - but no one was really sure. 
We were given a bowl and cutlery which 
had to be used for all three courses. A very 
pleasant evening – the children played cards 
– while the rest of us drank red wine and 
beer and discussed the day ahead.
 
On the terrace after dinner the sun had gone 
in so it was quite cold but the view was 
amazing - with no sign of human habitation 
in any direction. 
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Hano

The view from the Konkordia Hut and (inset), the steps to the Konkordia hut, (built in 
1877, but rebuilt and enlarged several times since) originally was just  50m above the 
glacier, nowadays the glacier has receded and is 150m below the hut. This steel 
staircase contains 433 steps.

The glacier and (inset), Hano adjusting Grace’s crampons on the terrace of 
the Konkordia Hut
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Day 2:  Tuesday 
26th July 
Up at 5.00am! Breakfast consisted of a 
mixture of muesli fruit and yoghourt  - 
it looked like cold porridge but tasted better 
- bread and jam as well.

We set off at 6.30am. The temperature was 
-4°C.

Much to everyone’s relief we did not 
descend on the metal steps, but instead 
headed south on steep screed. Every now and 
then one of us slipped on the loose stones. 
Hano instructed us to resist the temptation to 
lean into the mountain, but instead to stand 
up straight and “walk proud like a chamois”.

After about an hour we reached the bottom 
where we put on our crampons and started 
walking across the glacier. We walked for 
two hours across an eerie barren landscape: 
no vegetation, no animals and no birds. Here 
the crevasses were exposed and all around 
us, some of them incredibly deep. Hano told 
us that the glacier itself is almost a kilometre

deep – a whole Lauterbrunnen valley filled 
with ice. 

We came off the glacier at about 11.00am 
and had a pleasant time taking off all our kit 
- crampons, ropes and harnesses. We washed 
the crampons and then spent 40 minutes 
walking up hill (unroped for the first time) 
to the Gletscherstube restaurant at Marjelen 
where we enjoyed beer and käseschnitte.

The final leg of our journey was an hour’s 
walk from Marjelen to the top of the 
Kühboden cable car. The first part of this was 
through a mile long tunnel going under the 
mountain. We emerged into a pretty green 
valley and then walked along a good path to 
the cable car. At 2.00pm we caught the cable 
car down to Fiesch. 

The journey back to Wengen involved no 
less than five trains travelling via Brig and, 
Spiez. We parted from Hano at Interlaken 
and arrived back in Wengen at 6.00pm. 

A great experience and a reminder that fun 
with the DHO is not confined to ski-ing. 
Next year the Eiger? 

(Below) Hano looking for a route through 
the crevasses

Our dormitory at the Konkordia Hut



GLAZING EXPERTISE FOR SCHOOLS, 
HOSPITALS, HISTORIC BUILDINGS, 

DOMESTIC AND INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY

Best wishes for a 
successful 2011/12

ski season to all 
D.H.O members
Cotswold Glazing Ltd.

THORPE WAY, BANBURY OXON OX16 4SP

TEL: (01295) 266965  
FAX: (01295) 267760

www.cotswoldglazing.com

WENGEN
Apartment on 4th Floor 

of the Eiger Hotel
 • one minute walk from the trains,   

  cable car and shops

 • balcony, wonderful views

 • sleeps 4 - 6, two double bedrooms

 • large living area with sofa bed

 • television, dvd player and 

  dishwasher

AVAILABLE SUMMER AND WINTER
for information please email or call:

sandy_ommanney@hotmail.com

01392 433870
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The Myles Robinson Trust
www.Mylesrobinson.co.uk

In last year’s Journal we included an 
obituary on Myles and also a photograph 
of some of his friends who ran in the 
Jungfrau Marathon to raise funds for the 
trust.   Since that time one or two other 
items should be reported.

1. The coroner in the UK has brought in an 
open verdict, suggesting that an accidental 
death was most likely, but specifically stating 
that the possibility of foul play cannot be 
ruled out.

2. A rugby match took place in Wengen to 
raise further funds. 

Last year, shortly after Myles was found, his 
English and Irish friends in the resort got 
together and organised a rugby match in 
Wengen in his memory on New Year’s 
Day. This year they did it again, England v 
Ireland, on the bottom of the nursery slopes, 
close to the Ice Bar. Myles’ memory was 
very much alive and many of his friends 
took part.

3. Jeremy Howard cycled from John of 
Groats to Lands End, every mile raising 
further funds (total distance is just short of 
1000 miles).

We have restricted our report to those items 
with direct connection to Wengen. 

The start of the Jungfrau Marathon in which some of Myles friends ran 

(Above) Nikki, Freddie, Catherine, 
Caroline, Elizabeth Gay, Rachel Maskey 
and Jeremy Howard  in the Sunstar bar 
after the new year 2011 Myles Robinson 
rugby match - won by the Irish! Collection 
made for the Myles Robinson memorial 
trust.

(Left) Jeremy Howard at Lands End after 
cycling just under 1000 miles from John 
of Groats.

Much more can be seen on the website 
www.Mylesrobinson.co.uk
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obituary: Harold Thorp 
born: 9 January 1921, Died: 8 September 2010

Harold first brought his family skiing to 
Wengen in 1955. He joined the DHO in 
1959 and, over a period of twenty years 
often ‘repped’ in Wengen for the Ski Club 
of Great Britain. In those days, uniquely 
in Wengen, the DHO was responsible 
for the selection of both appointments! 
Norman Freund, frequently his opposite 
number as DHO rep, recalls how 
enjoyably they shared repping duties over 
several seasons.   

Harold loved Wengen and rarely skied 
anywhere else. His traditional open stance 
style of skiing and his equally traditional 
choice of clothing made him instantly 
recognisable on the slopes.

With friends he explored most of the 
Jungfrau region’s off-piste routes often 
accompanied by Robert Giddings and Ernst 
Gertsch. On one memorable day tour, led 
by Paul Heller and Johnny Webster, an 
avalanche slope made a wide detour 
necessary. Harold took responsibility for the 
less confident members of the group who 
followed his tracks to eventual safety 
arriving long after nightfall at the Hotel 
Wetterhorn above Grindelwald.

He used to spend a month at a time in 
Wengen with his wife Doreen who would 
spend her days writing in their rented 
apartment, or in their favourite hotel, the 
Bernerhof, whilst Harold skied.

Peter Lightfoot remembers ”I was aware 
of his deep knowledge of everything about 
Wengen and the DHO and once when I was 
the ‘rep’ long after he had ‘retired’ 
I organised a Harold Thorp day and invited 
him to be the host. He planned a tour for 
a group of about fifteen of us of all ages 
where he escorted us to every corner of the 
DHO map and kept us all enthralled as he 
explained the reason for the naming of Mac’s 
Leap, Slip Cartilage Corner, Plum Pudding 
Hill, Oh God! et al and recounting stories 
from the past of incidents many had 
forgotten but which, for Harold, were very 
much the DNA of the Club.”

He last skied in Wengen in 2001 aged eighty.

Harold was born into a family of engineers 
in Whitefield, Lancashire. His grandfather 
founded Thomas Thorp and Co which 
manufactured meters and controls for the 
gas industry and were the original inventors 
of the penny in the slot meter. Harold later 
became Chairman of the company and a 
director of the East Lancashire Paper Group.

He was educated at Gresham’s School, 
Norfolk, and read engineering at Clare 
College, Cambridge during which time he 
met Doreen. They married in 1942 shortly 
before he joined the Army. With the 71st 
Infantry Brigade Workshops REME he took 
part in the invasion of France in June 1944 
and was in Germany on VE day. From there

he was posted to the Middle East before 
finally being demobbed as a Captain, 
mentioned in despatches, in December 1946.

After a lifetime living in the north of 
England he retired to Cambridge where he 
had first met Doreen. She pre-deceased him 
and his last few years were spent in Malvern 
where he struggled with failing eyesight.
He leaves two daughters, Jenie and Wendy 
and eight grandchildren.

PL

obituary: Peter Huggins  
Died: July 2011

Peter Huggins who died in July aged 97 
was one of the longest serving members of 
the DHO, which he joined in 1946.  

During his 65 years’ membership he was 
awarded a DHO Silver badge for skiing
ability. Peter ceased skiing in his 70s but
took up gliding instead and, aged 80, he 
obtained a silver award in gliding.

He had a long flying career, serving as a 
Squadron Leader in Bomber Command 
during WWll, where he earned a DFC. 
He flew Wellingtons and, later Lancasters. 
After the war he worked for the Ministry of 
Aviation Flying Unit and then later for Decca 
Navigator Company.

Peter, with his quiet sense of humour, will

be sadly missed. He is survived by his 
wife Marjorie.

MH



champagne cocktails 
at Freda’s Bar in the 
Schönegg.
 
On his 90th Birthday 
in February 2009 the 
whole family returned 
to the Eiger Hotel and 
were joined by 
Margaret Miller and 
the Martins for 3 
very happy days.  
They lunched at 
Eigergletcher with many glorious 
memories.  The weather was kind and 
Wengen unchanged.

He leaves his wife, Suzanne and two 
daughters, Rachel and Fiona.
FP
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obituary: Cloudesley Marsham  

Cloudesley and Suzanne originally met in 
Wengen the winter of 1938/39, Cloudesley 
staying with his brother at the Falken 
Hotel and Suzanne with a party at the 
Jungfraublik.  He used to ski across the 
nursery slopes, in his dinner jacket, to 
take her to the Pink Bar at the Palace 
Hotel.  The war intervened during which 
they married and did not ski again in 
Wengen until 1957.  Cloudesley moth-
balled his skis at Ernst Gertsch’s shop 
during the war which were safely kept and 
retrieved on demand.

Cloudesley was in the Kent Yeomanry 
during the war and was evacuated from 
Dunkirk.  On leave and whilst stationed 
in Iraq he skiied in the Cedars of Lebanon 
which he always said was almost as good as 
Wengen.

After the war he fruit farmed in Kent with 
his brother but because of his lifelong 
interest in horse racing became a racecourse 
commentator which continued till his 80th 
year, when he did his last paddock 
commentary at Ascot.
 
He and Suzanne then stayed at the Schönegg 
for some years, joined by their twin 
daughters in 1961 and had many happy days 
skiing with David and Beryl Clark, Guy and 
Stella Clarabut, Nina Cowdy, Eric and Anne 
Martin, Bill Daggett, John Wheeler and 
many other DHO members of their vintage.

Their greatest joy was to ski through the 
Tschuggen Woods, through Toby’s Hole with 
picnics carried in a rucksack or long lunches 
at the Haunted House.  The revelries 
continued into the evening with more

Matt Hadfield at White Hare – Sometimes I sits and thinks and sometimes I just sits - 
The Lauberhorn is just level with his feet.

Cloudesley pictured 
in Wengen circa 
1938
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wengen Curling Club 
2011

Club celebrates it’s centenary

The club celebrated its Centenary this 
year and President Allan Higgins 
welcomed everyone for the first 
competition, the Holland Cup. The 
winners were Diane Paterson, Andrew 
Corcoran, Susan Hinds and Toni Loritan. 

Rain the next day meant that the Reinhart 
Stoffer Cup had to be played in the 
‘Cowshed’ the winning skip was once again 
Diane Paterson, ably assisted by Detlef 
Scholten and Allan Higgins.

The Wyllie Shield was won by Karl 
Hindenlang, Andrew Corcoran and Vivienne 
Butler. Those playing in the Pairs 
competition managed to stay outside!  
Probably because they played a round-robin 
format – organised so that they could finish 
before enjoying lunch together in the 
sunshine!  That was after Diane Paterson and 
Lorna Higgins had received the DHO Trophy 
and their prizes. That evening some members 
went to church where President  Allan read 
the lesson and special mention was made of

our Centenary.

More curlers arrived and on Monday 
morning forty four curlers took to the ice to 
compete for the President’s Prizes - glass 
jugs uniquely engraved with the Scottish 
Lion and the Swiss Moufflon, on either side 
of a curling stone.  They were presented, 
along with the Hewitt Cup to Francis 
McCrossin, Susan Hinds, Lorna Higgins 
and Margaret Gow at a reception most 
generously hosted by President Allan and 
his wife Lorna.  This took place in the 
new DHO club room – most convivial 
surroundings where another surprise 
presentation took place.  Pam Brown, who 
sadly can no longer join us at either Wengen 
or Perth, wished to bestow a trophy in 
memory of her late husband, Hugh, who 
had so much enjoyed his curling in Wengen.  
This took the form of a beautiful crystal 
bowl engraved with the motto ‘It’s an 
honour to lead’ and was handed over by her 
daughter, Sara Weech, to the winning lead, 
Margaret Gow.

Images above:

1: Park Hotel prizes, presented by Margrit 
and Erich Leeman of the Park Hotel to 
Harry Mitchell, Susan Hinds, Barbsra 
Scholten and Nora McCrossin. 

2: Diane Paterson and Lorna Higgins with 
DHO Trophy

3: Hewitt Cup, Francis McCrossin, Susan 
Hinds, Lorna Higgins and Margaret Gow in 
DHO club room.

4: Sara Weech handing engraved glass 
bowl in memory of her late father, Hugh 
Brown, to Margaret Gow, given by her 
mother Pam Brown.

There were smiles on the faces of the 
villagers and skiers next morning as the first 
snowfall since Christmas gently began to 
drift down – but this, of course, forced the 
curlers inside.  At the end of two days 
exciting play everyone managed to squeeze 
into the clubrooms for the customary 
‘aperro’ to toast the winning rink of Peter 
Duncan, Ron Simpson, Margaret Gow and 
Campbell Denholm.
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Spectating stalwarts were so pleased when 
Rosemarie Rosti joined them – she had been 
in hospital following a nasty ski-ing accident 
but nevertheless bravely hobbled along to 
give her support.

Because of snow our showpiece event, the 
Centenary Bonspiel had to be played indoors 
over three sessions.  Many of the curlers 
had dressed specially for the occasion, 
wearing clothes their forbears would have 
worn – tweed jackets, plus fours, long skirts 
and some rather fetching headgear were all 
on parade.

What a grand affair took place that evening!  
The Centenary Dinner was held in the Park 
Hotel where everyone, dressed in their best 
“bib and tucker”, were welcomed to a 
reception provided by Wengen Tourist 
Office.

Nine Past-Presidents joined President Allan 
Higgins to have their photograph taken 
before sitting down to a delightful meal, 
during which members were entertained by 
the village yodellers.  To emphasise the 
significance of the occasion everyone 
received a small engraved glass, 
Marianne Hoffer kindly provided a little 
Swiss schnapps to go in it and the ladies 
all received a white orchid from the 
President’s wife.

Whilst sipping the brandy generously given 
by Erich Leeman, members enjoyed the 
entertaining speeches.  Staunch supporter 
and Honorary Member, Dr Andreas Stettler, 
proposed a heartfelt toast to Wengen Curling

Club to which Past President Diane Paterson 
replied with charm.  Past President Graham 
Browning then proposed a toast to ‘The 
Village of Wengen’ with great humour.  
In his reply Karl Näpflin, President of the 
Wengen Tourist Office, announced that an 
inscribed wooden bench was to be placed in
the village to commemorate the Club’s 100th 
birthday.

“Presentations” were also received from 
Max Davies, President of the DHO – 
a beautiful water colour of the Curling 
Clubhouse, and Markus Fischer, who spoke 
of ‘curling friendships’ and handed over a 
picture from the Margarita Club. 

Then, the prizegiving. For this special event, 
the top five rinks all received prizes with the 
winners of the Centenary Bonspiel being 
Godfrey Bedford, Pat Orr, Margaret Gow 
and new member, Peter Greenhalgh. 

The birthday celebrations continued the next 
day with an Interclub Bonspiel, where local 
Swiss teams were invited to play rinks from 
the Wengen Curling Club.  It was a beautiful 
sunny day but tiny snow crystals and the odd 
flake made it hazardous underfoot – so back 
inside for the challenge.  A marquee, erected 
outside the clubhouse, enabled all the 
competitors to enjoy lunch together before 
the winning trophy, a commemorative 
engraved wooden plaque, was presented to 
a rink from Jungfrau CC, skipped by Ueli 
Trachsel.  Adolf von Allmen, President of 
Jungfrau Club, and Hans Peter Seiler, 
President of BOCA, both thanked the WCC 
for their hospitality and offered their 

WELL KNOWN SPECIALITY RESTAURANT 
OPEN FROM 6PM, FOR LUNCH ON REQUEST

 PEPPERSTEAKS, VEAL STEAKS, FONDUE CHINOISE, GALGENSPIESS,
  DAY OF REST : TUESDAY

SMALL FAMILY HOTEL,
DIRECTLY ADJACENT TO SKI SLOPE. 5 MIN. WALK FROM 

TRAIN STATION AND CENTRE. 
 ALL ROOMS WITH SHOWER/WC, TV. IN HOUSE SAUNA.

WINTER-ARRANGEMENTS
7 NIGHTS (6 x HALF BOARD, 1 x B&B), 6 DAYS SKI PASS, etc. 

FROM CHF 995.-

SONJA & HANNES ABPLANALP-WÜTHRICH, 
PHONE +41-33-855 1544    FAX +41-33-855 3044

www.hirschen-wengen.ch    info@hirschen-wengen.ch

congratualtions on the club’s centenary.

However, back to reality and the Lehman 
Bonspiel, after which Peter’s Dolly was 
presented to Walter Marti, Hatty Forrest, 
Barbara Scholten and Jimmy Forrest, this 
time at the reception held for the village. 
Representatives from shops, hotels and 
business had been invited, giving them an 
opportunity to view our club house and 
silverware, before going to the marquee for 
drinks and nibbles.

Rudi Schweizer, who was delighted to renew 
aquaintances with many of the members. 

Although it was very cold next day, curling 
was back outdoors again for the Hotel and 
Chalet Cup.  The second day of the 
competition dawned fair so a Low Road was 
introduced and it was good to see all the blue 
sweaters on the ice.  The winner  was the 
rink of Marcus Fischer, Andrew Corcoran, 
Laura Corcoran and Peter Greenhalgh - 
under the banner of ‘The Residence’.

In the middle of this competiton a Swiss 
Evening was held up at Café Allmend and 
the majority of members duly boarded a 
special train to take them up the mountain. 

Next day the men headed off to Mürren 
where they did curl before enjoying lunch 
and rushing back to see the the ladies, who
had a much busier day starting at 9:30 to
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Chalet Stella Alpina
Next to the Falken Hotel, Wengen

Five bedroom penthouse apartment 
with magnificent views to The Jungfrau

Each bedroom has a dedicated bathroom
13m living area and large balcony

Available for rental winter and summer

Contact: Michael J Woodhall FRICS
The Granary, North Houghton, 

Stockbridge SO20 6LF
Email: Michael.woodhall1@btinternet.com
Telephone: 01264 810500 or 01264 811118

Mobile: 07802 382609

enable each team to play the other.  They did 
however also manage a hearty lunch!  Pat 
Orr donated the prizes (lovely pewter trinket 
boxes) but they were presented by Lorna 
Higgins as the top rink was that of – Pat Orr, 
Sue Bedford, Linda MacDonald and Diane 
Holbrooke

Quite a few members were by now departing 
for home, just when the weather was at its 
best – Wengen looking like a picture. Six 
rinks took to the ice in gorgeous sunshine

Holland Cup winners Toni Loritan, Susan Hinch, 
Andrew Corcoran and Diane Paterson 

The Centenary Dinner, the present and 9 past presidents.

to compete for the Park Hotel Prizes. Their 
efforts were rewarded with a delicious and 
generous reception at the Park Hotel where 
Erich and Margrit Leemann presented the 
prizes of engraved glasses to the winners - 
Harry Mitchell, Susan Hinds, Barbara 
Scholten and Nora McCrossin.

The sun was still shining for the last two 
competitions - the Bühlmann Cup won by 
Marcel Marolf, Diane Paterson, Barbara 
Scholten and Don Tidey and the Wright 

Bowl won by Eric Hinds, Susan Hinds, 
Don Tidey and Bruno Wezel.

On the last day, the remaining 12 enthusiasts 
played a friendly, round-robin game, 
followed by champagne in the sunshine and 
lunch together at the Berghaus. That’s what 
Wengen curling is all about.
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Beautiful Wengen
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President: 
Max Davies

Vice-Presidents: 
M. J. woodhall
E.V.F. Perrott

Hon.Secretary: 
Mrs Sarah hoyle,
4 The Chines,
Delamere Park,
Cuddington,
Cheshire Cw8 2XA
tel: 01606 889599
email: hon.sec@downhillonly.com

Hon.Editor: 
Freddie whitelaw
Riverside Cottage
Fellows lane
Caergwrle
wrexham ll12 9Au 
Tel 01978 769333
Email hon.editor@downhillonly.com

Hon.Advertising Officer:  
Mr n. Freund,
barnwell,
high Street South,
Tiffield,
northants nn12 8Ab.
tel: 01327-353166
email: normfreund@aol.com

Hon.Treasurer: 
Mr E.D. lonie
boraston house,
22 Ravelston Dykes Road,
Edinburgh Eh4 3Pb.
tel: 0131-336-4494 

Hon.Membership Secretary:
Mrs E. Macleod,
The old Rectory, wyton,
huntingdon,
Cambs, PE28 2AQ.
weekends: tel: 01480 462545
fax: 01480 301387
email: mem.sec@downhillonly.com

Directors: 
R. M. Davis
Dr h. Alban Davies
E.D. lonie
T.h. walduck
M.J. woodhall
E.V.F. Perrott

General Committee: 
This committee comprises all officers of the club 
plus the chairman of each sub-committee.

Sub-committees:
House Committee
Tony Davis (chairman), Diane Paterson, 
Susie Davies, Peter lightfoot, brian Phillips, 
Don McCutchan.

list of officers & Committee Members 2010/11

Alpine Committee. 
Richard Prest (chairman), Sarah Robinson, 
ingie Christophersen, lizzie Davis, liz Moore, 
Tessa lawrance, Guy Clayton, Max Davies, 
Michael woodhall, bob Eastwood, 
Sheridan Killwick. 

Marketing and Communications Committee.
norman Freund (chairman), Freddie whitelaw, 
Kieran Stevens, Mike Easley, Elaine Mcleod, 
Martin west, louise leach.

Racing and Training Committee
Sarah Robinson (chairman),  ingie Christophersen, 
lesley Alexander, Cathie Crouch, Graham Crouch. 

The names of members nominated for committee and 
those of any officers of the club who are subject to 
re-election at the 2012 A.G.M. are stated in the A.G.M 
notice enclosed with this Journal. 

Racing Manager: 
Miss i. Christophersen,
bentley, hallands,
lewes, 
East Sussex bn8 5AF  
tel: 01825 840043
email: racingmanager@downhillonly.com

Wengen Manager: 
Miss Sheridan Killwick,
(winter address)  
D.h.o office,
Ch-3823 wengen,
Switzerland
tel: 00-41-33-855-1375

Club news 2011

Presidents & Vice Presidents

Presidents:
1924-25:  Major C.J. white MC
1925-26:  Major S.F. Fisken MC
1926-28:  Major C.J. white MC
1928-29:  Major C.J. white MC
1929-31:  Flt.lt h.R.D. waghorn AFC
1931-32:  T.R. Fox
1932-33:  Major C.J. white MC
1933-34:  lt.Cdr R.b. Gossage Rn
1934-35:  K.D. Foster
1935-36:  Capt. R.A.D. Fullerton
1936-37:  Capt. R.A.D. Fullerton

Vice-Presidents:
K.D. Foster   -
-   -    
-   -
Fl off h.R.D. waghorn  Capt. J.C. Davis
Capt. J.C. Davis  T.R. Fox
C.F.S. Taylor  Major C.J. white MC
T.R. Fox   C.F.S. Taylor
Capt. R.A.D. Fullerton  C.E. Gardner
Capt. R.A.D. Fullerton  Major C.J. white MC
K.D. Foster   T.R. Fox
Major h.w. hall MC  -
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Presidents & Vice Presidents (continued)

PRESIDENTS:
1937-38:  Major h.w. hall MC
1938-45:  wartime Trustees: 
1945-48:  Col. C.J. odling TD
1948-49:  K.D. Foster MbE
1949-50:  K.D. Foster MbE
1950-53:  K.D. Foster MbE
1953-56:  Sir Adrian Jarvis bt.
1956-57:  K.D. Foster MbE
1957-60:  C.E.w. Mackintosh
1960-64:  C.E.w. Mackintosh
1964-67:  h.S. walduck
1967-70:  h.S. walduck
1970-73:  R.E.h. Edmonds
1973-75:  R.E.h. Edmonds
1975-76:  The hon. Mrs S. hensman
1976-78:  The hon. Mrs S. hensman
1978-80:  The hon. Mrs S. hensman
1980-83:  J.D.D. waghorn
1983-86:  J.D.D. waghorn
1986-91:  Mrs R.E.h. Edmonds
1991-94:  T.h. walduck
1995-96:  T.h. walduck
1996-00:  T.h. walduck
2000-01:  Dr h.J. Alban Davies
2001-05:  Dr h.J. Alban Davies
2005-11:  R.M. Davies
2011-12:    R.M. Davies       

Vice-Presidents:
J.w. Richardson  -
Capt.R.A.D. Fullerton, P.M. hepworth and G. Paxton
-   -    
A.h.h. Gilligan  A.A. Jarvis
A.A. Jarvis   h.M.J. barnard-hankey
Sir Adrian Jarvis bt.  h.M.J. barnard-hankey
h.M.J. barnard-hankey Mrs P.M. hepworth
Mrs P.M. hepworth  C.E.w. Mackintosh
Mrs P.M. hepworth  The hon.Max Aitken DSo DFC
Mrs P.M. hepworth  Dr R.M. Mason
Mrs P.M. hepworth  Dr R.M. Mason
R.E.h. Edmonds  M.o. Gill
M.o. Gill   h.P. Gardner
M.o. Gill   The hon.Mrs S. hensman
J.n. Paxton   J. latimer
J. latimer   -
J. latimer   J.D.D. waghorn
J. latimer   D.K.D. Foster
J. latimer   P. benson browning
P. benson browning  T.h. walduck
J. latimer   -
n. Currie   -
Dr. i.w. McCormick  Dr h.J. Alban Davies
Dr i.w. McCormick  -
Dr i.w. McCormick  E.D. lonie
E.D. lonie   E.V.F. Perrott
M.J. woodhall        E.V.F. Perrott

hon. Editors of the Dho Journal

1936-38: K.D. Foster
1939-45: Journal suspended
1946-55: K.D. Foster
1956-65: R.E.h. Edmonds

1989-90: b. Caulfield.
1991-00: brig. D.F. Ryan
2000-09: D.T. Price
2010- F.w.D. whitelaw

Dho Calendar 2011/12

Thurs 29th Dec 11 
HEINZ CUP Pairs treasure hunt

Fri 13th - Sun 15th Jan 12
LAUBERHORN WORLD CUP

Thurs 19th – Sat 21st Jan 12
INFERNO

Thurs 26th Jan 12
RAILWAY CUP (by invitation)

Tues 31st Jan 12
LUCY DICKER Night dual Slalom

Thurs 2nd Feb 12
McMILLAN CUP Downhill (Post race dinner)

Thurs 9th Feb 12
ANDY CAPP Handicap

wed 15th Feb 
FUN NIGHT dual Slalom

Thurs 16th Feb 12
POLYTECHNIC CUP Giant Slalom

Thur 8th Mar – Sun 11th  Mar 12
AMATEUR INTER-CLUB
CHAMPIONSHIPS, GSTAAD 

Thurs 8th Mar 12
KURVEREIN CRYSTAL Pairs handicap 

Thurs 5th Apr 12
ODLING CUP Slalom

Thurs 12th Apr 12 (provisional)
COVA CUP

1966-67: T.P. D. Ashburner
1968-75: D.n. Freund
1976-80: D.K.D. Foster
1981-88: brig. D.F. Ryan
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new Members 2011  

The following have joined, or in some cases returned to, the DHO last season. The Club extends a warm welcome to all.

Christopher bee
oliver bennett
Jane billington
Melvyn birch
lisa biscan
Kevin blackshaw
Mark blaver-Mann
lindsay blaver-Mann
Patrick branigan
Katharine branigan
Peter brimelow
Thomas buchanan
Martin Chilver-Stainer
Arabella Clare
Anna Clare
harry Collard
Sebastian Comelio
Christine Comelio
Philip Comelio
Finnley Coxon
Zachary Coxon
Mia Coxon
Donna Coxon
Mark Coxon
Elizabeth Cudbird
Gavin D’Arcy
Thomas D’Arcy
Aoife D’Arcy
helena D’Arcy
John D’Arcy
Quentin Davis
Donna Deaken
Grace Death
Alice Death
Josh Deru

benjamin Richardson
Maggie Robinson
David Robinson
lucinda Ryan
ian Shepherd
Claire Sheppard
honor Sheppard
Sally Sheridan
ueli Stahli
James Storer
lucy Storer
liz Storer 
Toby Storer
Simon Storer
Ella Tapson
Adam Tapson
lianne Tapson
Toby Tapson
Keith Tapson
David Tennant
Julia Tennant
Taylor Theodore
Emma Thompson
william Thornton
Mark Trasenster
Annemarie Verrijn Stuart
Janette wolf
Andrew woodcock
John woods
laura Zumbuehl
barbara Zumbuehl
Markus Zumbuehl
Ryan Zumbuehl

Dominic Dingle
Katherine Drew
oliver Drew
henry Drew 
Charles Drew
william Drew
Peter Eaton
Matthias Egger
Zillah Faulkner
Cerys Francis
Rory Francis
Rhian Francis
Toby Francis
Andrew Francis
henry Garthwaite
Richard Gassmann
Marc Gassmann
lorna Gibbons
Anna Gibson
Alex Gibson
Vernon Gibson
Susan Gibson
Jean-Daniel Gluck
Jean-Daniel Gluck
Andrea Grant
Claire hensman
Katherine holbrook
Tom holbrook
Robert holbrook
Roger hones
Sandra Johnson
Julia Johnson
Paul Kaju
Victoria Kilgour
Clarissa Killwick

Shirley Knopf
Merrill Knopf
Jocelyn lee
nicola low
yumi lowell
Dorian lowell
hugo lowell
Toby Mace 
Joanna McMahon
Jed McMahon
Max McMahon
Jack McMahon
Anja Myrsep
Karl napflin
RoseAnne o’Grady walshe
Jane Peterson
Sarah Peterson
Claire Peterson
Michael Pettifer
Sherry Pfenniger
oliver Platts
James Platts
lucy M Platts
Annick Platts
nigel Platts
Jack Pople
wilf Prest
leo Prest
Jago Prest
Rory Prest
Jemima Prest
George Prest
hugh Prichard
Carolyn Prichard
Robin Richards

Despite all our best efforts we have been unable to trace the following members.  Please could you let the membership Secretary know if you 
have any clues as to their whereabouts?

Mr & Mrs TD yeates
Mr& Mrs DR watson
Mrs Cb Veall
Mr MJ upton

Mr R Determeyer
Miss SEC Childs
Mr MCStJ birt

Mr AM ugland
Mr JM McCann
Mrs EJ Martineau
Mr AhE lefort

Mrs AC lee
Mr GS Jobling
Mr RVJ howell
Miss A M & J Charnett

Spring Tour Programme 2012

ian McCormick reports that the tour will take place 
as follows.
Tour in the Zinal/Val d’Annivers region Saturday 
17th to Friday 24th March. Adolf Schlunegger will 
be the guide as usual and will no doubt be aided 
by Rene Seiler. Contact ian as follows:
Telephone: 01489 877909
Mobile: 07974 675 348 (preferably evenings)
Email : ian@iwmccmormick.co.uk

Dho wengen office hours

From 17th Dec 2011 to 13th April 2012
Monday to Sunday 17.30 – 19.00
(on bad weather days the club room will be 
open in the morning) Tel: 0041 33 855 1375

Email Addresses

our Membership Secretary, Elaine Macleod, is 
gradually collecting all of our email addresses.  
After a year or two of effort she now has just over 
70% of the total and whilst a handful claim not have 
an email address (less than a dozen), this means 
there are still a few hundred of us who are keeping 
our addresses secret. So, please send an email to 
mem.sec@downhillonly.com  
giving her your name and email address.

Deceased

Roger Childs
Robert Cooke

where Are They now?
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Membership list 2011  

HP  Honorary President GA  Gold Racing Arrow
P    President/Past President SA    Silver Racing Arrow
L    Life Member BA   Bronze Racing Arrow
G   Club Gold Badge RA   Racing Arrow
S   Club Silver Badge D     Club Skiing Award

Could members please notify me of 
any errors or omissions?

I have been asked by members who have rejoined the Club after 
some time away, if I could annotate their original year 
of joining.  If you fall into this category, please contact me 
and I will attempt to alter the list accordingly.                                     
Hon Membership Secretary

Mr RJ Adams Robin 2001
Miss S Adams Sarah 2010
Miss E Adams Elizabeth 2010
Mrs CE Adams Claire 2010
Mr S Adams Steve 2010
Mr C Adams Christopher 1999
Mrs S Adams Sara 1999
Mr S Adams Sam 1999
Mr h Adams hugo 1999
Miss TM Adams Theresa 1999
Miss TM Adams Theresa 1999
Mr G Adams George 1999
Dr. E Agema Robert 1969
Mrs l Agostini laura 2004
Mrs JJD Alban Davies Jenny G 1991
Dr h Alban Davies huw P G  l D 1972
Miss K Alban Davies Kate 1991
Miss h Alban Davies hester 1991
Mr hC Alban Davies henry 1990
Mr S Albright Stuart 1999
Miss C Alcott    Chimene GA G  hM 1992
Mr b Alexander ben 2003
Mr S Alexander Sam 2003
Miss S Alexander Sophy 2003
Miss M Alexander Megan 2003
Mrs l Alexander lesley S 2003
Miss S Alken Sophie 2009
Mr C Alken Conor 2009
Miss J Alken Jennifer 2009
Mrs G Allinson Geraldine 2006
Mrs F Allinson Frederick 2006
Mr RP Allinson Rupert 2006
Miss F Allinson Kitty 2006
Mr GR Anderson Graham 2005
Mrs J Anderson Janie 2007
Mrs RM Anderton Rachel 2007
Mr CR Apletree Chris 2010
Mr PAJ Arengo-Jones Peter 2009
Mr J Arets Jacques 2010
Miss K Arets Kathrin 2010
Miss J Arets Jacqueline 2010
Mr C Arets Christian 2010

Mrs K Arets Karin 2010
Mr P Arets Patrice 2010
Mrs J Armstrong Jill S 1968
Mr TPD Ashburner Tim G GA D 1954
Mr SR Ashman Stephen 2010
Mr AJR Ashman Alexander 2010
Mr A Aslett Alexander 2008
Mr R Aslett Rupert 2008
Mr MAG Austin Mark S 2005
Mrs DM Austin Denise 2005
Miss hE Austin holly 2005
Mr MJ Austin Michael l S 1991
Mrs Th Austin Tanis 1991
Miss hlC Austin hannah 2005
Mr JMC Austin James 2007
M le  A Axelrod Andre Doct

Mr R baguley Robert 2010
Miss R baguley Fiona 2010
Mr R baguley Thomas 2010
Mrs M baguley-Darcy Mary 2010
Mr CR bailey Craig 2006
Mr J baker James
Miss A baker Anna 2004
Mr R baldwin Richard 2006
Mr R barlow Robert 2004
Mrs P barlow Pru 2005
Mr b barlow benedict bA 2004
Mr S barlow Steve D 1978
Mr X barlow Xavier bA 2004
Mrs S barlow Susan 2004
Miss AM barnad-hankey Alexandra 2002
Mr GJ barnard-hankey George 2002
Mr J barnard-hankey John 1974
Mr S barr Steve 2009
Mr PRh barrett Peter 2002
Mr JD barstow John 2003
Mr h bartlett hugh 2009
Mrs EA barton liz 1991
Mr PA barton Peter 1991
Mr RP batterham Robert 2003
Mr A battley Alexander 2009
Miss JA batty Julia 2003
Miss S baxter Samantha 2009
Mrs K baxter Karen 2009
Mr CV baxter Colin 2009
Miss P baxter Phillipa 2009
Miss h baxter hannah 2009
Mr RG baylis Robert 2008
Mr GJ baylis George 2003
Mrs. P beale  1965
Mr Sn beare Stuart 1968
Mr C beaton  1998
Miss G beattie Georgina 1993
Mr A beattie Adam 1993
Mr CJ beattie Clive 1993
Mr M beattie Mark 1993
Mr PM beckwith Peter l 1979
Mr Ch bee Christopher 2011
Mrs M-l beets Marion-louise S l 1967
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Mr AC bell Alexander 2000
Miss T bell Tara 2005
Mr M bell Michael 2005
Miss h bell hollie 2005
Miss M bell Milla 2005
Mrs JMl bell  Joanna (nee Paterson) 1981
Sir J benn bt Jonathan l 1996
Mr o bennett oliver 2011
Mr PA bennett Peter 1994
Mrs S benthall Sally 2000
Mr RC berry Richard S 1993
Mrs ME berry Maureen S 1993
Earl of bessborough Myles 2008
Mr o bett oliver 2009
Mr o bett oliver 2009
Mrs MG bevan-Jones Muriel 1989
Mr KR bidgood Keith 1987
Mrs J billington Jane 2011
Mr JT billson Johnny 2007
Mr n bingham nicholas 2010
Mrs S bingham Shara 2010
Mr TJ bingham Tim 2010
Mr J bingham Jonathan 2010
Mr MD birch Melvyn 2011
Mr R bird Richard 2007
Mr MJ birkett Michael 1981
Mr MCStJ birt  1986
Ms lM biscan lisa 2011
Mr JEP bishop John 1991
Mrs JAF bishop Janet 1981
Mr Jh blackmore John 2009
Mr KT blackshaw Kevin 2011
Mr ATb blake Anthony 2009
Miss S blake Sarah 2009
Miss R blake Rachel 2009
Mr C blake Charles 2009
Mrs G blake Geraldine 2009
Mr KT blanks Kevin S 1987
Mrs l blaver-Mann lindsay 2011
Mr MS blaver-Mann Mark 2011
Mrs A blaxland Anna 2007
Mr wEG bode william 2009
Mrs MJ bode Margaret 2009
Mrs C bonnnefous C 2007
Mr h boorman henry 2009
Mr AMP booth Anthony 2010
Mrs D borgers Dorine 1982
Mr E borgers Eise 1971
Mrs S borgers-Klasing Shery 1971
Mr MhF boswell Michael 2008
Miss EM bowyer Evie S 1977
Mr CR boyes Robin 1958
Mr w bradley william 2008
Mrs K branigan Katharine 2011
Mr PMC branigan Patrick 2011
Miss Al bray Alice 1994
Mr ES bray Edward 1994
Mrs AF bray Angela 1994
Miss hR bray helena 1994
Mr P brimelow Peter 2011
Mr b brindley basil 1967
Mrs J brindley o’brien Julie 2002
Mr AJ brockbank Alan 1999
Mrs n brockbank nova 2002
Mr A brockbank Alan 1991
Mr R brock-hollinshead                        hM GA  S  1939
Mrs S brooke Sarah 1978
 

Col MC brown Michael 1960
Mr PM browne Paul 1988
Mr ATM browne Alexander 1991
Mrs CA browne Christina 1988
Mr oTM browne oliver 1991
Mr hAM browne henry 1991
Miss bl bruce louise 1990
Mr JEF bruce John 1997
Mr MJ brunner Mike G 1990
Mr JMo brunner John 1990
Mr P brunner hM 1987
Mrs AM brunner Annabel S 1991
Miss Kl bruno Kathleen 2010
Mr M bruton Matthew 1994
Mrs C buchanan Cynthia 1976
Mr T buchanan Thomas 2011
Mr RAF buchanan Angus 2006
Mrs E bucher Elissa 2009
Frau K bucher Kerstin 1991
Mr M bucher Michael 2009
lt Col RG   buckton Rodney 2010
Mr J bumbaugh Jon 2008
Mr bh burdett brian 1999
Mrs MC burgerhout Meta-Carola l 1964
Mr T burke-Murphy Timothy 2008
Mrs MM burnford Mary S 1960
Mr RwwA burns Robert 2007
Mr Jl burns Jordan 2007
Mr R burton Richard 2009
Mr CJb burton Charlie 2003
Mr MJ burton Martin 2003
Mr Jb buxton John 1961
Mr Jb buxton James 2004
Dr JV byrne James 1997
Mrs JE byrne Juliet 1997
Mr h byrne henry 1997

Mrs JlM Caesar Jillian 1991
Mrs PJ Cairns Penelope 1984
Miss S Callander Sarah 2007
Mrs J Callander Jenny 2004
Mr AA Callander Alistair 2004
Mrs J Cameron Jill 1994
Mr J Campbell James 2007
Mr TF Campbell-Davis Trevor 1991
Mrs i Campbell-Gray Sally 1952
Mr i Campbell-Gray ian 1970
Mr GFb Campbell-Johnston George S 1998
Mr RG Campbell-Preston  Robert 1997
Mr FJ Cannon Francis 1990
Mr nJ Capel neil 1995
Mr SR Capel Simon 1995
Mr Tw Carless Toby D 2002
Mr il Carmichael ian 2003
Mr Rb Carruthers Richard 1985
Miss n Carruthers nicola 1992
Mr SM Carruthers Simon S 1985
Mr RGP Carss Richard 1987
Mrs Ml Carver Maggie 2007
Mrs D Chaloner Diana 2010
The RTl hon Chaloner Toby 2010
Mr AR Chandler Alan 1990
Mr GS Cherry Graham 1990
Miss SEC Childs Sophie 1992
Mr R Childs Roger 1972
Mr M Chilver-Stainer Martin 2011
Mrs CM Chivers Caroline Mary 2002
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Miss Ci Christophersen MbE  ingrid G GA D 1964
Mrs Cladder  Dorrie 1982
Mr Fhb Cladder Frans 1982
Mrs TT Cladder-van haersolte Dorry 1980
Mr GAF Clapperton Graeme 1986
Mr AwF Clapperton wallace 1971
Mr PG Clarabut Philip 1980
Mrs DM Clarabut Deirdre 1980
Mrs A Clare Anna 2011
Mr R Clare Richard 1999
Miss A Clare Arabella 2011
Mr bh Clark bruce 2009
Mrs P Clarke Penny 2004
Mr A Clarke Alan 2004
Miss i Clarke isobel 2004
Miss C Clarke Charlotte 2004
Mrs J Clarkson Jill 2007
Mr PJ Clarkson Peter 2007
Mr M Clayton Matthew D 2001
Mr T Clayton Thomas 2001
Mrs V Clayton Virginia 2001
Mr MF Clayton Miles 2005
Mr hG Clayton Guy l G 1998
Mrs KE Clayton Katrina 2003
Mr n Clayton neil 2003
Mrs P Clough Pip 2003
Mr S Clough Stefan 2003
Mr T Clough Tom 2003
Mr F Clough Freddie 2003
Miss nS Clough nancy 1964
Mr AF Clough Tony 2003
Mr F Clough Frankie bA 1990
Mrs. FJ Cockersole  1976
Mrs hFb Cockerton heather 2000
Mr MR Cockerton Michael 2000
Mr wG Coldrey bill S 1979
Mrs MR Coldrey Margie 1979
Ms Gi Colhoun Graenia 2007
Mr hw Collard harry 2011
Mr AM Collett Michael RA 1954
Mr PG Comelio Philip 2011
Dr CP Comelio Christine 2011
Mr SAb Comelio Sebastian 2011
lord  Congleton  hM S 1956
Mrs Jh Conway Joy 2004
Ms S Cooke Sarah 2005
Mrs h Cooper heide 2001
Mr RSC Copeland Spencer S 1954
Mr Rw Copeland Richard 1996
Ms V Cornborough Vanessa 2010
Mr nR Cornelius nigel S 1965
Mrs V Cornwell Vantana 2001
Mr CD Cornwell Christopher 2001
Mr SAV Cornwell Simon 2001
Mr n Cornwell nicholas 1988
Mr DJM Cornwell David 1980
Mr DR Cornwell Daniel 2001
Mr J Coupe Jude 2008
Frl V Cova Valeria 1999
Frl S Cova Sabrina 1999
Cdr. Pb Cowan Rn Peter hM S 1937
Mr MA Coxon Mark 2011
Mrs Dl Coxon Donna 2011
Miss Ml Coxon Mia 2011
Mr FJ Coxon Finnley 2011
Mr ZJ Coxon Zachary 2011
Mr h Craggs harry bA 2002

Mr Cb Craggs Christopher 2002
Mrs RM Craggs Rosalind 2002
Mr SJ Crane Stephen 2007
Mr F Crane-Robinson Freddie 2010
Mr D Crawley Daniel 2007
Dr. RE Crockett Raymond 1983
Mr JJER Crockett Jonathon bA 1983
Miss Z Crockett Zara 1992
Miss n Crockett nicola 1992
Mrs E Crockett Elizabeth 1992
Mr DP Crouch Daniel SA 1993
Mr GA Crouch Graham S 2003
Mrs CM Crouch Catherine 2003
Mrs b Cubby-Seiffert betty 1959
Mrs EJ Cudbird Elizabeth 2011
Mr l Cumberlege luis RA l 1957
Mr SP Cunningham Simon 1998
Mrs K Currie Kathleen S 1980
Mrs J Currie Jenny 1991
Mr MA Currie Mark RA 1972
Mr JT Curtis John 2007

Mr V Dale Vijay 2007
Miss S-A Dalton Shaun 1985
Mr DP d’Ambrumenil David 1950
Mr Mrs D’Arcy helena 2011
Mr J D’Arcy John 2011
T Mr D’Arcy Thomas 2011
A Mr D’Arcy Aoife 2011
G Mr D’Arcy Gavin 2011
Mrs M Davenport Maureen 2002
Mr RA Davenport Robin 1991
Mr Ro Davies Roger 1991
Mr SJ Davies Stephen D 1986
Mr RM Davies Max G bA l  1982
Mrs. A Davies Adele 1991
Miss GM Davies Gillian 1986
Mrs ED Davies Eden S l 1992
Mr R Davies Robert S 1991
Mrs SM Davies Susan l G 1993
Mr T Davis Tim 2003
Dr A Davis Tony 2005
Mrs EA Davis liz S 1994
Mr Q Davis Quentin 2011
Mr JRC Dawson John 1974
Mrs C Day Clare 2005
Mr JK Day John 2005
Mr C Day Christopher 2005
Miss M Day Mary 2005
Miss iCC de Carvalho isabel 2001
Mr T de Ferranti Tom 2010
lt.Co RAR  de larrinaga TD  Rupert GA 1971
Mrs Jl de Rivaz Julie 1988
Mr PC de Rivaz Paul 1988
Mr F de Vere hunt Felix 2010
Miss b de Vere hunt bella 2010
Mrs J de Vere hunt Julie 2010
Mr PA de Vere hunt Peter 2010
Ms D Deaken Donna 2011
Mr D Dean Dean 2008
Miss AF Death Alice 2011
Miss GE Death Grace 2011
Mr bJ Delevingne benjamin 2007
Frau K Denis-buehler Katie l 1964
Miss A Denly Annabelle 2010
Mr M Denning Max 2007
Mr Jh Deru Josh 2011
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Mr R Determeyer Richard 1991
Mrs D Deverell Diana 2002
Mr S Dewar Simon 1985
Mr Db Dick David 2005
Mrs MA Diggle Anne 1980
Miss P Diggle Philippa 2009
Miss R Diggle Rebecca 2009
Mr P Diggle Peter 2009
Mr D Dingle Dominic 2011
Mr DG Dollar David S 1956
Mr nh Dover nicholas 2010
Mrs KA Dover Kathy 2010
Mr A Dow Alexander 2005
Mr hJ Doyle harry 2002
Mr PJ Doyle Philip 2002
Mr C Drew Charles 2011
Mrs K Drew Katherine 2011
Mr h Drew henry 2011
Mr o Drew oliver 2011
lt.Co ASG Drew Alastair GA S 1957
Mr w Drew william 2011
Mr AM Du Plessis Andrew 1998
Mr SJ Du Plessis Stephen 1998
Mrs S Du Pon     Sarah Jane S l 1966
Mr GP Du Pon Pieter GA l 1964
Mr J Duckett John 1982
Mr J Duckworth John 1980
Mrs PA Duncan           S 1984
Mr RwD Dunhill Richard 2001
Mr hD Dunhill harry 2006
Mr CCl Dunn Charles 2005
Mr PS Dunn Peter l 1993
Mrs JC Dunseath Charlotte 1973

Mr AD Eames Andrew SA 1992
Miss J Easley Jennifer 2001
Mr MP Easley Michael S 1991
Mrs. V Easley Val 1991
Miss J Easley Jane 2001
Mr RA Eastwood bob S D 1996
Mr PC Eaton Peter 2011
Mr JK Edgley John 2006
Mr JC Edington-brown John 2010
Mr Chh Edmonds Charles S 1970
Mrs. S Edmonds Sarah P G 1958
Prof M Egger Matthias 2011
herr A Engi-Graf Andi hM  D 1997
Frau J Engi-Graf Judith hM 1997
herr M Epp Martin hM S 1996

Dr JRF Fairbrother Jeremy 2000
Mrs lA Fairbrother linda 2000
Miss lG Fairbrother laura 2000
Miss lM Fairbrother lucy 2000
Mr EJF Fairbrother Edmund 2000
Mr P Fairclough Peter D 2001
Mrs J Fairclough Jane 2001
Mrs RA Fairhead Rona 2009
Miss iCh Fairhead iona 2009
Mr AEh Fairhead Alexander 2009
Mr JDE Fairhead James 2009
Mr TE Fairhead Thomas 2009
herr E Famiglien Ercole 2005
Mrs M Fanshawe Maureen D 1997
Mr PJ Fanshawe Peter 2006
Mr Plh Farrant Patrick 2007
Col RES Faulkner Robin 2009

Mrs lM Faulkner linda 2000
Miss J Faulkner Judith 2000
Mr J Faulkner Jonothan 2000
Mr G Faulkner Guy 2000
Mrs Z Faulkner Zillah 2011
Miss J Fear Josie 2008
Mrs El Fear Elaine 2008
Frau S Feliciano Cova Susanna hM 1965
Frl. ZJ Feliciano Cova Zolla Jessica 1991
Frl. ZJ Feliciano Cova Zolla Jennifer 1991
Mr JA Fergusson Alistair 1976
Mrs A Fewtrell Amanda 2002
Miss FM Field bunny G GA 1962
Mr CE Fielding Claude 1976
Mr P Finnie Peter 2006
Mr J Fisher James 1993
Mr R Fisher Richard 1993
Mr J Fisher Joss 1993
Mr A Fisher Adam 1993
Mrs S Fisher Susan 1993
Mr JDF Fisher John 1990
Miss J Fisher holland Jane 1993
Mr TAi Fitzpatrick Tom S 1982
lt.Co JwA Fleming Jon 1992
Mrs AS Fleming Alison 1991
Mrs DPA Flindall Deborah 1996
Mr PA Flindall Paul 1998
Mr lEA Flindall leo D 1998
Miss TEl Flindall Thea 1998
Mr S Flynn Samuel 2009
Miss S Forbes Sue 1986
Mr MJ Ford Michael 1985
Dr GR Ford-Mackenzie Gillian 2001
Mr AA Forsyth Angus 2007
Miss C Foster Camilla 2008
Mrs h Foster helen 1994
Mrs lJ Foster linda 2005
Mr nMP France nicholas 2010
Mr JR France John 2010
Mr R Francis Rory 2011
Mr AS Francis Andrew 2011
Mrs R Francis Rhian 2011
Mr F Francis Francis l 1984
Miss C Francis Cerys 2011
Mr T Francis Toby 2011
Miss Ah Freund Anne S 1983
Mrs EJ Freund Jane 1969
Mr CR Freund Colin 1981
Mr Dn Freund norman GS 1963
herr F Fuchs Fredy hM S 1983
Frau S Fuchs Susie S 1975
herr K Fuchs           Karl     hP hM S 1946
Frau E Fuchs Elizabeth hM S 1994
herr K Fuchs Jnr. Karl S 1975
Frau E Fuchs-Gertsch hM S 1961

Mr y Gachoud yves 1991
Mrs AC Galbraith Antionette 2006
Miss D Galica MbE Divina G GA 1960
Mr JE Gallagher James 2010
Miss VR Gallagher Victoria 2010
Mr DC Gallagher David 2010
Dr JE Gallagher Jennifer 2009
Mr PCD Gamble Peter S 1982
Mrs DKo’ Gamble (nee Pearson) Diana 1970
Mr nhn Gardner nigel G GA 1950
Mrs JC Gardner Juliet 1954
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Miss C Garner Charlotte 2010
Miss E Garner Ellie 2010
Mr P Garner Paul 2010
Mr hG Garthwaite henry 2011
Mr MC Garthwaite hM  S 1975
Mr wFb Garvey william 1985
Mr Ml Gash Morgan 2005
Mr R Gash Richard 2003
Miss M Gash Monica 2001
Mrs lJ Gash lesley 2005
Mr PV Gash Peter 2005
Mr SV Gaskell Vaughan S 1957
Mr R Gassmann Richard 2011
Mr M Gassmann Marc 2011
Mr EF Gates Edward 1968
Mrs n Gay niki 2009
Mr GP Gay Geoffrey D 1991
Miss C Gay Catherine 2009
Miss C Gay Caroline 2009
Mr F Gay Freddie 2009
Miss E Gay Elizabeth 2009
Mr PR Gepfert Phil 1983
Mr o Gepfert oliver 1992
Miss A Gepfert Amy 1992
Frau M Gerber Margaret S 1994
Mr b Gerber S hM 1962
herr h Gertsch hans 2010
herr C Gertsch         Christophe hM S D 1984
Frau K Gertsch Kathy hM S 1984
herr F Gertsch Fritz hM S 1962
herr u Gertsch uli hM S 1964
herr V Gertsch Victor hM   S 1979
Frau G Gertsch brigitte 2010
herr hP Gertsch hans Peter    S 1995
Miss lG Gibbons lorna 2011
Miss A Gibson Anna 2011
Mr A Gibson Alex 2011
Mrs S Gibson Susan 2011
Mr V Gibson Vernon 2011
Mr MC Gibson Martin 1989
Mrs J Gibson  1989
Mr G Gigg Graham 2006
Mr RJ Gilbert Richard S 1960
Mrs K Gilbert Kirsten 1964
Mrs S Gilchrist Susan 2006
Mr AJ Gilchrist Andrew 2006
Mrs P Gill Patricia 2009
Mr CJF Gill Christopher 2009
Mr JR Gilmour John 1984
Mr AJC Gilmour Alexander 1993
Miss CMC Gilmour Catriona 1993
Mrs PM Gilmour Pamela 1993
Mr Dn Gilvary Dermot 1999
Mrs V Gleadow ware Vanessa 1992
Miss P Gleadow ware Primrose 1992
Mr Jh Gleadow ware James 1985
Mrs Al Gloster Annie 2009
Mrs h Gloster helen 1999
Mr MC Gloster Malcolm 2008
Mr EJM Glover Edmund 1998
Mr J Gluck Jean-Daniel 2011
Mrs M Goldberger Maria hM S 1970
Mrs lA Good lamorna 1996
Mr MF Good Michael 1996
Mr RhP Goodwin Robert 2010
Mrs. oi Gordon olivia S 1987
Mr F Gosling Francis 2005 

Mrs K Gosling Katrina 2005
Mme M Gransagnes Margarete 1997
Miss A Grant Andrea 2011
Mr A Gravell Alicky 2009
Mr Pw Green Patrick 1990
Miss l Greenhalgh lucy 2004
Mrs K Greenhalgh Kathryn 2004
Mr PD Greenhalgh Peter 1985
Mr Jw Greening John 1983
Mr MDA Gregson Michael 1975
Mrs hM Gregson helen 1992
Mr AT Griffith Andrew S 1998
Mr Jh Gunn John l G 1993
Mrs RS Gunn Renate S 1993
Mrs AC Guthrie Christine 1997

Mr RS hackett Richard RA D 1956
Mr lD hackett luke 2001
Dr J haddon John 2009
Mr MJ hadfield Matthew 2010
herr A haesler Andreas 1970
Mrs J hall Jane 2006
Mr Mw hall Michael 1985
Mr G hall Graeme 2006
Mrs hSo hamer hilary 1978
Mrs Mi hamilton-Sharp Mary 1966
Mr R hammond Robert 2010
Mr RJD harding Robert 2003
Mr JR hardwick Richard 1980
Mr JM hargreave Michael S 1954
Miss  harnett  1971
Mr JCb harnett              RA 1971
Mr Rw harrington Robert 2009
Dr. Mh harris Mike 1989
Miss Fb harris Francesca 2009
Mr nbM harrison nicholas 1988
Mrs A harrison-Allen Amanda 2010
Mr DTn hart David 2004
Miss E hartley Ella 2008
Miss P hartley Poppy 2009
Mr C harvey Colin 2001
Mr R harvey Robert 2001
Cdr MJ harvey Michael 2001
Mr ME hatcher Mike 1982
Mr Mi hawkins Michael 2007
Mr A haynes Alex 2010
Mr C haynes Charles 2010
Mrs nA haynes natalie 2010
Mr M haynes Max 2010
Mr PJ headey Peter 2004
Mrs P headey Pauline 2009
Mr TM hearley Timothy 1992
Ms C hector Clair 2010
Mrs R heller Ruth hM S 1979
Mr GD hemley Giles 2010
Mr nD hemley nick 2010
Mrs lA hemley linda 2010
Mr AJ hennings Alexander 2004
Mr PRw hensman Peter 1975 
Miss lCb hensman lucinda 1996
Mrs CT hensman Claire 2011
Miss SC hermon-Taylor Sophie 2007
Mr P hermon-Taylor Peter 2006
Mrs J hermon-Taylor Jocelyn 2006
Mr CG hermon-Taylor Christopher 1986
Mrs E hermon-Taylor Ellie 2010
Mr oG hermon-Taylor oliver 2007
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Mr J hermon-Taylor John 2010
Mrs FM hervey Fiona S 1962
Miss VJ higgin Victoria 1997
Mr PJ hill Philip l S 2002
Mr M hill Matthew 2006
Miss J hill Jennifer 2008
Mrs w hill wendy S 2009
Mrs S hill Susan 2009
Mrs ASD hilleary Sheena G GA 1952
Mr RM hillman Richard 2008
Frau b hirni beatrice hM S 1982
Mrs MC hirst Mary 1993
Mr MJ hirst Michael 1993
Mrs SC hirst-Malin Sarah 2008
Mr RD hocking Robbo l 1988
Miss G hodgson Georgia 2008
Mr G hodgson Geoff 2008
Mrs JMw hodgson Jill 1988
Miss K holbrook Katherine 2011
Mr T holbrook Tom 2011
Mr R holbrook Robert 2011
Mr SA hollington Simon S 1979
Mrs VM hollington Paddy S 1957
Mr TJ holmes Timothy 1968
Mr bGC holt benjamin 2009
Mr R holt Richard 2003
Mr Rb hones Roger 2011
Miss C hoolahan Chrissie 2007
Mr MD hopkins Michael 2007
Miss E horcajo Elena 2007
Miss A horcajo Alicia 2007
Miss J horcajo Jane 2007
Mr A horcajo Andres 2007
Mr A horcajo Alberto 2007
Miss JA hoskins Julie 1975
Mr CJ houlbrooke Christopher 1984
Mr JP howard Jeremy D 2000
Mr RVJ howell Raymond 2007
Miss EA hoyle Elizabeth 1996
Mr RA hoyle Roger 1996
Mrs JS hoyle Sarah S 1996
Miss VJ hoyle Victoria 1996
Miss ES hoyle Emily 1996
Mr CJP hoyle Christopher 1996
Mr S hrones            l 1972
Mr PS huggins Peter hM S 1946
Mr AS humphryes Adam 1973
Mr GRA hunter Gregor 2000
Mr R huntford hM S 1968

Mrs. VE ieronimo  1972
Mrs. Sw ingram Sallie 1965
Mr RiA ireland Robert SA D 1965
Ms SJM ireland Sally   GA  l D 1963
Maj h irvine-Fortescue henry  hM GA S 1990

Mrs SF Jacoby Susan 2006
Dr. RT Jaggar Rhys D 1990
Mr AR James Robin 1980
Mrs. hM Jamieson hilda S 1956
Mrs V Jamieson Valerie 2004
Mr VC Jamieson Victor 1975
Mr J Janson Jonathan S 1949
Mrs CP Jayes Clare 2004
Mr bh Jayes brian 2004
Mr oCP Jeanneret            l 1963
Mr A Jelicic Alexander 2008

Mr MJ Jessop Matthew 2008
Mrs MJ Job Melinda 2004
Miss nA Job natalie 2004
Mr PD Job Peter 2004
Mr GS Jobling Guy 1996
Mr CM Johnson Christopher 2009
Mr GD Johnson Geoffrey 1995
Mrs G Johnson Gillian S 1989
Miss SP Johnson Sandra 2011
Mrs J Johnson Julia 2011
Mr wS Johnston william 2008
Miss P Johnston Pamela 2007
Mrs CE Johnstone Caroline 2008
Mr JM Johnstone James 2008
Mr Ab Jones Alexander 2008
Mrs K Jones Karen 2009
Mrs FhR Jones hilda 1997
Mr J Jones Trystan 2006
Mrs J Jones Jude 2006
Mr ib Jones iain 2008
Mrs J Jones Judith 2008
Mr R Jones Richard 2006
Mr Rb Jones Richard 2008
Mr AR Jordan Alan 2007
Dr DV Joss Vanda D 1985

Miss AMS Kahve Anais 2010
Mr PA Kaju Paul 2011
Mr CP Kalbraier Christopher 1991
Mr P Kara Peter 1990
Miss V Kaufman Victoria l 1972
Mr TS Keeling Timothy 2010
Mr wb Kendall william 2006
Mr Ri Kennedy Robert 1996
Mr nlA Kennett nicholas 2010
Mrs SP Kent Sue 1980
Mrs C Keown (nee Procter) Susan S 1955
Mr J Kerr John 2008
Mr RJ Kerry Roger 1956
Mrs V Kilgour Victoria 2011
Mr EGS Killwick Edward SA D 1997
Ms C Killwick Clarissa 2011
Miss SM Killwick Sheridan S D 1991
Mr CE Kilner Charles 1989
Mrs J King Janey 1993
Mr DJ King David 2009
Mr C King Caradoc 1993
Miss i King isabel 2010
Mrs n King (nee walduck) natasha 1992
Miss K Kirkpatrick Kerry-lynne 2004
Mr PR Kirwan-Taylor Peter GA 1947
Miss E Kite Ella 2007
Mr Pb Kite Peter 2007
Miss G Klein Georgina 2007
Dr R Klein Rebecca 2009
Dr M Klein Martin 2009
Mrs TE Kleiweg de Zwaan Eva 2010
Mr hM Kleiweg de Zwaan Maarten 2010
Mr M Knopf Merrill 2011
Mrs S Knopf Shirley 2011
Mr T Knott Tony 1998
Mr T Knott Terry 2001
Mrs M Kopaci-Di Michele 2010
Mr T Kozlowski Tomasz 2002

Mrs D lakin Daphne S 1967
Mr hR lambert hugh 2004
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Mr RK lancaster Robert 1998
Mrs RP lancaster Rosli S 1973
herr P lanz Pierre S 1995
Dr DFP larkin Frank 2003
Mrs R latimer Rosemary 2005
Mr JM latimer Jonathan GA 1963
Mrs A laurie-walker Anna G 1978
Mr A laurie-walker Alastair 1983
Mr Dho lawrance David 2000
Mr RJ lawrance FRCS       Richard 1984
Mr PAR lawrance Pete 2000
Miss RM lawrance Rosie 2000
Dr TM lawrance (nee bevan Jones) Tessa S D 1969
Mr DJF lawrence David 1995
Mr DJ lawson Douglas 2005
Mrs KJ lawson Katharine 2005
Mr JA lawson James 2005
Miss AK lawson Anna 2005
Mr RD lawson Robert 2005
Mrs SJ le Coq Jilly 1949
Maj JAG le Coq Jimmy S 1975
Mr iA leach ian 2005
Mrs l leach louise 2009
Miss R leach Rosie 2009
Mr w leach william 2009
Mrs FS leach (nee Easdale) Fiona G GA 1969
Mr J lee John 1998
Mr PA lee Peter 1972
Mr J lee Jocelyn 2011
Mrs AC lee Anna 2004
Mr T lee Thomas 2007
Mrs AM lees-Jones Anne 2001
Mr CP lees-Jones Christopher 2001
Mr AhE lefort  1986
Mrs b lehrell (nee hargreave) belinda 1991
Mr SM leniston Stephen 2010
Mr MPG lewis Mark 2009
Mr RC lewis Richard 1982
Miss R lewis Rebecca 2009
Mr w lewis william 2006
Mr F lewis Freddie 2009
Mr Di lewis David 2009
Mrs hn lewis heidi 2009
Miss b ley beatrice 2010
Mr A ley Alfred 2010
Mr nS ley nigel 2001
Mrs R ley Rebekah 2010
Mr KA liddell Kier 2004
Mr AC liddell Adrian 1975
herr uRS liebethal urs l 1969
Mr PM lightfoot Peter S 1968
Mr JJl lillingston-Paterson Jamie 1981
Dr AP lipscomb Anthony S 1984
Mrs PJb lipscomb (nee Myles) Pennie S 1963
Mr J lismore Jake 2009
Miss S lismore Sophie 2009
Mrs S lismore Sally 2009
Mr K lismore Kieran 2009
Mrs MA little Mary Ann 2010
Mr T little Tom 2010
Mr i little iain 2010
Miss K little Kate 2010
Miss R little Rosie 2010
Mr JA livingston  1988
Mr DR lloyd David 2007
Dr. D lobozzo MD David 1972
Miss h lodge helen 2010

Mr G logut George 2009
Mrs. JA lonie Janet S 1985
Mr ED lonie Duncan l G 1985
Mr JC lovatt John 1990
Mrs uE loveday unni S 1973
Mr DF lovegrove David 1988
Mr RDE lovell Richard GA S D 1962
Dr n low nicola 2011
Ms y lowell yumi 2011
Mr h lowell hugo 2011
Mr DMb lowell Dorian 2011
Mr PAhM lukowski Peter S 1963
Mr Pn lunn CMG obE Peter Gl hM S 1963
Mr AD lyons Alexander 2007
Mr FPJ lyons Daniel 2007

Miss FC Mabey Fiona 1981
Mrs i Mabey-Kite isabel 2007
Mr TA Mace Toby 2011
Mr D Mackay Donald 2010
Mr CRD Mackintosh Charlach G GA 1953
Mr D Mackintosh Douglas GA l 1946
Mrs P Mackintosh               S 1951
Mrs E Macleod Elaine G 1994
Miss A Macready Anna 1981
Sir n Macready nevil 1981
Mr A Maienfisch Alex 2010
Mr Rw Malin Richard 2008
Miss l Malin lara 2008
Mr G Malin Giles 2008
Mr K Mallinson Keith 2010
Mr T Mallinson King Thomas 2010
Miss h Mallinson King helen 2010
Mrs A Mallinson King Amanda 2010
Mr PT Manson Paul 1990
Mr JE Marie Julian l 1968
Mrs. TR Marriott           l 1967
Mr AG Marriott MbE Alan 2001
Mr CS Marsh Chris 2010
Mrs JA Marshall Joan 1977
Miss Vl Marshall Vicky S 1973
Mrs. SK Marsham Suzanne S 1967
Mrs G Martel Gisela l G 1979
herr R Martel Rudi l 1979
Mr Eb Martin Eric 1972
Mr Sb Martin Samuel 1997
Mrs CA Martin Ann 1972
Mrs EJ Martineau Jane 1984
Mrs M Marx Madeleine hM G 1949
Mr M Masaki Michihiro 1995
Miss l Maskey lucy 1994
Mrs. R Maskey Rachel S 1988
Mr J Maskey James 2001
Mr MJ Maskey Michael l 1988
Mr PFE Masser Paul 2000
Dr. RM Matheson Roderick 1978
Mrs ME Mathews betty 1976
Mr J Mathews John S 1976
Miss D Mathias Diana S 1973
Mrs F Matthews Fiona 2010
Mr P Matthews Paul 2009
Mr R Mauerhofer          l S 1950
Mr P Maxey Philip 1999
Mrs Vl Maxey Viki l 1999
Mr PC Maxlow-Tomlinson Paul 1982
Mr D Maynard Daniel 2004
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Miss l Maynard lucy 2004
Mr l Maynard luke 2004
Mr C Maynard Charlie 2004
Mrs l Maynard lauren 2004
Mr F McAlpine Freddie 2005
Mr Aw McAlpine Andrew 2006
Mr FA McAlpine Fergus 2006
Mrs S McArthur Susan 2003
Mr ARD McArthur Allan 2006
Mr JM McCann John-Michael 2000
Mr SJ McCarthy Sean 2010
Mrs M McCombie Martine 2006
Dr. iw McCormick ian   G GA  l 1958
Mrs hE McCutchan helen 2001
Mr JDS McCutchan Donald 1991
Miss AE McCutchan Alice 2001
Miss GM McCutchan Grace D 2001
Miss Mh McCutchan Mary 2001
Mr R McDevitt Ralph 2010
Dr A McDonald Alastair 1996
Mrs. C McEwan (nee Sims) Caroline G GA D 1954
Mr DR McGilvray Donald 1998
Ms M McGrade Michelle 2005
Mr PA Mcintosh Patrick 1982
Mr AJ Mcirvine Andrew 2005
Miss CCb Mclucas Camilla 1995
Mr wP Mclucas william 1995
Mrs bA Mclucas blyth 1995
Mr JTw Mclucas James 1995
Mr J McMahon Jack 2011
Mr M McMahon Max 2011
Mr M McMahon Jed 2011
Mrs J McMahon Joanna 2011
Mr R McMillan Rod 2007
Mrs JM Medves (nee Ryan) Jenny S 1984
Miss C Mellor Charlotte 1996
Mr M Mellor Max 2007
Mr T Mellor Toby 2007
Miss R Mellor Robyn 2007
Mrs C Mellor Claire 2007
Mr h Mellor hamish 1996
Mr M Mellor Mark 2007
Mrs M Mellor Morag 1996
Mr J Mellor Jamie 1996
Miss h Mellor harriet 1996
Dr JRC Mew John 1969
Mr Jh Mewburn  1982
Mr hw Meyer              hM S 1963
Dr. DR Michell              S 1959
Miss ME Miller Maggie S hM 1957
Miss D Miller Daisy 2002
Miss V Miller Vi bA 2002
Mrs V Miller Ginie 2002
Miss AF Millward Abigail 2007
Mr R Milne Ramsay 2010
Mrs A Milne Alison 2008
Mr GhP Milner Giles D 2010
Ms J Milner Percy Joanna 2000
Mrs S Milton-yeates Sandra 2003
Mr CAJ Mitchell Clive GA 1959
Mr An Mitchell MbE  neil RA 1959
herr R Molitor Rico hM S 1985
Frau l Molitor lillan hM S 1985
herr K Molitor Karl     hM GA  1946
Mr ACV Montgomery Andrew S 1971
Mr J Mooney John-Dean 2010
Mr P Mooney Pip 2010

Mr h Mooney hugo 2010
Mr SE Mooney Steven 2010
Mrs C Mooney Christel 2010
Mr J Moore Johnny D 2002
Miss A Moore Alexandra 2002
Mr MRh Moore Michael 2002
Mrs hEJ Moore liz S D 2002
Mr nD Moore nigel S bA 1989
Mr M Morgan Matthew 2010
Mrs KJ Morgan Karen 1981
Mr D Mroz Dominik 2007
Mr J Mroz Jaroslav 2007
Mr SM Mucklow Steven 2008
Miss G Mucklow Georgina 1994
Mr R Muir Robbie 2009
Mr MPR Munt Marcus 1995
Miss P Murphy Patricia G GA l 1958
Mr AP Murray Angus 1999
Mr CD Murray-brown Charles 2005
Mrs R Myles Rebecca 2008
Mr w Myles william 2008
Ms A Myrsep Anja 2011

herr K napflin Karl 2011
Mr AJ nash Andrew 2001
Miss i nash imogen 2005
Miss V nash Virginia 2005
Mr E nash Edward 2005
Miss o nash olivia 2005
Mrs l nash linda 2005
Mrs D nason Dana 2009
Mr S neal Stephen 2009
Miss h needham holly 2008
Mrs. S ness(Jamieson) Sheila S 1956
Mrs E newbold Elaine 2008
Miss K newbold Kathryn 2008
Mr SAC newbold Simon 2007
Miss A newbold Anna 2008
Mr R newbold Ralph 2008
Mrs MEM nice Marguerite 2008
Mr PJ nicholson Peter 2009
Mr RRV nicholson Rodney 1956
Mr K nisbet Kit 2008
Mr A nisbet Angus 2008
Miss J noble Joanna 2010
Mr M nolan Andrew 2010
Mr AJ norris Alan 2006
Mr C nye Cliff 2009
Mr S nye Stephen 1992

Mr E o’brien Evan 2002
Mr A o’brien Andrew 2002
Miss A o’brien Amy 2002
Mrs S o’Gallagher Susan 2010
Mrs R o’Grady walshe RoseAnne 2011
Mr MJ oliver Michael 2001
Mrs.  o’Meara               l 1970
Miss C ommanney Caroline 1996
Miss S ommanney Sarah 1996
Mr J ommanney James 1996
Miss V ommanney Victoria 1996
Mrs SJ ommanney Sandra 1996
Mr MP ommanney Martin 1996
Mr E omolu Edmond 2006
Mr DG orf David 1998
Mr CE orme Charles 1981
Mr GwM orr  1967
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Mr P orr Paddy 1996
Mrs C orr Caroline 1996
Mr MJ osborne Marcus 2008

Mrs El Padania (neewalduck) Eloise 1991
Mr J Pailthorpe John 2008
Mr lw Palmer lawrence 1974
Mr MJ Palmer Michael 1995
Mr D Panter David 1959
Mrs A Panter Anna 1973
Mrs SJF Parker Sarah 2005
Mrs RM Parker Ruth 1996
Ms M Parker Minette 2010
Mr D Parker Dean 2008
Mr PSJ Parker Paul 2005
Mr M Pascall Mike 2006
Mr RA Paterson Robin l S 1968
Mrs DM Paterson Diane l S 1972
Mr Jn Paxton John S 1950
Mrs JM Paxton Jane 1993
Miss KwC Peace Katy 2005
Mr SM Pearson Simon 2000
Mr AM Pelton Andrew 1999
Miss CA Pelton Catherine bA 1999
Mrs AM Pelton Anne 1999
Mr Ko Pelton Kenneth 1999
Mr MD Pelton Michael bA 1999
Mr MK Penberthy Kevin 1988
Mr CAS Penrose Christopher 2006
Mr SnS Penrose Stephen 2006 
Mrs RKE Penrose Kate 2006
Mr JSD Penrose James 2006
Miss AEl Penrose Alexandra 2006
Mr A Peretz Adi 2010
Mr CJ Perkins Cynthia 2008
Mr iS Perkins ian 2008
Mr w Perrott william 1994
Mr T Perrott Thomas 1994
Mr G Perrott Godfrey 2009
Mr EFV Perrott Edward S D 1994
Mrs l Perrott lesley 1994
Miss G Perrott Georgina 1994
Mr MA Peters Michael 2007
Miss C Peterson Claire 2011
Ms JA Peterson Jane 2011
Miss S Peterson Sarah 2011
Mr b Pette brian 1987
Mr M Pettifer Michael 2011
Ms S Pfenniger Sherry 2011
Mr S Phillips Simon 2000
Mrs C Phillips Christina S 2000
Mr b Phillips brian S 2000
Mr SAS Phillips Samuel 1999
M G Pier George 1982
Mme. l  Pier louise 1982
Dr J Piers James 1993
Mrs. J Pinckney belinda S 1950
Mr DC Pinckney David S 1960
Mr J Pincott John 2010
Mr A Pink Adrian 2006
Mr AG Pink Alastair 2002
Mr AG Pinkney Giles 2009
Mr nC Pitt nigel l 2000
Mr C Plant Craig 1996
Mr o Platts oliver 2011
Miss l Platts lucy M 2011
Mr nK Platts nigel 2011

Mr JF Platts James 2011
Mrs A Platts Annick 2011
Mr EJ Pleasance Edward 1996
Mr Jl Plesman Jan l 1964
Mr J Polatch John S 1999
Sir GF Pollock bt. MA  George    GA   1946
Mr JJh Pople Jack 2011
Mrs AS Pople Ali 2002
Mr nD Pople nick 2002
Mr MP Pragnell Michael 1994
Mr nE Pratt nelson 1991
Mr Cn Pratt Christopher 1991
Mr nE Pratt nigel 1985
Mrs EJ Pratt (nee Sheering) Edith RA 1965
Dr RJ Preece Richard 2005
Mrs FA Preece Felicity 2005
Mr w Prest Rory 2011
Mr G Prest George 2011
Mrs J Prest Jemima 2011
Mr l Prest leo 2011
Mr J Prest Jago 2011
Mr w Prest wilf 2011
Mrs Gi Prest Gilda 2000
Mr RJ Prest Richard S 1985
Miss hK Prest harriet 1991
Mr CSDT Price Charles 2004
Mr DT Price David G 1971
Mr hG Prichard hugh 2011
Mrs SG Prichard Sara 2006
Mr AG Prichard Anthony 2006
Miss CM Prichard Catarina 2006
Miss MC Prichard Madalaine 2006
Mrs CJ Prichard Carolyn 2011
Mr S Prince Simon 2010
Mr A Prince Andrew 2010
Mr J Prince Jonathan 2010
Mr M Prince Michael 2010
Mrs SJ Prince (nee Tate) Sally Jane 2010
Mr hP Prinsen Paul l 1972
Mr D Prior Daniel 1997
Mr M Prior Michael 1997
Mr hJ Prior-Palmer hugh 1977
Mr CA Pritchard Charles 2002
Mr JP Protheroe Smith John 2005

Mr RE Quiney Robert 2002
 
Mr J Raats Jan 1971
Mr J Rabey Judson 2010
Mr M Ramsay Max 2000
Mrs M Ramsay Martine 1997
Mr wA Ramsay william 1997
Mr J Ramsay James 1997
Mrs AJ Rankin Alicia S 1946
Mr JhD Rankin Jamie S 1968
Mrs AlR Rankin (nee Edmonds) Anna S 1970
Mrs S Raw Sandra 2005
Miss R Redfern Rafaella 2005
Miss A Redfern Althea 2005
Mr b Redfern boris 2005
Mr D Redfern Dominic 2005
Mr C Redshaw Charles 2010
Dr SGo Rees Ted S 1985
Miss n Regez naomi 2007
Mr R Regez Ryan SA 2007
Miss C Regez Clare 2004
Mr A Regez Andy 2007
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Mr J Reicher John 2000
Mr A Reicher Andrew 2000
Mrs h Reicher hilary 2000
Ms A Reicher Alice 2000
Mr D Reicher David 2000
Ms i Reicher isabel 2000
Mrs VS Reid Sonia 1972
Flt.lt. M  Reid RAF Rtd  Mike 1986
Mr SJF Reymond Samuel 1996
Mr MT Reynolds Marcus l 1969
Mr Rhl Richards Robin 2011
Mr Jh Richardson Julian 1981
Mrs. E Richardson  1991
Mr PCA Richardson Paul 2003
Mr J Richardson John 1991
Mr b Richardson benjamin 2011
Dr. AJ Rigby John G GA D 1957
Sir J Ritblat John l 1999
lady Ebb Roberts Elizabeth 1987
Mr C Roberts Charles 2008
Mrs C Roberts Clare 2001
Sir iA Roberts ivor 1987
Mr h Robertson henry 2001
Mrs S Robertson Sarah 2001
Miss K Robertson Katie 2001
Mr h Robertson harry 2001
Mr J Robertson Jamie 2001
Mrs nJ Robinson nicola 2010
Miss P Robinson Pauline 2006
Miss SA Robinson Sophie 2002
Mr MA Robinson Michael 1992
Mrs hA Robinson hilary 2002
Mrs CS Robinson Carolyn 1992
Mrs ME Robinson Maggie 2011
Mr MC Robinson Matthew 2000
Mrs Slb Robinson Sarah G 1965
Mr G Robinson Guy 2010
Miss KE Robinson Kate 2002
Mr AD Robinson Andrew 2002
Mr DG Robinson David 2011
Mrs RE Robinson Ruth 1980
Mr Ab Robinson Alexander 2010
Mr S Robinson Simon 2010
Mr Pn Robinson Peter 1980
Mr ER Robinson Edward 2010
Mr KG Robinson Kenneth 1981
Mr TS Rogers Tony S 1949
Mr G Rogerson Grant 2009
Mr JE Romer John hM S 1976
Mrs GEJS Rose Sandria 1997
Mr AA Ross Ali hM S 1974
Mr JJ Ross-Munro Jan 2006
Miss P Roth Phoebe 2007
Mr J Roth Jacob 2008
Mrs Vh Rowe Val 1998
Mr C Rowe Colin 1988
Mr n Rowley nathan 1997
Ms A Rubi Alicia 2007
Mrs iD Rushmore isabel 1992
Mr JR Russell ian 1981
Miss l Ryan lucinda 2011
Mrs SA Ryan Susan hM 1970
Mrs. RC Ryan Rosanne 1991
Ms RM Ryan Rosemary 2010
Mr CJ Ryan Charles 1980
Mrs JAy Rylands Judy 1983

Mr S Saint-leger Sacha 2007
Mr Jw Sallis Jeremy 2007
Mr RP Salm Richard RA 1994
Mr GC Samuels Gregory GA 2000
Miss hV Samuels harriet 2005
Mr o Sandison oliver 2004
Mrs S Sandison Sophie 2004
Mr JD Saunders James 2008
Mr TR Saunders Thomas 2006
Mr TJ Saunders Timothy 2008
Miss CR Saunders Catherine 2008
Mrs R Saunders Rita 2008
Mrs l Savage Jones lynne 2009
Mr h Savage Jones howard 2009
Mr MF Schaapman Michel 2002
Mr w Schletti             S 1968
herr A Schlunegger Adolf S l 1988
Mr Mh Schoch             S 1970
Mr TC Scholer Terry 2009
Mr JF Schrader John 2002
Mrs CM Schuberth Christine 1996
Rev. RP Scoones Roger S 1978
Mr MJ Scott Michael 1992
Mr JR Scott             S 1982
Mr nK Scroggs nick 2005
Mr A Seaman Andrew 2007
Mr M Seeley Michael 2007
Mrs C Seeley Claire 2007
Miss G Seeley Grace 2007
Miss P Seeley Poppy 2007
Miss o Seeley olivia 2007
herr R Seiler Rene S 1968
Mrs. V Seiler Vivienne l 1975
Mr MMw Severne Michael hM S 1937
Mr M Shaw Matthew 2009
Miss T Shaw Tara 2000
Miss R Shaw Rhianna 2000
Mr  Shaw  2000
Mrs. JR Shaw (nee Graves) Julia 1979
Mr ih Shepherd ian 2011 
Miss h Sheppard honor 2011
Mrs C Sheppard Claire 2011
Ms S Sheridan Sally 2011
Mrs DF Sherman Diane 1992
Mr R Sherras Richard 2008
Miss E Sherras Emily 2008
Mr A Sherras Andrew 2008
Miss V Sherras Victoria 2008
Mrs K Sherras Katherine 2008
Mr bR Sherras brian 2008
Mr Jb Shewring John 2009
Mrs b Shnaps beverley 1994
herr Cu Sieber Chris l 1970
Frau u Sieber-Fehr ursula S l 1952
Mr wi Simpson ian 2007
Miss b Sims-hilditch betty 2007
Mr w Sims-hilditch william 2007
Mrs E Sims-hilditch Emma 2007
Miss D Sims-hilditch Daisy 2007
Mr JR Sims-hilditch John 2007
Mr T Skinner Tim 2002
Mr CJ Slaski Christopher 2009
Mr JA Smale Jake 2009
Miss S Smith Stephanie 2005
Mrs J Smith Judith 2005
Miss h Smith harriet 2005
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Mr S Smith Shaun 2005
Mrs G Smith Geraldine 2007
Miss G Smith Frances 2007
Mr S Smith Stephen 2005
Mr o Smith oskar 2005
Mr T Smith Toby 2007
Mr R Smith Roger 2007
Mr M Smith Michael 2003
Miss F Smith Fleur 2005
Dr lDR Smith David 1998
Mr G Smith George 2007
Mr AMh Smith Adrian S bA D 1983
Mr R Smith Robert 2007
Mr EC Smith Eric 2004
Mrs MC Smyth Clare 1991
Dr M Soljak Michael 2010
Mr h Soljak harry 2010
Mr nJG Spence nicholas 2008
Dr CJ Spicer Colin 2004
Mrs D Spitzley Diana RA D 1963
Miss VMA Spitzley Victoria 1989
Mr J Squier James 2006
Mrs T Staeger-Follet Teresa S 1958
herr u Stahli ueli 2011
Mr nl Stammers nick 2005
Mr b Stammers benjamin 2005
Mrs KM Stammers Karen 2005
Miss S Stammers Sophie 2005
Mr A Stanley Anthony 2009
Mrs SE Stanley Sophie 2009
Mr oh Stanley oliver 2009
Mr P Stannah Patrick 2007
Mr J Stannah Jon G l 2002
Mr AnR Stannah Alan 1989
Mr Kl Steel Keith 1987
Prof. JA Stephens John 1988
Frau M Steuri Margrit hM S 1994
herr w Steuri walter hM S 1994
Mr Kb Stevens Kieran G 1992
Mrs bJ Stevens (nee Gibson) brenda 1992
Mrs C Stevenson Clare 2008
Mr JR Stevenson James 1979
Miss i Stevenson isabel 2008
Mr AJh Stewart Angus 2008
Mr hl Stewart hugh 1989
Mr GG Stewart Cb MC George hM S 1974
Mr hDh Stewart henry 2009
Mrs. P Stirling Trish S 1958
Mr AMn Stodart Anthony 2008
Mr S Storer Simon 2011
Mrs E Storer liz 2011
Mr J Storer James 2011
Miss l Storer lucy 2011
Mr T Storer Toby 2011
Mrs A Strage Alberta 2004
Miss KE Strage Katya 2004
Miss SP Strage Sonya 2004
Mr h Strage henry 2004
Miss MF Strage Misha 2004
Mr GhA Street Graeme 2005
Miss K Stroebe Kathenne 2001
Dr M Stroebe Margaret 2001
Prof w Stroebe wolfgang 2001
Mrs S Sutcliffe Sally 2007
Mr wh Suter hugh 2008
Miss Cw Sutherland Catriona 1988
Miss Aw Sutherland Alison 1981

Mrs h Sutherland heather 1972
Mr bw Sutherland CbE bruce l 1972
Mrs RM Swindells Rita 2007
Mr DJ Swindells David 2007
Mrs b Syme barbara 1970

Mr TT Tait Thomas 1985
Mr AP Talalla Piers 2005
Mr DA Tanton  1973
Mrs lE Tapson lianne 2011
Mr T Tapson Toby 2011
Miss E Tapson Ella 2011
Mr KV Tapson Keith 2011
Mr A Tapson Adam 2011
Mr S Tautz Steven 2006
Mr J Tautz James 2006
Mrs MM Tayler Michele 2010
Mr hMG Tayler hugh 2009
Mr TC Tayler Timothy 2010
Mr nCD Taylor nicholas 1991
Miss S Taylor Sally 2009
Miss K Taylor Kate 2009
Mr MJ Taylor Michael 2009
Mr PK Taylor Philip l G 1985
Mr JJK Taylor Jonathan G GA 1960
Mrs C Taylor Christina 1991
Mr JSJh Tedbury Stephen S 1971
Mrs. l Tedbury loveday 1975
Mr Jl Temple Jeff 2010
Mrs GR Temple Gill 2010
Mr D Tennant David 2011
Miss J Tennant Julia 2011
Mr T Theodore Taylor 2011
Mr PC Thomas Paul 2007
Mrs J Thomas Jane 2007
Ms EK Thompson Emma 2011
Mr wJ Thornton william 2011
Mr nh Thorp nigel 2007
Mrs wS Thorp wendy 2007
Mr Jh Thursfield John 1995
Mr Th Thursfield Timothy 1995
Mr Mb Tillett Michael 1967
Mrs nJ Todd nichola 2006
Miss hE Todd-Saunders helen 2006
Mr ST Todd-Saunders Samuel 2006
Mr Eo Toke-bjolgerud Edward 2005
Mrs R Topham (nee lovell) Rosalind S 1962
Mr n Tracey nick 2002 
Mr M de  Trasenster Mark C 2011
Mrs E Tripp-Sharman Emma 2005
Miss A Tripp-Sharman Alexandra 2005
Mr TJ Tripp-Sharman Terence 2005
Mrs S Troughton  Sarah GA   l 1967
  (nee Campbell-Preston)
Mrs S Tucker RA l 1955
Dr S Turk Suzannah 2007
Mr GJ Turner Geoff 1984
Mr T Turner Terry D 2000
Mr G Turpin Glenn 2007

Mr AM ugland Andreas 2000
Mr K unger Karl 2006
Mrs A unger Anna 2008
Miss l unger liese 2006
Mrs A unger Amanda 2006
Mr Z unger Zak 2006
Mr P unger Paul 2006
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Mr MJ upton Michael 1956
Mr A utting Alex bA 2003
Mrs T utting Tuula 2003
Mr M utting Mike 2003
Mr E utting Edward 2003
Miss K utting Kristina 2003

Frau J van Eeghen-Fischer Jutta 2009
Mrs D Van Zalinge Dawn 1968
Mrs C Veall Caroline 2002
Miss MA Venn Molly 2007
Miss El Venn Emmeline 2007
Mr MS Venn Michael 2007
Mr AD Venn Adrian 2007
Mrs SFh Venn Susan 2007
Mr EDh Verden-Anderson David S D 1973
Mrs EA Verden-Anderson Elizabeth 1999
Mr GD Verden-Anderson Gavin 2001
Ms AA Verrijn Stuart Annemarie 2011
Mr T Vollebregt Twan 2010
herr P von Allmen Paul hM S 1982
Frau MM von Allmen Margaret hM 1982
herr A von Almen Andreas 1982
herr C von Almen Christian             S 1982
Frau S von Almen Silvia 2003
Frau K von Almen hM S 1979
herr uK von Almen urs 1988
Mr Pn Voss Peter 2009
Mrs AJ Voss Antoinette 2009

Mrs A wade Angela 1953
Mrs Al waghorn linnet hM S 1960
Mr w waghorn william 1983
herr P wagner Peter l 1967
Mrs A waind Amanda 2007
Mr S wainman Simon 1998
Mrs D wainman Diana 1998
Mr Th walduck Tom P G l D 1958
Mr Rn walduck Robert S 1961
Mr Sh walduck Stephen S l 1965
Mrs. V walduck Vanessa l 1986
Mr DCT walduck Daniel 1991
Mr nSRD walduck nicholas 1985
Mr AhEP walduck Alexander 1985
Mr JAG walduck Jason 1991
Mr hR walduck obE Richard S l 1958
Mrs S walduck Susan l 1992
Mrs AJ walduck Amanda 1998
Mrs Sl walduck Sara S l 1991
Mrs PJ waley Penelope S 1963
Mr G walker Giles 2004
Mr E walker Edward 2004
Mrs GS walker Gill 2004
Mr JG walker Jonathan 2004
Mrs R walker Rachel 2006
Mrs DM walker Deborah 2002
Miss CM walker (nee Macleod) Catriona 1994
Mrs KT waller(nee walduck) Katharine 1992
Miss TA wallis Theresa Anne RA 1971
Dr bh walpoth beat l 1968
Mrs Co walton(nee walduck) Candida 1992
Mr RS ward Richard 2009
Mr EJT wasdell Edward 2006
Mr DC wasdell Donald 1986
Mr CnE wasdell Charles 1986
Mr Th waterhouse Thomas 1995

Mr Dh waterhouse David 1986
Miss SA waterhouse Sarah 1995
Mr JM watherston Michael 1974
Mr CD watson Charlie 2000
Mr DR watson David 2000
Mrs KM watson Kate 2000
Mr wR watson william 2000
Rev Rb watson Robert 1992
Mr GE watson George 2000
Mr JC watts Jeremy 2009
Miss A-R watts Amelie-Rose 2009
Miss J watts Jemma 2009
Mr R watts Raef 2009
Miss T watts Thea 2009
Mrs C watts Clare 2009
Mr o watts oliver 2009
Mr Mh weale Michael 2000
Mr n webb nigel 2004
Mr l webb luke 2004
Mr J webb Joseph SA 2004
Mrs. C webster             l 1974
Mrs AV webster Anne hM 1963
Miss hAK wells henrietta 1998
Mr wJM wells william 1998
Mr T wells Thomas 2010
Mr ECJ wells Christian l S 1998
Mrs GMK wells Katherine 1998
Mr DPA wells David 2007
Mrs M wells Michele 2007
Mr MG west Martin D S 1993
Miss C west Carol 1987
Mr MJD wheeler Michael S 1994
Mr MJ wheeler Michael 1998
Mr w wheeler william 2009
Mr RC wheway Richard S 1966
Mrs J wheway Judith 1987
Mr P white Peter 2010
Miss E white Erica SA 1997
Mr Rw white Ronald 2003
Mrs MMD white Dolores 1998
Mr DJ white Derek 2008
Mr PG white Peter 1998
Miss J white Jean SA 1997
Mr D white Duncan 1996
Mr FwD whitelaw Freddie S D 1972
Mr J whitley James 2006
Mr JE whittaker John 2000
Mr nT whittet neil 2003
Mr J whittet Jeremy 2007
Mrs hF whittet helen 1998
Mr MJ wigmore Mike 2004
Mr nbS wilder nigel S 1966
Sir G wilkinson bt. Graham GA G 1959
Mrs Sh wilkinson hetta 1998
Mrs hM wilkinson-bride heather 2010
Miss E willan Elizabeth 2005
Mr MSD williams Marcus 1987
Mr SP williamson Simon 2002
Mr JP williamson Joseph S D 2002
Mr AM willis Andrew 2002
Mr C willmott Colin 2009
Mr o willmott oliver 2009
Mrs T willmott Tracy 2009
Miss h willmott hannah 2009
Mr hEn wilsher henry 1992
Mr DA wilson David 1964
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Mr A wilson Alan 1997
Mrs. ME wilson Minnie 1972
Mr J wilson Jamie 1997
Mrs GM wise Gilliam 1998
Mr JP withinshaw John 1994
Mrs GJ withinshaw Georgina 1994
Ms J wolf Janette 2011
Mr JA wood James 2002
Mr T wood Trevor 1999
Miss hV wood helena 2002
Mr A woodcock Andrew 2011
Mr MJ woodhall FRiCS  Mike l S 1978
Mr SJ woodhall Simon 2007
Mr Jb woods John 2011
Capt n woolgar nick 1997
Mr JGl wright John 2002
Mrs l wylde lucy 2001
Mr G wylde George 2001
Mr J wylde John 2001
Mr R wylde  1970
Frau T wyss            l 1983
herr S wyss            l 1983

Mr MKR yates Martin 2007
Miss A yeates Alice 2003
Mr M yeates Matthew 2003
Mr T yeates Thomas 2003
Miss E yeates Eleanor 2003
Mr J younger Jamie 2009

Mr nV Zotov nikolai 2009
Mr R Zumbuehl Ryan 2011
Mr M Zumbuehl Markus 2011
Mrs b Zumbuehl barbara 2011
Miss l Zumbuehl laura 2011
Capt PD Zvegintzov Paul   G D hM 1972
Mr ni Zvegintzov nicholas S 1986
Maj ADJ Zvegintzov Sacha SA 1984
Mrs RM Zvegintzov Maree   G D hM 1986
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DHO group on a fresh powder day – the Lager






